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Carter, Reagan Will
Debate Face-To-Face
WASHINGTON AP)— After inonths
of shouting at each other long distance,
. President Carter and Ronald Reagan
have agreed to air their differences
face to face in a no-topicbarred televised debate next Tuesday, a week before
the election.
With nothing less than the presidencx
possibly at stake, they'll aim their
arguments at the millions of voters, an
estimated one-fifth of all those planning
to cast their ballots, who are shown by
polls to remain undecided.
The 90-minute debate will begin at
9:30 p.m. EST, it was announced Tuesday. It will be held in Cleveland's Convention Center and will be nationally
televised.

The contest will the first time this
year that Carter has taken part in a
debate. Be opted out of a scheduled
debate with his Democratic primary
rivals before the Iowa caucuses last
winter, citing his need for constant ittention to the hostage seizure in Iran.
Reagan let other Republicans slug it
out iii the first debate of the political
season in Iowa. then took part in all
later GOP pre-convention contests. He
debated independent candidate John
Anderson last month in a nationally
televised debate in Baltimore.
To reach their agreement,
negotiators for the two candidates met
for more than six hours over two days.
But afterward they seemed to reluctant
to talk about what separated them.

Mrs. Carter Pays
Visit To Ashland

CAREER DAY — Murray High Principal W. A. Franklin, left, gives
instructions to speakers for Career Day, sponsored by the Rotary
Club,
during a reception prior to the sessions. Listening Jo Franklin
are, from
second from left, Dan Shipley, Charles Reed and Bill Whitaker.
juniors and
seniors had the opportunity to choose to attend three sessions
from the 25
different occupational fields represented at the second annual
event.
Photo BY RaYe Peebles

By The Associated Press
Kentucky reniained in the glare of
presidential politics when first lady
Rosalyn Carter paid a visit to the state
shortly after Ronald Reagan, the
Republican challenger for the White
House, completed a campaign tour.
More was on tap today with appearances by Carter campaign chief
Robert Strauss scheduled for Lexington
and Louisville.
Mrs. Carter attended a rally Tuesday
night in Ashland, where she wa:
greeted by Gov. and Mrs. John Y.
Brown and various Democratic
luminaries and campaign workers, and
an estimated 1,500 eastern Kentuckians.
Mrs. Carter drew a roar from the
crowd when she said that President
Carter was going to solve the energy
crisis with Kentucky coal.
Mrs. Carter said the voters in this
presidential election face a "stark

choice," and added thlt the current
Republian leaders "are out of the
mainstream,even for Republicans."
As for the economy, Mrs. Carter said
She felt things were getting better. She
urged the crowd to help reelect her husband because, she said, "we need the
stability and the continuity."
Reagan and his wife, Nancy, boarded
separate planes earlier Tuesday at
Standiford Field in Louisville. He was
bound for Marion, Ill., and she was off
to Champaign-Urbana, Ill., for more
campaigning.
The Reagan entourage left Kentucky
with a surprise statement from a campaign aide that former Sen. Eugene J.
McCarthy, D-Minn., who sought the
presidency three times in recent years,
would endorse Reagan soon.
Reagan spokesman Michael Deaver
said the nominee had met privately for
a half-hour Monday night in Louisville
with McCarthy.

Murray High Students
Learn About Careers Fire Destroys Interior
In Rotary Club Event Of Carlisle Courthouse

TALK WITH SENATOR — Three Calloway County residents had an opportunity to meet with U. S. Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Owensboro, at a rally
held in Marshall County Tuesday night. Left to right are Mac Fitts, Sen.
Ford, Douglas Tucker and Z. Enix. Ford is opposed by Mary Louise Foust in
his bid lobe re-elected to the U. S. Senate in the Nov. 4 general election.
Staff Photo By Rat Orr

City Council To Hear Ordinances
Reading of` three ordinances and a
fourth quarter report from the Murray
Community Development agency are
the only items listed on the agenda for
the regular meeting of the Murray City
Council Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Two of the ordinances

one increas-

ing rates charged by the -Murray
Natural Gas System and the other
rezoning property in the LassiterRoberson subdivision :-- will be read for
the second and final time. The third ordinance, to be presented on first
reading, will increase rates charged by
the Murray Sanitation Department.

Subscription Prices Increased
An inerease of 25 cents per month, effective Nov. 1, in the carrier delivered
subscription price to - The Murray
Ledger & Times was announced by the
newspaper today.
'
The new rate will be $3.25 per month,
payable in advance to the newspaper
carriers. Carriers will be sending bills
out with their newspapers within the
next few days.

The escalating cost of newsprint and
other inflationary factors were cited by . a newspaper official as the primary
reason for the increase. The newspaper
carriers will receive 10 cents of the 25
cent increase.
This increase is only applicable to
carrier-delivered subscriptions. Mail
subscription rates are not affected by
the adjustment.

Juniors and seniors at Murray High
School got some insight this morning into the joys and pitfalls of several professions during the second annual Career
Day sponsored by the Rotary Club.
Jim Pickens, Dr. Rob Williams and
Tommy Brown coordinated the event
for the club by arranging for speakers
from the 25 different occupational fields
represented.
Students were polled earlier during

Police Look into
Possible Arson
At Trailer Court
Local authorities are investigating a
possible automobile arson this morning
at Waldrp's Trailer Court-4th Street;
according to a Murray Police Department spokesman.
The spokesman said witnesses'
reports and circumstances surrounding
the burning of a 1969 Pontiac caused officials to believe arson was involved in
the incident.
No other details about the case were
released bythe spokesman.
In a separate incident, an undetermined amount of money was reported
missing from a South 16th Street
residence Tuesday night, the
spokesman said.
Items missing from the home included a wallet, purse and piggy bank, the
spokesman said. He added officials feel
the burglar enter the house while the
residents were asleep.
Police are continuing the investigation in the case.

the school year to determine the occupations which most interested them,
according to Principal W. A. Franklin.,
The Rotarians then scheduled speakers
from those occupations*. The students
could select three of the sessions to attend.
"In addition to enabling our students
to -learn something about different
careers, it is also a valuable experience •
for the speakers since they can visit the
school and interact with the students,"
Franklin said.
•
Speakers and occupations
represented included: Faye Wells,
secretary; Rid* Larnkin, lawyer; Dr.
Bill Smith, computer science; Robert
Martin. accountant; Dan Farris, banking and finance; LYr. Dan Miller,
medical doctor: Stuart Poston, other
health services; Walt. Apperson. corn,.
in unications; E.V. Dennison, businessindustrial management; Sheila Ward,
cosmetologist; Bill Kopperud, real
estate; Ted Billington, engineer.
Dr. W. J. Pitman; wildlife-forestry
biological sciences; Dr. Gene Schanbacher and Bill Whitaker, architect;
Dr. Richard Butwell,foreign service officer; Dr. Mike Ridley, dentist; Rita
Fleming, nurse; Connie Talent and
Leah Hart, social worker; Dr. Richard
- Usher,teacher; Chuck Wynn, food Services management; Mike Holton. insurance; Nix Crawford, retail sales;
Dan Shipley, agri-business; Gerald
Boyd, automotive; and Charles Reed,
electrician-plumber.
Tlie speakers were honored at a
reception prior to the sessions. The
Rotary Club_ plans a Career Day for
Calloway County High School next spring. -

BARDWELL, Ky. (API — The interior of the Carlisle County Courthouse
was destroyed by fire early today.
Most county records were stored in
fireproof vaults in the county and eircuit clerks'offices and were saved.
County Judge-Executive Bill Fraser
said the fire was discovered by Jailer
Judy Lucas while making rounds about
2 a.m, and started apparently near the
sheriff's office. Flames spread quickly
through the 86-year-old •building. The
judge said electrical wiring might have
• caused the fire. He added state arson
investigators will examine the ruins.

Prisoners were evacuated for a time
from the county jail next door. The jail
did not catch fire and there were no injuries.
•
Fraser said about $200,000 was spent
the last two years to improve the courthouse including installation of an
elevator. He added work was to have
started soon on a central heating and
air conditioning system. The judge
estimated the loss will run between
$300,000 and $400,000.
Carlisle County is in ektreme
Western Kentucky and borders on the
Mississippi River.

Fisher Price Layoff To
Affect 300 Employees
Officials of the Fisher Price toy plant
in Murray announced a seasonal layoff
of 300 temporary and permanent
employees effective Friday,Oct. 24.
"Because of the seasonal nature of
thetoy business Fisher Price each year
has seasonal adjustments of its work
force," plant general manager Paul
Kiesow said.
"This cutback is about 20 percent
greater than in past year's due to national economic conditions which have
slowed retail activities in toys," Kiesow

added.
The plant manager said plans call for
continued installation of molding equipment in the new addition to the plant
which was dedicated earlier this month.
"For the long term, the plant growth
picture is good," Kiesow said.
The plant normally releases a portion
of its work force at this time of the year
and recalls them in the spring, due to
the seasonal nature of the toy business,
a spokesman said.

Aide Acknowledges Trip Is 'Unusual'
•

Hubbard Visiting Republic Of Panama
MAYFIELD, Ky. ( API — Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., unopposed in his
bid for a fourth House term, is visiting
the Republic of Panama this week for
"not any one specific reasof)." an aide
says..
Kathie O'Callaghan acknowledged
Monday that the trip is "unusual," in
light of Hubbard's track record of opposing congressional fact-finding missions to foreign countries.
"He knows hOw .,the people (in
Western Kentucky) feel about these
things," she said.

But she pointed out that Hubbard is
chairman of the House subcommittee
that has overseen implementation
the controversial Panama canal
treaties, which he opposed.
In a recent weekly newspaper column
prepared by Hubbard, he said the U.S.
ambassador to Panama, Ambler Moss,
officials of the departments of State and
Defense, and Americans living in
Panama repeatedly have urged him to
make the trip.
-During my first five years and nine

months as a congressman. I have never
taken a government paid trip outside
the United States," Hubbard wrote.
"Many of my constituents think of
these congressional travels as 'junkets*
or 'ripoffs' or 'vacations' at the taxpayers'expense."
Nevertheless, he continued, "I have
decided it best I go for a six-day visit to
Panama, and the trip has been planned
and arrangements made by those who
have encouraged the visit."
Mrs. Callaghan said Hubbard apparently .planned to "monitor the suc-

cess of the situation down in the
Panama Canal."
Hubbard wrote in his newspaper column that while there were initial
"forecasts of deep trouble ahead for the
historic waterway" following the signing of the treaties, now, a year later,
"such fears are fading fast. The first
year of joint operation of the canal by
the United States and Panama has been
a success."
Hubbard left for Panama on Saturday. He is due back in this country
Thursday.

VISITS SCHOOL — The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools accreditation team visited the Murray Vocational School today. Team members talked with teachers, students and community members and observed classes in judging if all vocational programs are meeting
requirements in order to receive federal funds. The team will make a
report which wil grade the school programs and make any necessary
recommendations. The team visits schools every five years and the
schools also turn in yearly reports. At the school this morning were (from
left) M.J. Droznenk, team member; Tom Mills, team member; Martha
Arrington, team member; Brenda Nix, vocational school teacher; Martha
Crawford, vocational school teacher; and Myra Nogloch, team member.

inside today
The Calloway County Schools has released its elementary,school honor
rolls. For details, see Page 5-A of today's edition,
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clear and cool
Generally clear and cool
tonight. Lows in the mid to upper
40s. Mostly sunny and warmer
Thursday. Highs in the upper 70s.
Extended Forecast
A chance of showers and turning cooler Friday. Clear to partly
cloudy Saturday and Sunday with
seasonable temperatures.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
— 1.5cJ04
Kentucky Lake
355.25

•• 7,7.

Iran-Iraq War Enters Second Month Today
By NICOLAS B. TATRO
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( API — Iranian
jets raided Baghdad. Iraq's warplanes
struck back and its gunboats sank an
Iranian supply ship at the northern tip
of the Persian Gulf as the war entered
its second month today,Iraq said.
The Iraqi communique said two Iranian jets bombed the Iraqi capital at
mid-morning, wounding eight civilians.
One plane *as shot down by surface-toair missiles, the communique added.
The northern Iraqi summer resort of
Hajomran also was attacked by Iranian
-11-z4litnes, but the commimique did not
,._ report the extent of the damage or any
casualties.
It said Iraqi -jet fighters retaliated,
wrecking a railway station on the line
leading to Ahvaz, capital of Iran's oil-

rich Khuzistan Province, and military
positions on the northern outskirts of
Dezful, 150 miles north of the besieged
oil refining city of Abadan.
Iran, meanwhile,saidits defenders in
Abadan shook off fresh Iraqi tank
assaults while house-to-house fighting
raged into a sixth straight day in the
nearby port of Khorramshahr on the
Shatt el-Arab waterway.
However, it conceded the fall of Khorramshahr's prison and an adjacent
bridge in the middle of the city to the
Iraqis and said the invaders had set up
positions at both locations.
Iran said Tuesday its troops in
Abaciiin offarback Iraqi tanks trying to
take the Bahrnalishir River bridge, the
gateway to the refinery city, and that
its forces in Khorramshahr poured
sniper and machine-gun fire at the Iraqis occupying part of the city.
•

But Iraq said its forces "continued to
consolidate their victories in the sectors
of their operations," which extend up to
50 miles deep into Iran's oil-rich
Khuzistan Province and 300 miles north
from Abadan to Qasr-e-Shirin.
Iraq's first deputy prime minister,
Taha Yassin Ramadan,said in an interview with the French newspaper Le
Monde that Iraq will hold the Iranian oil
fields it has captured "until there is a
solution" to Iraq's bprder demands.
Iraq's chief demand is for full
sovereignty and control of the Shatt alArab, which forms the southern end of
the border between the two countries
and which Iraq in 1975 agreed to share
with Iran. Ralnadan also indicated Iran
would have to give up the three small
islands at the entrance to the Persian
Gulf which Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi seized from the Arab sheikdom

norpsomilimoommosomilm.
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of Sharja in 1971 to gain control of the
oil shipping lanes.
Although most of Iran's and Iraq's oil
exports normally bypass the Shatt alArab and go by pipelines to offshore terminals in the Persian Gulf, it is Iraq's
only water route to the gulf as well as
the waterway for Khorramshahr and
Abadan. Iraq abrogated its 1975 treaty
with Iran when it stepped up border
hostilities in September, charging that
AyatbIlah Ruhollah Khomeini's appeals
to Iraq's Shiite Moslem majority to join
his Islamic revolution and overthrow
the Iraqi government, which is
dominated by Sunni Moslems, violated
Iran's pledge in the treaty to stay out of
Iraqi internal affairs.
Although Iran and Iraq are both
Moslem countries, the Iraqis are Arabs
while the nonArab Persians are the
dominant ethnic community in Iran.
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Yen Chapter-

Coachmen Caravan
Formed For Area
Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor
A new Chapter of Coachmen
Caravan was formed Oct. 11,
according to State Presidents,
Cleo and Mary Sykes of the
Kentucky Coachmen.
Chapter 262 of Providence
hosted a camp-out at
Lakewood Campground with
members of the new chapter
as guests. A country ham
breakfast was served Saturday morning with a potluck
supper Saturday night.
The new Chapter will be
known as the Ken-Tenn Gypsic since members will be
from both Kentucky tand Tennessee. The monthly meetings
will be held each 3rd weekend
in the month. Sponsor of the
new Unit is Camp-A-Rama,
Benton.
Officers of the new chapter
are Lonnie and Frances
Davis, New Concord
president; Joe and Evelyn
Thompson, Paris, Tenn., vice
president; Hal and Pat Van
Metre, Benton, secretary;
Elbert and Eva Alexander,
Murray, treasurer; and Cleo
and Mary Sykes, Murray,
chapter representatives.
The first regular meeting
will be a Christmas Party on
Saturday night, Dec, 20, at

Special Honor=

Presented By B&PW Club
Bobbie Waters has been
named "Woman of the Year"
for 1980-81 by the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club. This honor was
bestowed at the annual prayer
breakfast held at the Boston
Tea Party on Sunday,Oct. 19.
Mrs. Waters is the 1980-81
president of the Murray BPW
Club, having served two years
in each of the'following offices: Treasurer, recording
secretary, and editor of "The
Ecbof.monthly
She is the wife of Major
(Ret.) Robert L. Waters and
resides on Murray Route 4.
They are the parents of three
Capt. Robert L.
sons

Waters, Jr., helicopter pilot the 7th Transportation Batwith the 82nd Airborne talion when Major Waters was
Division; Sgt. David Waters,a Battalion Commander at Ft.
green beret, assigned to the Campbell. She was active
5th Special Forces Group at there in volunteer work Ft. Bragg ;. Jeffrey, employed Chairman of the children's
at Murray-Calloway County dental clinic program, Thrift
Hospital as plant operator in Shop Board supported by ofthe maintenance department. ficer's wives) and was in
She is a member of the First charge of the Federal Government's Savings Stamp
United Methodist Church.
- Mrs. Waters serves as Unit Program at the Jackson
Commissioner to the Explorer School. She was also Den
Post 803, BSA, of MCCH. She Mother..
has been employed as " The club president is a
secretary to the Director of graduate of Stonewall Jackson
Nursing for the past 15'2 years High School and attended
at Murray-Calloway County Morris Harvey University at
Charleston, W. Va., and
Hospital.
She served as First Lady of Murray State University.
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NAMED TO HONOR — Bobbie Waters, left, was named
as "Woman of the Year" for 1980-81 by the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club at the prayer
breakfast held on Sunday at the Boston Tea Party. Making
the presentation was Linda Carter, right. e
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Rainev'
Betty ( Mrs. Red) Hale loves
poetry, and she immediately
recognized the lines from Barnacles by Sidney Lanier. She
had this old old poem book and
it is filled with fascinating
'quotable poems and quotes.
Barnacles
My soul is sailing through
the sea,
But the Past is heavy and
hindereth me,
The Past hath crusted and
cumbrous shells
,That hold the flesh of cold
-sea smells about my soul.
• The huge waves wash, the
high waves roll,
Each barnacle clingeth and
worketh dole
And hindereth me from
sailing!

High Diamond Prices!
Blazing Diamond Clusters
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BAZAAR SATURDAY — A Country Craft Bazaar will be held Saturday, Oct. 25, at the
new Parish Hall at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Features will be a bakery, handmade gift
items, toys, and a variety of plants. The hall will be open at 8 a.m, for early shoppers
and those with a taste for sweets and a cup of free hat coffee, according to Henri Montgomery, publicity chairman. Shown here decorating napki^ rings for the bazaar sale
are Margaret Hicks, left, and Eleanor D'Angelo, right, co-chairmen with Marcella Rung,
not pictured, of the projects committee.

Jean Cloar, Calloway County Extension Agent in Home
Economics, spoke on "Landscaping" at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, Oct. 2, at the club
house.
Mrs. Cloar stressed the lint'
portance of choosing shrubs
and flowers to fit with the
family life. She also discussed
the need to choose plants that
were not too difficult or time
consuming unless one intended to spend the time required;
and to select plants that will
do best in the area.
The speaker offered several
pamphlets on landscaping
designs and ideas. She was introduced by Modelle Miller.
Birdie Gingles shared with
the club members some
history of the Garden Depart-

ment. She said in 1935 the
Home Department decided to
organize the Garden Department because of the interest in
landscaping and home
building.
Mrs. Gingles said in 1936 the
Woman's Club voted to have
the Garden Club as a department. Meetings at that time
were held in homes until the
land for the present club house
was donated by the Barnett
sisters. Money was raised by
the club members and with
the help of the local National
Youth Administration and
other organizations and the
community, the present club
,house was erected and opened
in 1940 when the Garden
Department held its first antique show.
Barletta W rather, chairman, presided. Poems on

-) Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky

Pottertown Club
Hears Lessons At
September Meeting
Three lessons were
presented at the meeting of
the Pottertown Homemakers
Club held Wednesday, Oct. 8,
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Lurene Cooper presented a
lesson on "Avoiding The Major Killers."
"Meals For One Or Two"
was the lesson presented by
Bobby Cook.
The county extension agent
in home economics, Jean
Cloar, discussed the lesson on
"Home Construction."
Louise Short, president,
presided, and Lurene Cooper
gave the devotion. Reports
were given by Reba Jo
Roberts, secretary, and Iva
Alford,treasurer.
Also present were Lottie
Hurt, Murial Wright, Lucy
Alderdice, Lavine Carter,
Mildred Thompson, Payte
Overcast, Ruby Kelly, and
Shirley Werts.
The club will meet Wednesday, Nov. 12, at 10 a.m, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

autumn were read' by Doris meeting in Owensboro on Oct.
Cella. Reports were given by 28.
Myrtle Douglas, secretary,
Hostesses for the meeting
and Zula Sykes,treasurer.
were Rosanna Miller, Millie
The Department voted to Graves, Janet Denton, Verda
purchase tulip bulbs to be McCoy, Artie Morris, Helene
planted at the entrance of the Visher,and Modelle Miller.
County
1Viurray-Calloway
At the Nov. sixth meeting
Park.
Maxine Clark will speak on
Announcement was made of "Biblical Plants From Around
the 1980 Audubon District The World."
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"When you're at a party,
pay attention to older men,
because they'll be the most appreciative — and the least
demanding.
"Never appear wise or jaded.
"Never 'take over,' and
never be aggresSive.
"Always write notes if the
occasion warrants it, and send
men 'little thoughtful gifts.'
"Always say thank you and
show appreciation for the
smallest favors.
"And, by all means — never
grow up."

Annual Chri
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10:30 a.m, to
social hall of tl
cheon 'will bo
public is invite(

Jean Cloar And Birdie Gingles Are
Speakers At Garden Department Meet

By RAINEY APPERSON

Old Past, let go and drop
the sea
Till Fathomless waters
cover thee!
For lam living and thou art
dead;
Thou drawest back. I strive
ahead the day to find.
Thy shells unbind! Night
comes behind;
I needs must hurry with the
wind
And trim me best for sailing.
+++
Paul Harvey is always telling the public another unusual
story about bumper stickers.
You've seen the bumper
stickers about the tennis, the
football team and the religious
stickers. This week the sailors
got into the act — theirs said
"I'd rather be sailing!" as
they are driving along in their
cars.
+++
We're all very familiar withJacqyeline Kennedy Onassis'
spectacular success with-men.
It seems her father, "Black
Jack" Bouvier, taught her 10
golden rules to attract men —
and they have guided her
through her life. Would you
believe -"Be hard to get. Don't accept everything and never be
too available. To be tantalizing, you Mast always be exasperating.
"When you refuse a date the
man will hate it ( but love you
more) if you say you're staying at home to 'wash your
hair' when you're not.
"Always play the role of a
seducer, but always be very
feminine and make a habit of
leaning on men.
to
attention
"Pa y
everything a man says and
fasten your eyes on him like
you were staring into the sun.

le
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Group B of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday, Oct.
24, at 9 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Sandy Brannon, Nancy Fandrich, Vickie
Baker,and Norma Frank.
Court Two — Janie Ryan,
Frances Hulse, Mug Rigsby,
and Shelia Grogan.
Court Three — Marilyn
Adkins and Annie Knight.

Murray. Any Coachmen
owners who would be interested in joining the new
chapter can contact Cleo and
Mary Sykes at 753-3657.
Most members of the new
chapter will be joining Coachmen from Providence,
Bowling Green,and Louisville
in a campout Oct. 24, 25 and 26
at Pennyrile Forest State
Park near Dawson Springs.
Kentucky Coachmen will be
hosting a Fishermen's Frolic
next June at Will Vera's
Resort. This will be five days
of fishing, camping and fun,and any Coachmen owner is
welcome whether or not you
belong to a local chapter,
Sykes said.

Wednear
Film on I
Senior Citizei
spring will be
at the Cal
Library.

Reg Price

. Instant Rebate
You Pay Only

$44 95
500

.95

Electrikbroom Lightweight & versatile
No bags to buy with dirt cup Hangs
on hook for easy stprag.e„Adjusts

carpet pile

Reg Price
Instant Rebate

$6995
0059
$10

.95

You Pay Only.
gar
Canister. Power packed, has all steel

construction, large capacity disposable dot qaq, easy-rolt,wheels, corn8500
,
plete tool set

Reg Price
$t3995
Instant Rebate $ 20001igs5
You Pay Only
Power-Team.Combines canister suction power with upright sweeping
action to clean top-to-bottom. ar 51 r

Prices Good Through Saturday at all OTASCO Stores and Participating
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Coming Events Of The Community

Certain Health—

•

Wednesday, Oct. 22
Thursday,Oct. 23
Thursday,Oct.23
Film on Hawaii for the
Magazine Club will meet at
Support Group for SIDS
Senior Citizens Tour in the
spring will be shown at 7 p.m. the home of Dorothy McKen- (Sudden death syndrome) will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
at the Calloway Public zie at2 p.m.
County Health Center.
Library.
Wranglers Riding Club will
Open forum for candidates
meet at the home of IVIr. and
Thursday,Oct. 23
Murray Head Start will Mrs. Gene Paul King, 1508 for the Murray City School
Board will be held at the
sponsor a kiddies fun house for Belmont,at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Middle School from 7
children 10 and under from
American to 9 p.m., sponsored by the
Disabled
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Beshear Gym, Murray State Veterans Chapter and PTAs of Robertson, Carter,
University. Admission will be Auxiliary are scheduled to and Murray High, and PTO of
meet at 7 p.m. at the Legion Murray Middle.
50 cents.
Hall.
Annual Christmas Bazaar
After School Bible Club will
by First United Methodist
Zeta Department of Murray meet at the First Christian
Church Women will be from Woman's Club will have an Church.
10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the open meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
social hall of the church. Lun- the club house with Phyllis
Legion of Mary meeting will
cheon 'will be served. The Lindsey Spann as. guest be at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory
public is invited
speaker.
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.

25, at the
Imade gift
shoppers
lenri Monazaar sale
ella Rung,

Thursday,Oct.23
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild.

Friday,Oct. 24
Workshop on Watercolors
will be from Ito 4 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild.

Mothers Day Out will be at 9.
(;hosties and Ghodies and
a.m, at the First Baptist ChurThings That Go Bump In the
ch.
Night will be the program at 8
Ellis Center will be open p.m. at the Golden Pond
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- Visitors Center, Land
tivities by the.jdorray Senior Between the Lakes.
Citizens with tuna at 12 noon.
Club membership social will
Hazel Senior Citizens' ac- be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
tivities will be from 10 a.m. to Murray Country Club.
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Senior Citizens activities
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Douglas Center will be open at the Douglas Center with
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- lunch served at 12 noon.
tivities by the Senior Citizens
Hazel Senior Citizens will
with lunch at 12 noon.
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Bill Zinunerman, wildlife Hazel Center with lunch at
artist, will meet the public 11:45 a.m.
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. He will display his
HOSPITAL PATIENT
prints and sale of the print,
Wallace Webb of Puryear,
"The Bald Eagle," will go to
the Preservation of the Bald Tenn., has been dismissed
Eagle. He will also be the from the Henry County
guest of Gamma Gamma Hospital, Paris,Tenn.
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at
the meeting at the Blackford
House Gallery at 7:30 p.m.
with a reception from 5 to 7:30
p.m. at the Gallery for Zimmerman.

,

feet

FORrSENIOR CITIZENS — Teens Who Care from Calloway County High School,
Donna Herndon, advisor, and Murray High School, Judy Muehleman,
advisor, collected
$799.57 in road blocks recently for the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens
Programs. Pictured at left is Debbie Parrish from Calloway and at right is
Valerie Curry
from Murray. Murray members working were Jill Moss, Angie Hale,
Lisa Blankenship,
Laurie Lovett, Selena Ross, Mignon Reed, Kim Wells, Susie Payne, Karen
Gleen, Teresa
Suiter, Rochea Perry, Terri Wells, Kelly Lovins, Teresa Woods, Karlestai
Catlett, LaQuinta Penrod, Dawn Sykes, Leta Pace, Kim Edmonds, and Curry.
Calloway members
working were Mary Paschall, Dorothy Paschall, Doug Brown, Chrissa
Glass, Greg
Newberry, Keith Farley, Roger Outland, Kelly Elliott, Linda Baker, Bonnie Stone,
Dottie
Bell, Christie Griggs, Glenna Hurst, Teresa Hurst, Lisa Hudson, Dawn
Taylor, Russell
Taylor, and Parrish.

a wellknown wildlife artist,'

Friday,Oct. 24
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraterni4
ty will have a road block for
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Ross is also there. Mr. and
St. Jude's Hospital, Memphis,
Oct. 7, 1980
Mrs. Maburn Key and Clerris
Tenn., starting at 2 p.m. at
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Smith
Wilson visited her on Sunday.
South 12th and Poplar Streets.
and son of New Johnsonville
Mr. and Mrs. Boots Stafford
visited with Mr. and Mrs. of Detroit, Mich., are visiting
North Calloway . PTC will
Ludie Malray .over the
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Grooms.
sponsor its annual fall festival
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morat the school from 6 to 8:30
Visitors in to see Douglas ris had as recent guests — Mr.
.p.m:The public is invited.
Vandyke last week were Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mrs.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mrs. Bertie -Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
Linda On' and son, Bryan, Morris Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
National Association of
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs. Gaylon Morris, and Mr. and
Retired Federal Employees
Jessie Paschall, and Mrs. Mrs. Ralph Gallirnore.
will meet at 9:45 a.m, at the
Warren Sykes.
Mr.. and Mrs. George WhitSeventh and Poplar Church di
'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ford and sons, Matt and Josh,
Christ parking lot to begin the
Paschall visited with Mr. and
of Nashville, Tenn., visited
tour to the Land Between the
Mrs. George Whitford of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Lakes at 10 a.m.
Nashville, Tenn., recently.
Paschall on Friday.
Arlin
Paschall and Mr. and
Miss Melissa PaSchall was
Members of Senior Citizens
will be selling tickets on a Mrs. Adolphus. Paschall dismissed from the Murrayreturned home from the
Calloway County Hospital on
special quilt to be given away
Henry County Hospital, Paris, Saturday.
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Tenn., on Wednesday. Recent
The Rev. James Phelps was
North Branch of the Peoples
guests at the home were Max
in Jackson, Tenn., Friday for
Bank. .
Paschall, Donald Malray, and
the surgery on his dad. He
went from there to Memphis,
Shopping for Senior Citizens Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Mrs, Ovie Wilson was mov- Tenn., to visit Mrs. Phelps'
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shop- ed from the Puryear Nursing
mother, Mrs. Katie Garrett.
ping and by 11:30 a.m, for -Home Tuesday to Shady Lawn - Mr. and Mrs. Hester CunnNursing
Home.
Mrs. Lillian ingham of St. afternoon shopping.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.

The f.res
Zmnrervie
500.

!NE
associated with Frame House Gallery, will
be the guest of
honor of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi onThurs., Oct. 23, at two receptions.

:95

top-loading
eight or 505-I

From 11 a.m. until 2:30
p.m. Bill will be at the
Bank of Murray, University Branch, and from
5:00 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.
Bill will appear at The
Blackford
House
Gallery, Dixieland Shopping Center. We cordially invite each of you
to come to one or both
of these receptions,
meet Bill, and receive
free a sketch of a raccoon which Bill will personally autograph for
you, and the artist will
also autograph any
other prints you purchase.
An intense love for
wild game that reaches
back into William Zimmerman's childhood has
brought the renowned
artist down the long

rOP
,ILLING
)UST BAG

_EENER

path to national acclaim
as one of America's
leading bird artists. Inspired by Audubon and
other American nature
artists, he began sketching and painting birds
and animals at an early
age, which resulted in
his first one-man show
at the age of 17. Zimmerman's work has
been
shown
in

museums and galleries
throughout the country.
He is listed in Who's
Who in American Art
apd the Dictionary of International Biography
and is also recipient of
numerous awards.
Bill's latest print, "Harvest Moon," and other
prints, along with some
of his original artwork,
will be on sale at the
receptions. The sorority,
as their special project,
will be selling Bill's print,
'The Eagles," for 821.00.
The sorority has worked
out a plan with Dr.
Robert Goetz, of the
Biology Department at
Murray State University,
and a portion of the
proceeds from the sale
will be given to a society
for the preservation of
eagles.

The Eagle is our national bird,and each home should
have one print of this
bird which portrays nobility, strength and majestic
beauty. With their
powerful wings and talons, the eagle demands respect and
admiration from
all who see him. We are told eagles have not accepted
our modern divorce
laws, and when they mate the relationship lasts for the
lifetime of one of
the partners. The, young brown Bald Eagle portrayed
in Bill's painting is approximately two years old and will not acquire the pure whkte
head and tail
of the adult eagle until he is four years old.
"The Eagles," limited to a 5000 edition, cannot be sold
in any gallery,
because it was painted and produced to be sold only at
fund raisers. So get
out your Christmas list and give a gift that will grow
in value, and at the
same time, give Bill a warm and unforgettable welcome
on his first visit to
Murray.
As the sponsors' of Bill Zimmerman's visit to
Murray, we offer, as one of
our Christmas gifts to each of you, 10% off on framing
any of Bill's prints
and/or art work from October 23rd through November
15th.

9.95

•
iister sucsweeping
n s•

and the causes of death in a
group of 16,638 otomen, ages 18
through 54, who were studied
between 1968 and 1977. The
project was recommended by
the Food and Drug Administration's Advisory Committee on Obstetrics and
Gynecology in 1967.
The doctor said "not only
were there no significant dif"The main conclusion from
this study is that in a U.S. ferences in overall death rates
population of young, adult, between current or past users
healthy, white, middle-class and those who never used the
women, the risks of OC.mral- pill in this population, but
contraceptives are negligi- there was no definite evidence
ble," Dr. Savith Ramcharan, of an increased risk of carthe project's research direc- diovascular disease in users
tor,said today in revealing the compared to those who had
results at a symposium at the never used the pill.
"However, OC users in this
University of Pennsylvania
population tend to have cerSchool of Medicine.
tain personal habits which pot
The study, conducted in them at a greater risk of
Walnut Creek, Calif., reports developing possibly serious
on the major forms of disease types of diseases," she said.

Many Out Of Town Guests Visit In
Homes Of Community;Persons Ill

BILL ZIMMERMAIV,

$79.95
Ste $g).00

PHILADELPHIA AP) —
Certain health risks that have
been linked to the use of birth
control pills may be exaggerated, according to a recent
10-year study conducted by
the Kaiser-Permanente
Medical Center and funded by
the National Institutes of
Health.

North Fork News—

isboro on Oct.
the meeting
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(orris, Helene
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iixth meeting
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Risks Linked To The Use Of Birth
Control Pills May Be Exaggerated

The

Blackford
Gallery

House

Dixieland Shopping Center

Halloween Party Planned
For Rangers, Rangerettes

Special Tour For
New Orleans, La,
A Halloween Party for the
and Rangerettes for
Planned, November Rangers
Monday, Oct. 27, was planned
Thelma Nanney, director of
Kentucky Lake Tours, Inc.,
has announced a planned tour
to New Orleans, La., for six
days, Nov. 17 to 22.
The group will leave by
chartered Brooks Bus with
Elmer Wagnor as the driver
from the Bel Air Shopping
Center parking lot on South
12th Street, Murray, on Monday, Nov. 17,at 7:30 a.m.
Stops will be made at Memphis, Tenn.,- Jackson, Miss.,
Natchez, Miss., before arriving at New Orleans, La., on
the second night. The fourth
night will be spent at Biloxi,
Miss., and the fifth night at
Jackson, Miss.
The costs will be $250 per
person for one to a room, $240
per person for two to a room,
$225 per person for three to a
room, and $200 per person for
four to a room. The fare must
be paid by Nov. 1, according to
Mrs. Nanney, who said persons may call her collect at 1527-7157 or write her at Route
1, Box 178A, Benton, Ky., 42025
for information.

spent last week with Mrs.
Vergil Paschall. She returned
home with them for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw Pinner
of Whiteville, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
over the weekend.
Mrs. R. D. Key was treated
for ,arthritis' from an injured
knee at a clinic at Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins
and children of Cincinnati,
Ohio, visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkinkover the weekend.
Sorry to hear. about David
Boyd being in the hospital with
a broken ankle. We wish him a
speedy recovery.

Rush parties have been held
with seven rushees present.

at the meeting of the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the
A Christmas party was planWoodmen of the World held
Sept. 23 at the home of Ann ned to be held at the home of
Sara Alexander. The Woman
Spann.
of Woodcraft award will be
The Halloween party will be
presented.
held from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the
Present were eight
Woodmen of the World Hall.
This for the age group of 8 to 15 members and three guests —
and each should come in Darleen Morris, Glenda Herncostumes with prizes to be don,and Nancy Todd, with the
given along with refreshments latter winning the door prize.
being served.
Rangers and Rangerettes
may bring guests who would
be interested in becoming a
Ranger or Rangerette, a
sorority spokesman said.
Mrs. Spann presided with
reports being given. It was announced that 42 were present
for the skating party held for
the Rangers and Rangerettes.
The Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant will be held May 17,
1981, along with two new
pageants, Kentucky Pre-Teen,
ages 9 to 12, and Kentucky
Grand-Teen, ages 13 to 15.
These winners will represent

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

753-8856

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS • •

WE
BUY
BUY
UY

The Honest Way!

(

Kentucky at the National
Pageants in Roanoke, Va.

The study shows that many
earlier reported relationships
between pill use and diseases
affecting the circulatory,
respiratory and reproductive
systems may be explained by
such factors as smoking,
alcohol consumption, sunbathing, number of sexual
partners, and age at first intercourse.
Other findings of the study:
—There is no evidence of an
increase in risk of cancer of
the .breast, uterine or ovary
associated with OC use.
—OC use in itself does not increase the risk of cancer of the
cervix. However, intercourse
at a ,young age and multiple
sexual partners, common in
some OC users, has been linked to-cervical cancer.
—There is no increase in
risk from circulatory disease
among OC users who do not
smoke. However,heavy smoking by itself was associated
with an increased risk of circulatory disease.
—An increased risk of
malignant melanoma of the
skin was associated with OC
users of all ages. However,the
researchers also found a
significantly higher mrposure
to sunlight, which has been
previously linked to skin
cancer, among OC users compared to non-users.

ANY GOLD STAMPED
1011.1411-111K-22K
...aim OW INS -14D/4110115
POW WI MC —Me& GOO

We'll
Pay You

CASH
NOW!

We are not "Fly-By-Nighters" only in
town overnight to take your money.
We've been treated in Nahuatl for 69
years.

DIAMONDS fAW•',WY.4,5 ''' WM.W I 5
WANTED
*WOW
100 Of ', ear",

OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m.to 6:00 p,m.

Rabbit Coat* Sale
*77'122144
•
Rabbit Jackets, Pant Coats, •
Solids and Shadow Stripes,
Many with Hoods
Reg, $121 to $232

Layaway till December 24th

p

r,j

HOSPITAL PATIENT
BENTON PATIENT
Rita C. Rainey of Puryear,
Dismissed Oct. 4 from the
Marshall County Hospital, Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County
Benton, was David Boyd of
Hospital,Pahs,Tenn
Murray.

Ptctwred

Diamond Pattern
Natural Rabbit Jacket
Reg $121. S M L

Pier I Imports is pleased to announce that Sherry Morris, brideelect of Barry Travis, has made
her selections from our Bridal
Registry for decorative accessories.
Sherry and Barry will be
married Dec. 6.

Pier

Sale $77

F

urs Labeled To Show Country
of Origin of imported furs

imports

Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

Be) Air Center and Olympic Plaza

shop Daily 10-9,Sunday 1.5
Moist jilt 14(tis tireri, -4.414!

r
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

C Copley News Service

10 Years Ago

EDITOR! 11,

-

-People, Unselfish Hours
Make Murray A Winner

1—
smusixE

Many people were elated but
Green and Rick tinchfield.
surprised last week when the
University -officials report
announcement came out of
that five other university
Dallas that a site selection comemployees devoted a great deal
mittee had picked Murray for
of their time to the museum
the location of the National BO .project, namely, Bay Wield»
011111Innialawall.
Scouts of America Museum.
James Weatherly, Stan Key,
Wry.,
Some we talked to were thrillMayre Briggs and Jim Hall.
•
ed with the selection but they
A steering committee
member also listed several
• kept asking with astonished
townspeople who are deserving
voices: "How did Murray win
-over -places like Dallas.Ft.
of thanks for their individual efWorth and Cincinnatti?"
forts. Those are Frank Holland,
Chuck Wynn, Dave Graham,
To us, the answer to the!
question is simple. Murray is - Ed Chrisman, Melvin Henley,
better than those places for
Freed Curd, Steve Zea, Becky
Bourne, Ron Christopher,
many'reasons. One of the most
Heartline is a service for senior
important of those reasons is
Harold Doran, Holmes Ellis,
to me explaining this, not any of the
tors of this speciality be admissible, or
citizens. Its purpose is to *Aver questhe people who live here.
Sammy Parker, Doug
three criteria set forth in the letter
would they be objectionable as hearsay.
Many folks put many
Stephens, Marjorie Major, tions and solve problems. if you have a
could support a finding of $10 for an ofI am really teed off at this ruling and
question or a problem not answered in
fice call. There is no doctor in this area
want to do everything to overturn it.
unselfish hours into promoting
Stuart Poston, Dick Tebbets,
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
who makes a charge as 145w as $10 for an
J.L.
Murray as the site for the Boy
Carl Hamilton, Dan Hutson, East Dayton St.; West Alexandria,Ohio
ANSWER: We can very well
Scout Museum. Some of those
Sr.,and Dan Hutson,Jr.
0.381. You will receive a prompt reply, office visit.
understand your frustration. We hearit but you must include a self-addressed, . In March, I had an operation in
people were highly visible, in
It would be impossible to list
everyday.
Houston for a subduril hematoma. My
stamped envelope. The most, useful
the effort such as Dr. Conevery one who supported the
We would think that such letters
doctor submitted a bill for $2,185.00,
replies will be printed in this column.
stantine Cunis, who fostered
project — all who wrote letters
could be helpful, especially if you could
which was cut back to $1,366.50, and
HEARTLINE: I sent in a bill to
obtain figures from doctors in your
the idea and spearheaded the
and everyone who represented
then only 80% of that amount was paid.
Medicare for a $20.00 office call to my
showing what they charge or have
area
drive.
Murray and the region so well
doctor. Medicare cut it back to $10 and
Actually, the doctor bill in the sum of
charged for the same type of operation.
then paid 80% of the $10. In their letter
Many others worked behind
during the site location com$2,185 was in error; it should havebeen
It is difficult to predict how Social
$3,177.75 for which an amended statethe scenes, not looking for any
mittee's visit here. We do tip
Security will respond to these
comsent
to
Medicare.
I
ment
has
been
personal recognition, just
our hats to the citizens of MOdocuments.
plained of the cut back but was simply
Yours is a very common problem.
knowing that Murray is the best
ray, local government
told, "according to this doctor's profile
The statistics that Heartline has comlocation for the BSA shrine.
employees and the staff of the
Medicare.
-will
allowable
charges,
of
piled show that on the national average,
The culmination Of these inphysical plant at Murray State
allow a total of $1,36650 for his service
Medicare is paying only 45 to 50 percent
totaling $2,185." I cannot, for the fife of
.dividual efforts — whieh involvUniversity who made Murray
of the doctor's charges on any service.
me, vision a brain specialist working,
ed both university people and
and is environs look so good
In your case,it was about50%.
removing.a blood clot-from my brain,
other citizens of the community _ during the committee's visit.
It is'situations like this that'force
for such a low figure. And, remember
Medicare recipients to turn to Medicare
• Scouting has held a promi— proves the accomplishments
this operation took ,place in Houston
supplement policies for assistance in
nent spot in the activities in ou
that can be achieved when all
where Houston charm should be the
paying medical 'bills. Unfortunately;
facets of Murray work together
area for as long as we can
criteria.
picking the wrong Medicare suppleremethber. The- addition of the
toward a common goaL
lam going to request a Fair Hearing,
ment can lead to even more frustration.
CAPITAL
which I understand must be conducted
A great deal of support was
National Boy Scout Museum
For complete information on how the
. at the local Social Security office. Will
allowable charges are figured by
generated throughout the
can only serve to strengthen
you please advise me what type of
Medicare and what you can expect
Jackson Purchase and even inScouting for our younger, as
evidence I Must produce at the hearing
them to pay, send $1.75 for Heartline's
to our neighboring states. All
wellas our older residents.
to override the Dallas office of
Guide to Medicare,114 Eastpayton St.,
who supported the effort
We can think of nothing we'd
Medicare? Wiltletters from other doe- • West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.'
deserve a tremendous round of
like better.
applause.
Much of the work toward con—470
vincing the Boy Scouts to locate
An AP News Analysis
their museum was funneled
- his strategists see as their campaign
By WALTER R.MEARS
trump card: An escalating effort to conthrough a steering committee
AP Special Correspondent
vince voters that they should not count
haired by Paul Kiesow. Other
WASHINGTON (AP) — As the days
on Ronald Reagan to keep the peace.
members of that committee are dwindle toward the decision at the
Carter's success in this can't be
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Max Hurt, Walt Apperson. Jeff polls, President Carter is playing what
judged for certain until the votes are
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A special exhibit to show the face of
Murray State University during its
earliest history will be on display in the
campus library during homecoming at
the uoiversity Oils weekend.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Daisy
Clayton Hodges.
Victor Olazabal received his Eagle
Scout Award at the Court of Honor held
by Boy Scout Troop 45 at the First
United Methodist Church.
Two Calloway County Homemakers,
Miss Esin Montgomery of the New Concord Club and Mrs. Delia Graham of
the Penny Club, were honored for having been a member of a homemakers
club continuously for over 50 years at
the meeting of the Purchase Area
Homemakers Club held yesterday at
the Ken Bar Inn,Gilbertsville.
Miss Rosetta Lee Robertson,
daughter Of Mr. and Mrs. Flavil
Robertson, was married to Michael
Calvin Todd,son of Mr.and Mrs. Calvin
Todd, on Sept.'5 at the First United
Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Edens, Oct. 18, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Robertson, Oct. 19,
Oct.
a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Tim
19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Myers,Oct. 21.

20 Years Ago
Today is homecoming at Murray
State College with a parade at 9:30
a.m., football game between Murray
and Tennessee Tech at 1:30 p.m., along
with other special activities planned by
various groups.
. Lee,
Richardnlue
Deaths reported
61, Edmund L. Cook, and Mrs. Lee
Smith,75.
Dr. C. C. Lowry has been appointed
by the Kentucky Board of Health to fill
the unexpired term of Dr. A. D. Butterworth on the Calloway County Health
Board.
The 1959 Census of Agriculture conducted in Calloway County last fall
counted 1,836 farms, according to the
preliminary report just issued by the U,
S. Department of Commerce.
Births reported at the Murray
and Mrs.
Hospital include a girl to
Dale Sutton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dothild Cleaver, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin York a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Graham, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McCuiston.•
Janice Cherry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Cherry,and Judy LaFever,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. LaFever,
all of Murray, have been elected as
freshman cheerleaders at Murray State
College.
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Murray is a member of a group formed to back the building of a new dam on
theCumbeigand River at Grand /liver&
Members of the cast of the play,
"Betty Jane From Pumpkin Lane," to
be presented by the freshman and
sophomore classes at New Concord
High School on Oct. 24 include Norma
Jean Warren, billy Joe Kingins, Barbara Hart, Ronald Adams, Barbara/
Shelton, James Ed Farris, Laurean
Coorrlons.
Crowell, Lucy Ann Forrest, Joe Earl
•
•+++•-••4444-44÷•-•-*+++++++++444-•
•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-••-•-•••••
'Buchanan, Jimmy Allbritten, Beverly
Brawner,and Betts Bonner.
Fire swept the Salem Baptist Church west of Lynn Gro c in
Births reported at the Murray
the early hours of November.9 with total destruction to the mos
ospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
$70,000 edifice. It was on the site of this church, one of th
wight Watson and a girl to Mr. and
James Rex Cooper.
historic congregations was constituted by followers of the Baptist
The Murray High School Tigers beat
faith.
the Madisonville Maroons 7 to 0 in a
Provisions provided by statute relative to third class cities infootball game here.
cluded more stringent pay scales and'job security, provisions affectJulia Hawkins, Lavenia Jones,
Shirley Dockery, Marlene Swann, Rita
ing police officers and firemen than had been the experience of
- Parks, Bobbie Hutson,Sue Nesbitt, and
Murray as a fourth class city. Therefore the town fathers were
Julia Fuqua are officers of the Murray
required to perform a difficult balancing act with its $481,000
Training School Chapter of the Future
-budget,.-in. addition -to-pn.,g0._of_r2
tiluititss Martha
"
wl-----F/orriemalter
previously pointed out the change of city classification would seriLindsey is chapter sponsor.
Mrs. Coitus Johnson presented the
ously alter the city budget, thus the exhultation and sophistication
program at the meeting of the Christian
of becoming a third class city a few months previously were muted
Women's Fellowship held at the First
in recollections of the good old days.
Christian Church.
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Calloway County

Business Mirror

counted, but his war-and-peace drive
has Reagan's attention
Reagan devoted his first nationally
televised address' of the campaign to
the issue, declaring himself devoted to
peace and insisting that he knows better than Carter how to preserve it.
That address was a tacit admission
that Carter has made headway on the
Cookies and other baked goods have
subject. "My own views have been
been hit hard.
distorted in what I can only conclude is
In liquid products, such as colas and
an effort to scare people through insodas,it is possible to avoid using sugar
nuendoes and misstatements of my
by switching to high-fructose corn
positions," the Republican presidential
sweeteners, and some have done so.
nominee said Sunday night.'"Possibly
But bakers don't have that choice.
Mr. Carter is gambling that his long
As a result, _their frustrations are
litany of fear will somehow influence
seen in frequent price increases, in
enough voters to save him."
.
complaints to Congress .and in comCarter is Promoting the impression
plaints about the weather and the
that Reagan is warlike from day one of
agronomical-abilfties- of Soviet sugar - the campaign,.and there are signs he
beet growers.
'
has had some success with it. An
The Soviets, market analysts say,
Associated Press-NBC News poll
seem likely to have an unusually small
showed 37 perbent of likely voters — a
beet crop this year, and may be forced
substantial minority — fear that
to buy in world markets. News of this
Reagan might indeed get the country
sort inspires speculation and higher
into war. Fifty-six percent disagreed
_prices.
with that view.
At the moment, some of those
Reagan left, temporarily on Sunday,
speculators are examining whatever.
his campaign push concentrating on
data they can obtain on Soviet weather.
economic woes under Carter. He has
Frosts, they observe, could further
said Carter is trying to cover up his adreduce the crop and delay harvesting,
ministration's faults with personal atwhich is now under way.
tacks and innuendoes.
Before the.. Soviet influence, conCarter always denies that he means
ditions were favorable to a price into suggest Reagan would -_ftrt a war.
crease because consuwption had been
Ask him directly and he'N.6y no."I've
rising and production falling, in part
learned from experience not to try to
because of the low prices as late as last
make lurmises of that kind because my
year.
statements are often misinterpreted,"
With rising prices the production
Carter says.
problem eventually will be solved,
But he was not misinterpreted when
analysts say, but they note that it won't
he said the election was a choice betmean very much until • supplies are
ween peace andwar. He later conceded
rebuilt. Those supplies now are
that was an overstatement.
described as very low.
Carter, in an interview Friday, listed
The only immediate prospect for a
again Reagan's suggestions for the use
price drop seems to be associated with
of American forces abroad, among
the level of speculation. How rhuch is
them the idea of a blockade of Cuba in
informed versus amateur?'how much
response to the Soviet invasion of
of it is mere gambling on the chance to
Afghanistan. "I don't have any doubt
makes quick buck?
that this would have precipitated a
If there really is an unusually heavy
major confrontation betsieen us and the
element of gambling — that is, if much
Soviet Union," Carter said.
of the increase results from wishful
thinking rather than supply-demand —
then prices could plop like itsugq.r.cube
LORD God of Abraham
into coffee.
• !.
That would be sour news indeed for •-thy father, and the God of Isaaci.
speculators, but it might be the ' ,Gertesis 211:13.
God declares His lordship, not
sweetest news of the year for the conjust of the pest or the present, but
sumer, the baker, the soda vendor and
of all - time He IS the eternal God.
candymaker.

1822-1976

By John Conniff

Sweet Investment
NEW YORK (AP) — Its price has
risen faster in the past year than that of
gold: You are familiar with it and you
probably have a supply of it in your kitchen and a spoonful in your coffee.
Sugar. It's the sweetest investment of
the year. A year ago a pound of raw
cane wholesaled for under 16 cents a
pound here. Last Friday the price had
soared to more than 42 cents, close to a
5,2-year high.
In the same period-,gold-rose-from a
base price of $390 to $670.50 a troy DWI—
ce, and silver, after a dramatic rise and
plunge,settled at a price of about $20.50
a troy ounce, or $2.31 more than a year
--$1o.
About 16 months ago you could have
stoked up at8 cents a pound.
To have taken advantage of that
price, however, you or your agent
would have had to buy a contract.
You might have purchased a piece of
paper, which would -have cost nearly
$9,000,and sold at a price of roughly
.
$45,000:
- Since you didn't buy, you paid,
because no wholesaler or manufacturer
who uses sugar has found a formula to
avoid passing on price increases.
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State officials had pulled all plugs for ten years in establishing
high school attendance requirements to effect consolidation, however blandly overlooked a comparable dilemma in university high
schools, estential for on-the-grounds _teacher training. Murray State_
board of regents refused to participate in a joint' administration of
Murray College High. with the Calloway County school system in
a cooperative plan of sharing revenues funded by the Minimum
Foundation program. In the rejection in 1967, groundwork was
broken for the future dissolution of College High, a regrettable dislocation forcing teacher-students in training to gain experience
in other schools over the district and in Tennessee.
Dexter Community Center was having iiroblems in finding an
acceptable director, prompting the Purchase Area Economic Council
director to force the center to open within 10 days in October, with
or without a director. The council was created in President Johnson's
War on Poverty program. Also it is another classic example of
the federal bureaucracy control in the hands of centralized government, even in the smallest villages.
Nearing the close of 1967, with the conflict of opposing views
on the conduct of the war in Vietnam gaining imparalleci hostility,
business activity gained momentum in Calloway County. In a
memorable half century of service, Calloway County Chapter of
the Red Cross celebrated its 50th anniversary. United Fund had
set a goal of $29,000 with Don Overbey chosen marshal the drive
with the motto for everyone to "Give Their Fair Share," but no
suggestion as to the formula of what consttiutes a fair share, Nevertheless, it was a rallying cry. But to a patient in South Africa,
someone gne more than his fair share with a heart that wa'.s transplanted to a recipient by Dr. Christiaan Barnard, the first successful
one to date, but a ,forerunner of heart operations which would
become commonplace in this county. Otilbrs deposited Cash instead.
of hearts as indicated by the annual reports of three county banks
denoting a gain of $9 million within the past year.
To Be Continued

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today- is Wednesday, Oct. 22, the
296th-day of 1980. There are 70 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 22, 1982, President Kennedy
ordered US. air and naval forces to
quarantine Cuba after concluding that
Soviet missile bases were being built on
the island.
On this date:
In 1952, Iran broke diplomatic relations with Britain in a dispute over oil.•
In 1969, Lebanese- Premier Rashid
ICammi resigned amid mounting
pressure against his government's attempt to suppress a guerrilla move,.
ment.
Ten years ago: Two US. genera*
lost on a flight over Turkey, landd#
safely in Soviet Armenia and were se,
cused of violating Soviet airspace.
Five years ago: The Cincinnati Reds
beat the Boston Red Sox,4-3, in the final
game of the world series, to take their
first world championship in 35 years.
One year ago: Convicted murderer
Jesse Bishop died in the Nevada gas
chamber in Carson-City, the third man
to be executed in the United States doe.
ing the 1970s.
Todayla .btalktays: Acttgas Joan
Fontaine is 63. Actress Catherine
Denetae ist17: Dr. Timothy Leary, of
1SD fame,is 60.
Thought for today: Marriage is an
adventure, like going to war — Gilbert
Chesterton, English writer (18744936).
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Despite GOP Increase, Democrats
Still Hold Majority In Kentucky
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School Honor Rolls Released
East

Clard, all A's, Connie Ross,
Lee Ann Rayburn, all A's,
Monty Satterwhite, Stacy
Taylor,all A's, Tabethia Johnson, Angela Hendrick,all A's.

Gwen Bailey, Ruth Ann
Black, Timmy Black, Todd
Bohannon, Jody Burkeen,
Dena Childress, Suzanne
Coleman, Vena Crum, Troy
Denhardt, Michelle Hale,
Brian Harrison, Stephanie
The honor roll for the first Hays.
six weeks at North ElemenRodney Jones, Melody Kertary School has been released nel], Jody Lassiter, Jerry
as follows:
Lowery, Stephanie Lucas,
Dena McClard, Natalie McFifth Grade —
Carey Alexander, Britannie Dougal, Amy Miller, Wendy
Barton, Gina Coursey, Mark Parker, Kristi Saladino,ShanFrye, Joanna Gibbs, Vicki na Tabers,Carol Therrien.
Grady, .Regina Hicks,
Stephanie Howell,Jason Hunt,
•
Shay Mitchell, and Stephanie
The Southwest Elementary
Smee.
School honor roll for the first
Sixth Grade —

The East Calloway Elementary School has released the
honor roll for the first six
weeks as follows:
Fifth Grade
Jennifer Geu-rin, Jennifer
Bates, Kim Cushman, Patrick
Gray, Lisa Henry, Kristen
Ruccio, Chad Young,' Angie
Bray, Matthew Cohen.
Sixth Grade —
Jamie Anglin, Karen Johnson, Connie Moore, Donald
Brantley, Cindy Tucker, Amy
Allbritten, Bobby Allen, all
A's, Shalisha Bandarra, all
A's, Darrell Brantley.
Kelli Burkeen, all A's, Eric
Ferree, all A's, Angela Mc-

include a boy to Mr.
Oct. 18, a boy to
e Robertson, Oct. 19,
Ins. Tim Tidwell, Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Ctrs

•lsra4piW.",;=iie

BIBLE SCHOOL — The Coldwater Baptist Church recently
conducted a Vacation Bible School with an enrollment
of 101, and 22 of these youngsters accepting Christ as their
prsonaLlaviour, according to the Rev. jimmy Madding,
church pastor and school director. Pictured near the church
building which was constructed a few years ago on
Highway 121 in Coldwater are the youngsters, the teachers,
the workers, and the pastor, the Rev. Madding, seated
on the ground in the center.
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six weeks is as follows:
Sixth Grade—
Andy Adams+, Michael Anderson+, Kerie Atkins, Eric
Barrett, Rhonda Barrett+,
Sammy Bomarito, Angela
Boyle, Jeanne Carroll, Tina
Chandler,
Alan Cothran, Alesia Covey,
Greg Futrell+, Marcia
Grimes, Joyce Hardin, Anne
Marie Hoke+, Connie Manning, Joey McCallon, Liz
Marquardt+,
Tonya Murdock, Nita Nute,
Jeff Orr, Jon Poyner+, Kim
Rose, Randy Sons, Malcon"
Taylor, Sherie Tidwell, Jason
Winchester,Stephanie Wuest.
+ Denotes all A's.

If you have been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
_L.
probably lost some money
Please get our offer before
you sell. It makes Dollars and 5.
Sense. Free Appraisals Security provided.
Sellers of Gold Coins 1.21 24-10-20
Open 9:00-9:00

Gold & Silver Pawn Shop

p.

Buy, Sell or Trade
Olympic Plata
1101.0 & SILVER—GOLD & SILVER —GOLD & SILVER—GO

Gerald L. Stains, circuit
supervisor for Jehovah's
Witnesses in Southern Indiana
and Western Kentucky, is
visiting the congregation in
Murray this week, according
Robert
to
Rodrigues,
spokesman for the local
group.
Rodrigues stated that during .Stains' visit, he and his
wife, Barbara, will also join
the local group in calling on
homes in the area seeking to
converse with the householder
for a few minutes on some'
local or world topic of interest
or concern. A scripture or two
may be offered for considera-

tion, and Bibles and literature
explaining the Bible are made
available.
The highlight of the week's
activities will be ' a slide
presentation by'Stains on the
subject "What Bible Lands
Tell Us." A welcome is extended to the community to attend this showing at the
Kingdom Hall of Jehoyah's
Witnesses, located at North
16th Street and Utterback
Road, on Sunday, Oct. 26 at
9:30 a.m., Rodrigues said.
All meetings are open to the
public, and no collections are
ever taken, a spokesman added.
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layaway Now
For Christmas
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Yes, we ye
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bonded Diamond Solitaires
Values $250.00 to $6,000.00
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SNACK
CRACKERS

534 Apple Butter
is., 27' Apple Sauce
1., 55' Grapefruit Juice
79g Baking Soda
is., 43' Sweet Peas
sw 25' Black Pepper

Chili Beans •

In recent weeks the
members of Immanuel
Lutheran Church have` been
observing the 400th anniversary of the Book Of Concord,
compiled in 1580. a book of the
Luthern Confessions growing
out of the events and
documents of the Reformation.
The public is invited to attend this special service, ac:
cording to the pastor, the Rev.
Jay Bigham.
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MUSHROOMS

Special Banners-Four
banners that reflect the great
themes'of the Reformation;
Sola Fide, Sola Gratia, Sola
Scripture, This Is My Body'
And Blood.
Special Flowers — red carnations will be placed around
the altar. The color red,
signifies martyrdom and the
gift of the holy spirit.
- Immediately following the
service a German potluck dinner will be served.

Food Critic Goes
Through Pains
Of Dieting

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

The largest Republican,
margins were in Whitley
County, 12,880 to 4,818 and

Pulaski County, 18,135 to
10,301.
However, the
overall
Democratic Margin was evident by such lopsided figures
as 3,344 to 99 in Carlisle County; 4,971 to 203 in Ballard
County; 9,119 to 502 in
Breathitt County; 6,310 to 173
in Todd County; 3,159 to 205 in
Lyon County and 10,499 to 254
in Knott County. .

Reformation Service Set

DISCOUNT
FOODS

T-Mart

overall margin of registered
Democrats, Republicans have
more voters in 30 of the state's
120 counties.
After losing Bell County to
the Democrats last year, the
Republicans came back with a
13-voter edge,9,918 to 9,905.

At Immanuel Lutheran Church

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We HaveThe Lowest Prices in Town
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By HERBERT SPARROW
neck-to-neck in Kentucky.
Associated Press Writer
Miracle said the 1.8 million.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — registered voters are nearly 75
Although Republicans have percent of the preliminary
more than a half-million census estimates for eligible
registered voters in Kentucky voters in Kentucky.
for the first time in a decade,
A total of 1,160,301 votes
there is still an overwhelming were east in the 1976 presidenmajority
of
registered tial election in Kentucky out of
Democrats.
the 1,713,297 registered voters.
Final registration figures
Also, despite the large
for the Islov. 4 general election
released Tuesday by the state
Board of Elections showed a
total of 1,238,330 Democrats
and 521,128 Republicans.
There are a total of 1,824,469
Kentuckians registered to
In remembrance of the
vote, including 64,024 who
registered as independents reformation of Western Chrisarid 987 who registered with tianity, Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main, in
other minor parties.
The registration books will Murray, will have a Special
be reopened five days after Reformation Service on Sunthe general election and clos- day, Oct. 26, at 10:30 a.m. Ined 30 days before next spring's cluded in this special service
will be:
• primary.
Special Music — A Mighty
The registration figures
show increases for both par- Fortress, From Heaven
ties over last year and over Above, and Lord Keep Us
the 1976 presidential election Steadfast In Thy Word, written in 1529, 1535, and 1541 by
year.
The Republican Party pick- Dr. Martin Luther.
A Chanted Order Of Holy
ed up 22,740 registered voters
from four years ago and more Communion — following one
of the most ancient traditions
than 13,000 from last year.
The Democrats showed a of Christendom.
gain of 84,701 from 1976 and an
increase of 50,600 from last
year.
The figures also showed
94X1 blacks have registered
to vote, a large increase over
NEW YORK API — Going
the 61,000 who registered in
1976. There was a concerted on a diet is not easy for
drive this year by the National anyone, but it is especially
Association for , the Advance- tough if you're a food critic or
ment of Colored People and chef.
"I don't trust thin food
other minority groups to -get
critics," says Mimi Sheraton,
blacks registered.:
The.breakdown also showed critic for The New York
938,774 women registered to Times.,
"Either they have an invote and 885,695 men.
"The registration figures credible metabolism or they
look good, but what they tell Us don't have a real passion for
about election day we don't food,'1 she says in an interview
know," said Brady Miracle, in the current issue of People
director of the Board of Elec- magazine.
Nonetheless, Miss Sheraton.
tions.
Despite
the
heavy 54, is on a diet. Last May, her
Democratic registration, most 5-foot-5 frame carried 197
polls show the two major pounds and she took the Sumpresidential
candidates, mer off to shed 50 or- 60
President Jimmy Carter and pounds. She's at about 160
Republican Ronald Reagan. now.
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Early June Mos
Cream of Wheat
Ticket Cola
Instant Potatoes

34' Frosted Flakes
:10
Pate Snacks
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1.., 75' Tamales
T..

TOMATO
SOUP
10 Oz
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654
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GELATIN
DESSERTS

Shopping for value? Make
Mellow Roast your choke, because
Mellow Roast has great coffee taste
at a price that's usually less than mOSt
leading national coffees. Now With this
coupon you can save 40C more.
WI Mellow Roast Coffee and Grain

Beverage, you get delicious full-flavored
coffee taste without bitterness. That's
because of the country secret of
blending rich coffee with roasted grain
to soloed+ away bitterness.
So make Mellow Roast your choice
today and save 40C.
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated
We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

Prices Good
Wed. Oct. 22
Thru
Tues. Oct. 28

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

CHARMIN
BATHROOM TISSUE PAPER TOWELS
BOLT

\\\\
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PLASTIC
2 LITER

COKE,SPRITE,
TAB, MELLO YELLO
Charon
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

BATHROOM TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.

NEW
JUMBO
ROLL

4 ROLL
PKG.

FRICH
JUICE
ORANGE

79'

$1 29

$219

GAL.

10 CT. 30 GAL.

111111=111W

IMPERIAL

fi

114

16 OZ

2/79'

1 LB.
BOX

GAL.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

PORIveiAITEANS
N

79'

T

MILK

1 LB.
QUARTER

32 OZ.

LAD
SALTINC iACKERS

FOOD GIANT

•

MARGARINE

.
4 4

Cain)

TRASirBAGS

VAN CAMP

QUEEN OF SCOT EARLY

OCEAN SPRAY

TAMALES

JUNE PEAS

CRANBERRY MOLD
4
-

300 SIZE

59

/30,

s,„

2/694

isoz.89

MeV

SCOTTIES
JUMBO PACK

300 CT

99

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per family

All
Laundry
Detergent

Automatic
Dishwasher

Limit One Per Family

Caress
Soap

Betty Crocker

Good Only At Storeys
Exp 10 28 80

Angel Food
Coke Mixes
$1 09

All
35

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp. 10-28-80

Good Only Al Storey s
Exp 10 28 130

$119

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 10 28 80

T
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Fam6

Imperial

Imperial
Whipped

Wisk
Liquid
Laundry Detergent

Margarine
I Ib

2/99'

Margarine
16 Rt. Tub

Good Only Al-Sitrey's —"vat
Exp. 10-28-80

5 LB. BAG

511111111111•111S1

COUPON 095664

2/79'

180,69"

3207.

Limit One Per Family

R•q Site

SUNFLOWER

B.B.Q. SAUCE

LIQUID
$1 29

FACIAL TISSUE

be,

_
CORN MEAL
$1 1 9

KRAFT

LUX DISHWASHING

A

.,

74
5

Good only Al Slaay's
Exp 10-28-80

32 el.

$1 49

Goal Oaly At Storey's
Exp 10-28-80

COUPON
Limit One Per Farrtily
Frankenberg,
Count Chocolat,
Boo Berry
Cereal

12 t.
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 10 28 80

In Our
Cash Register
ou!
1 SI

Select from 120 valuable itemsjust for
saving register tapes from

Storey's

Start saving your
2 Choose ihegrit ter whitei yOu
plan to save and begin sAyina
tapes Today!You
toward 5300 5600 or 5900 in
has/e until
your Free Gift) tapes
.111111111 NOM ,
1 titifce in

(r-ixtiT,113or

catayy whpch illustrates ail 121

3 it stands to rr',11;2..r tilAt it will
kty yeti to qrill your.sl-1944.94
FREI
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t
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GinnT MEAT SAUIII1S

•

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

/
1
4 LOIN

PORK CHOPS

WHOLE BOSTON BUTT
SLICED INTO

GRADE 'A'

WHOLE FRYERS
\\
LB.
LIMIT 3

ROUND UPPER

BOSTON BUTT

HO D

PORK ROAST

\k

\s

FRESH
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS CUBE

HENS

STEAK

LB

79

SLICED
CENTER CUT

$1 1 9

BEEF LIVER

PORK CHOPS

LB

SWIFT PREMIUM CANNED

HAM

BOLOGNA

LB $1 99

699

3 Lb Can

REELFOOT OLD FASHION
$ 1 79=
LB.

BRYAN JUICY JUMBO
COUNTRY STYLE

PORK RIBS

WIENERS

LB $ 1 39

$159
LB

HAM PATTIES

GROGAN PORK
PORK

CUTLETS

LB.$1 49

EinnT PRODUCE MINS

APPLES

11OLD

CATFISH

SAUSAGE

LB.$1 79

PATRICK CUDAHY

STEAKS

ss

"1 29
$129

1213.

LB.

S
\k

„0. GRAPEFRUIT

JONATHON, RED DELICIOUS, GOLDEN

SWEET
POTATOES

3 LBs.99
RED RADISHES
CAULIFLOWER
YELLOW CORN
GREEN ONIONS

6 07

0WHITE POTATOES
LOOSE TOMATOES 1.

2

LBS. FOR

99'

(GRIT DELI

Isjust for

the Ajort tor vvracti you
e and begn s,wwq
)0 5600 or 5900 in
toreaonçjiatt it will

5/ 00
$139
3/79'
4/$1"

S
\\S\

tti4

Cash Pot
This Week Win
$200.00
Last Week's Name
Jayne Buchanan
Murray
Card Not Punched

fri*/
ONIONS

$1 99

BAG YELLOW

3 LB. lir

$189

COOKIES

894

CUP CAKES

•DOZ.

$1 09

STOREMADE

POTATO SALAD
HAAI

CHETS1

•

3/$100
WITH HALLOWEEN PICKS

IN STORE BAKED

Doorms.so.araols•totscxxst

1 00100,0
.4007111~1•
.......
..
60.41

COLORED

LB

PRINT

89"

QC

EIAflT_BAKERY snulool
HALLOWEEN

PLATE LUNCH

SANDWICH

T COPY AVAILABLE

\\
10 LB

ITALIAN BREAD

LOAF

79

• •••••••••••••••.•
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Phillies Reign As World Champions
Rag-tag Bunch Of Malcontents Rises From Ignominy To Finish Royals In Sixth Game
By JOHN NELSON
AP Spurts Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
They came from ignominy,
this rag-tag bunch of malcontents, molded. into world
champions by guts, desire and
the iron will of a man named
Dallas Green.
The Philadelpia Phillies
reign today ,over basebaN's
world of grownup kids,
supreme in their own very
special realm of makebelieve. They rule it for the first time in.the history of a club
that has been baseball's lost
childrkso many summers.
Mike Schmidt, the Peter
Pan of this "Never-Never
Land," could not express his
feelings.
"I can't muster the right
words to describe how I feel,"
he said. "We're world chantpions, and I've barely had two
sips of champagne. I just feel
so good there's no batting
practice torborrow."
Schmidt, who led the major
leagues with 48 home runs
during the season, leant his'

bat to this fairy tale with
decisiveness. His two-run'
single in the third inning started the 1980 Philadelphia
Phillies on their way to
baseball inunortality. He was
chosen Most Valuable Player
of the Series with seven RBI,
six runs scored and a .381 batting average.
The Phillies defeated the
Kansas City Royals 4-1 in the
sixth game of the World Series
to wrap it up by four gars to
two, and Steve Carlton tied a
big bow around it for the two
million inhabitants of this
town. The town took the gift
joyously.
The Phillies' left-hander,
who almost certainly will win
his third Cy Young for his 24-9
season, went seveit strong innings and didn't give up a run
until the eighth. He struck out
seven and walked three to win
his second game of the Series,
and he left to a standing
ovatilin from the crowd of
65,838, the largest ever to witness a baseball game at
Veteran's Stadium and largest

to watch a Series game in 16
years.
"It's a monumental
feeling," said Tug McGraw,
who finished up for Carlton.
"I've been through a lot. It
goes back to a club that's been
able to put everything aside
when we get on the field and
learn how to win."
The Phillies won the first
two games of the Series at
home,then lost the first two in
1(ansas City. They came back
to win Game Sin Kansas City
and send the Series back home
for the clinching game, the
game that gave the Phillies
their only world championship
since the franchise was moved
from Worcester, Mass., 98
years ago.
It began with a third inning
error by perhaps the best
defensive second baseman in
the American League, Kansas
City's Frank White. Royals
right-hander Rich Gale issued
a walk to Phils catcher Bob
Boone. Fleet-of-foot Lonnie
Smith then bounced a groun-

der to White's right. White Bride's run-scoring grounder;
fielded the ball cleanly, but his and he was in almost imthrow pulled shortstop U.L. mediate trouble again in the
Washington off the bag. sixth.
Garry Maddox led off the
Royals Manager Jim Frey
came out to argue, but Phils' sixth with a single but
was doubled up on Manny
everybody was safe.
Pete Rose loaded the bases Trillo's grounder back to the
with a bunt single, and Sch- mound. Larry Bowa then
and
scored
midt strode to the plate, doubled
holding that tiny stick of wood Philadelphia's last run of the
in his Popeye arms. Schmidt 1980 season on a single by
worked the count to 1-1, then Boone.
.By then the crowd 'Was
looped a single toward right
field, scoring Boone and cheering at nearly every pit.ch, roaring as each Phalle batSmith.
That brought Frey out of the ter came to the plate.
Carlton, meanwhile,cruised
gugout again, apd Gale was
through for the season. along with some fielding help
Reliever Renie Martin got the and an overpowering fastball.
side-out, and the Phils were He walked two men with one
out but escaped on a double
quiet until the fifth.
Smith led off that inning play initiated by Bowa at shorwith a liner to center that he tstop. He yielded his first hit of
stretched into a double. When the game to Washington, who
Rose flew to center,Smith was led off the fourth with an inon third. Martin then walked field single, but Washington
Schmidt, and he was through. was cut down in a double play,
Left-hander -Paul Splittorff again started by Bowa.
Bowa wound up initiating a
made his first appearance of
the Series, yielding Bake Mc- record seven double plays in

the Series.
"I didn't even know it until
they flashed it on the
scoreboard," Bowa said.
"This is the greatest feeling
in the world," added Bowa, a
target of fan derision earlier
in the season after he
criticized their lack of support."We went down the tubes
in three playoffs (1976-77-78),
and we carried around the
label of chokers. There wasn't
a guy on 'this team who
choked. We've proven we're a
good baseball team."
Carlton had given up only
three hits through seven innings, but he started the
eighth by walking John
Watlian. Jose Cardenal then
lined a single to left, and
Green stalked to the mound.
"I knew from the first pitch
that Steve had it tonight,"
Boone said. "He was outstanding. He had a good
slider, but we went mostly
with his power game, his fastball. I think he got tired a little
at the end, but overall, he pit-

Murray State
Sports Roundup
Tennis Team Goes To 15-1
The Murray State women's
tennis team ,raised its fall
record to 15-1 with an easy 9-0
win'at UT-Martin yesterday.
The MSU team won all but
one of its matches in straight
sets.
MS119, UT-Martin 0
Singles results — Fran
Spencer def. Marie Veitch,6-0,
6-0; Jortum Eid def. Julia Vinson. 6-1, 6-1; Carla Arnbrico

def. Carrie Schwartz, 7-5, 6-2;
Sherryl Rouse def. Marianne
Sharp, 6-0, 6-1; Mary
McNichols def. Lisa Patterson, 6-2, 6-0; Kathy Outland
def. Cathy House,6-0, 6-2.
Doubles results — SpencerAmbrico def. Veitch-Vinson,64, 4-6, 6-0; Outland-Eid def.
Schwartz-Patterson, 6-0, 6-2;
Rouse-McNicholas def. Isabel
Perez-Sharp,6-0, 6-1.

Hewitt Satisfied With Golf Team
The fall portion of Murray_
State's 1980-81 golf schedule is
over and Racer. coach Buddy
Hewitt is ..satisfied with his
young team's progress.
"I feel much more confident
going into the spring," said
Hewitt."We finished strong in
a good field at the Tiger Intercollegiate. We just need to
become more solid throughout
our lineup."
The Racers finished fifth out
of 16 teams in the Tiger Intercollegiate in Memphis with top
collegiate teams such as
Alabama, Miami (Fla.),
North Texas State and Oral

Roberts included m the field.
Murray State also placed
third out of 14 in the Nashboro
Village Intercollegiate and
third.among 16 teams in the
Murray State Intercollegiate
during the fall season.
Chris Edholm, a transfer
from Brevard Junior College,
recorded a 75.0 stroke average
for the fall and Mayfield (Ky.
senior Jon Stanley produced a
75.3 mark. Other stroke
averages. include Ronnie
Overton', 76.5, John Hicks'
75.83, David Padgett's 77.0,
Lynn Sullivan's 77.1 and Brad
Boyd's 77.8.

KERRY THOMPSON

a record, and by far his most
embarrassing moment.
"If you want to say I lost it,
you can say that," Wilson
said. "I haven't struck out 12
times in six games in I don't
know how long."
Thus came the end to the
Phillies' most glorious season
since they were purchased
and moved to Philadelphia in
1883 by Alfred J. Reach.
Police with dogs and on horseback ringed the stadium afterward to prevent mayhem,
but in the stadium stands and
the streets of Philadelphia, the
celebration was unbridaled.
Green took over for Danny
Ozark in August, 1979 and
guided the Phillies to their first pennant since 1950 and third
in their existence. He
inherited a club torn by
dissension and player unrest.
When he instituted his
disciplinarian ways, some
players resented him.
"When you change
managers, there will always
be some guys who don't get
along," said Garry Maddox.
"I was taken out of games in
some situations, and he never
even talked to me about it, but
I think when two people don't
see eye-to-eye, the person who
gives in is the one who
benefits.
"If I was wrong, I would try
to admit it, but Dallas won the
world championships, and I
have to respect him for that.
You've got to make adjustments along the way."
It was testimony to the man
who inherited the family name
of Dallas and a team that was
anything but family.
"We've worked so hard to
get here," Green said, "and
we've put some ghosts away:
The enormity has not gotten to
most of us yet. I'm just sort of
drained right now."
Green still has not decided
whether he will return as
manager next season.
When will that decision be
made?
"When I wake up," Green
said.
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EARRINGS and
PENDANTS
HOLDING ITS GROUND — The Murray State defense,
led by the pass rush of defensive ends Lamar Williams (9)
and Glenn Jones(49)against Middle Tennessee in this picture, continues to rank in the top five of the three major
team categories in this week's NCAA Division I-AA

statistics. The Racers were nudged out in team defense,
placing second at 169.7 yards a game to Southern University's 166.2; took fourth in rushing defense at a 72.1 yard
average; and held fifth in passing defense at 97.6 yards.

In. a three-team meet at
Trigg County yesterday, the
CAIlloway-County-funior varsity cross country team finished
second to South Hopkins with
42 points to the winner's 30 and
Trigg County's 59.
Calloway'_s_. top finisher was
Mike Harlan, second overall,
in a time of 11:15. The rest of
the fakers' top five were Jim
Alsop in fourth, Scott Nix in
seventh, Dan Key in 14th and
Barry Albritton in 15th.

The junior varsity closed its
regular season with a 6-1
record.

The shutout was the name of
the game in the MurrayCalloway County Soccer
League during games played
Thursday, October 16, and
Sunday,October 19.

ortied6i(idc 990
Served with Country Gravy Baked Potato or Fries, and Stockade Toast •
- This Special Lunch Offer good Monday— Saturday
from. 11 am to 2 pm at participating Sirloin Stockades

SIIICKAJIL
SIRLOIN
Bel Air Shopping Center

OFF

ninth place in a time of 17:33. varsity cross country team
Following Robertson were finished third to Trigg County
Marty Wyatt—in—Her, Jeff
Hopkinsville in a meet-atHarlan in 13th, Todd Albritton Trigg County yesterday. The
The Calloway County varsi- in 19th and Mike Wicker in other team, Union
County, did
ty boys cross country team 16th.
not have a complete score due
finished third yesterday in a
The varsity completes its to a lack of enough runners.
five-team meet held at Trigg regular season with a 12-6
Calloway's best finisher was
County.
record. It will be participating Patty .Dpyle in seventh place
Trigg County won the meet in the regional meet this in a time of 13:02. The
rest of
with 19 points to South Saturday in Trigg County as the top five were
Stephanie
Hopkins'55 and Calloway's 67. Barkley State. Park.
Wuest in 12th, Bonnie HutThe Lakers' Craig Robertchens in 16th, Stacy Taylor in
son was their top finisher in
The Callov..ic County girls 20th and Karen Hall in 21st.

Shutouts Prevail
In Soccer League

&kir-en..

30%

Staff Photo By David Hibbflls

Thompson Named
Co-Player Of Week Laker Cross Country Teams End Regular Season
Kerry Thompson, a former
Murray High football prayer,
was one of the five Harding
University players named
"Bisons of the Week" for their
performances against Arkansas Tech.
Thompson, one of the cocaptains at his linebacker
position, had 10 tackles, eight
unassisted, and intercepted a
pass, his first of the season,

ched real well."
Carlton left to a standing
ovation. He held his head
down and didn't even
acknowledge the cheering until he touched the bill of his cap
before stepping into the
dugout.
Enter Tug McGraw.
McGraw, who had 20 saves
and a 1.47 ERA this year, got
White on a popup but loaded
the bases by walking Willie
Wilson. Washington drove in a
run with a sacrifice fly, and
the bases were loaded again
after George Brett beat out an
infield single. McGraw
worked the count to 3-2 on Hal
McRae, who then fouled off
two pitches before grounding
out to end the inning.
The drama had not quite run
its course, however, for these
harum-scarem Phillies.
McGraw struck out Amos Otis'
to lead off the ninth, and the
crowd went wild, breaking into several different chants in
unison.
But McGraw walked Willie
Aikens, who was replaced by
pinch runner Onix Concepcion, and gave up consecutive singles by Wathan
and Cardenal to load the
bases. White then hit a high
popup toward the Phillies
dugout on the first base side,
Pete Rose charging from first
and Boone from behind the
plate: The ball hit Boone's
glove and bounced toward the
dugout, where Rose snared it
for out No.2.
"Pete grabbed it sefast, I
didn't quite know what to
think," Boone said. "I thought
Pete had the ball allthe way. I
was waiting for him to call me
off. I was waiting to crash into
him and go flying into the
dugout. I guess I was using
that metal glove again."
Up strode Wilson, who had
had a dismal Series. With only
four hits in 24 at-bats before
the final game,he already had
struck out twice. McGraw had
him- -1-2, and Wilson swung
feebly at a low fastball. It was
his 12th strikeout of the Series,

Ad

In Lower Division games
played Sunday, all three
games were shutouts, as the
Sting defeated the Cosmos, 30; the Aztecs rolled past the
Kicks, 4-0; and the Fury beat
the Chiefs, 3-0.
The three goalies who earned the shutouts were Chris
Hayes, Chad Hendren and
Kenny Grace, respectively.
For the Sting, Brett
Christensen scored two goals
and Mike Fulton one. The
Aztecs had a balanced scoring
attack with Andy Rickman,
Steve Conner, Mickey Jones
and Gregory Gilbert scoring a
goal apiece. The Fury was led •
by Chris Dill's two goals and
Adam Chamber's score.

In Upper Division games
played on both days, the
Cosmos were double winners,
edging the Sting, 1-0, and then
having an easier time with the
Aztecs,5-1.
In the other two games, the
Aztecs got by the Rowdies, 1-0,
on Thursday and the Chiefs
blitzed the Rowdies, 3-0, on
Sunday.
On Thursday, Kevin
Crawford scored the winning
goal and goalies Chris
Jackson, Ben Yoo and Kevin
Crawford combined for the
Aztecs' -1-0 win. For the
Cosmos, Jason Hunt scored
the lone goal while.goalie Jeff
Summerville got the shutout.
On Sunday, the Chiefs were
led by Jimmy Brannon's three
and a shutout by goalie
Mark West while the Cosmos
were paced by Jim Alsop's
two goals, and one apiece by
Rick Grogan, Mitch Grogan
and Jason Hunt.

A Style For Every Tait....
A price for all budgets.
_ Choose from Dozens of
Styles THIS MONTH ONLY!
Also Available at
MICHELSON'S In Mayfield

FREE
Buy or Layaway
any single
Diamond of v.r.
,
S200 or more
A550
11 I 111!„
Value!

Layaway Now or Charge It.
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*NOTICE*
The West Ky. Used
Car Dealers Association
is having a business dinner
and meeting

OCT. 27TH At The Holiday Inn
The Dinner Is At 8:00 p.m.
Meeting At 9:00 p.m.
Members and Anyone Interested
In Becoming A member Are
URGED TO ATTEND

Dr— BEST COPY AVAII
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MVP Schmidt Missed Most Important Hit
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Astros 5-4 with runners at first
and third. Schmidt, the
league's top home run hitter
with 48,strode to the plate.
"I struck out on three
straight pitches, looking at the
last one," he added. "I went
back to the dugout saying,
*Good Lord, what am I trying
to do?' I went 0-for-5 in that
final game.
"I was trying too hard. I was
carrying too much on my
shoulders. It was as if I was
getting a message from God.
"Del Unser, who was next
up, got a hit and we finally
won in 10 innings, 8-7. I was

By W ILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
PHILADELPHIA Al')
The most important hit for
Mike Schmidt in the
Philadelphia Phillies' march
to their first World Series
championship was the one he
didn't get.
"It was in the final game of
the Natonal League playoffs
at Houston," said the reluctant Series hero. "I failed to
get the hit that I wanted more
than any hit in my life."
It was the eighth inning of
the fifth and decisive playoff
game, the Phillies trailing the

really hwnbled."
Schmidt was wearing his
blanket of newly found
humility when he came to the
plate in the third inning
Tuesday with the bases
loaded.

Phillies their first World
Series pennant ever.
Schmidt was a solid choice
for the coveted Most Valuable
Player award, finishing the
Series with eight hits in 21 at
bats for a .381 average. He hit
"I kept saying to myself, two homers and batted in
eight runs.
'Keep it in the park, just keep
The 6-foot-2, 203-pound
it in the park," he said. "I
powerhouse accepted the
wasn't trying to knock it out of
award with the cloak of
sight."
humility he had gained 10 days
The slugging third baseman before.
drilled a single to right center,
"I am ecstatic," he said
scoring the first two runs in when he received the news at
the 4-1 victory over the Kansas the post-game press conCity Royals that gave the ference."I wish I could chop it

By The Associated Press
when they play us. That's to center for Atlanta, which has 28 points to lead Milwaukee
The Los Angeles Lakers their credit."
its top two centers, Wayne over Cleveland. Quinn
may be champions of the
The loss was the first for the Rollins and Tom Burleson, on Buckner scored 18 points
world, but apparently that Lakers this season after five the injured reserve list and while leading a devastating
world doesn't include.. victories. The NBA's other No.3 Steve Hawes sidelined Bucks'running game.
Portland,Ore.
last unbeaten team, the Atlan- with a back injury. Forward
Rockets 119, Nuggets 117
The Lakers have been on the ta Hawks,also went down with Tom McMillen also played
Moses Malone collected 41
short end against the Portland a 122-116 defeat by Indiana.
points and 26 rebounds and led
part of the game at the pivot.
Trail Blazers of late, having
Elsewhere, Phoenix beat
Spurs 123, Clippers 120
Houston back from a 13-point
beaten them only once in the Dallas 111-99; Houston stopGeorge Gervin's 31 points deficit as the Rockets defeated
last nine games. The latest ped
Denver 119-117; triggered San Antonio past Denver.
loss came Tuesday night, Milwaukee whipped Cleveland San Diego. Mark Olberding hit
Malone came alive in ,he
when the Blazers beat the 115-95; Golden State stopped a season-high 23 points to lead third period after he was
defending National Basketball Kansas City 116-111; New a group of five other Spurs in assessed his fourth personal
Association champions, 107- York turned back Chicago 105- double figures.
foul, racking up 17 points and
103.
97 and San Antonio beat San
Although the Spurs led all 10 rebounds in that stanza.
"I don't.' have an explana- Diego 123-120.
the way, the Clippers got
Suns 111, Mavericks 99
tion," said Los Angeles Coach
Pacers 121, Hawks 116
within a point five times in the
,Dennis Johnson scored 21
Paul Westhead about the
Johnny Davis collected 14 of final period before successive points while forward Len
Blazers' uncanny domination his game-high 30 points in the, field goals by San Antonio cap- "Truck" Robinson and center
over his team. "When we're fourth quarter as Indiana-- tain James Silas put the game Alvan Adams combined for 30
here in Portland, they play an knocked injury-riddled Atlan- away for the Spurs.
more to pace Phoenix over
exciting, enthusiastic game. ta from the unbeaten ranks.
Dallas.
Bucks 115, Cavaliers 95
They just do a very good job
Sam Pellom again started at
Robinson, the NBA's
Marques Johnson poured in

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The bowl bids go out three
weeks from Saturday and, as
usual,the picture is muddied.
Also, as usual, it starts with
the Sugar Bowl, which last
year sweated out the
possibility that Georgia,
rather than No.1 ranked
Alabama, might be vthe host
team.
The same situation exists
again, except that this time,
Georgia, with super freshman
Herschel Walker running
loose, would not be_as_un,
desirable a commodity as the
1979 club.

matter what 'Alabama does. because "two things are going
The fifth-ranked Bulldogs and to be very prominent - first,
No.1 rated 'Barna could both Bear Bryant's past statemenwind up 11-0 overall and 6-0 in ts that he wants to play the
league play, since they don't top-ranked team available
and, second, the fact that
face each other.
In that case, why not match Alabama has been here three
them in the Sugar Bowl? The years in a row,"
thought has crossed Holmes' , While several possibilities
exist between now and Bowl
mind.
Day, second-ranked Texas
"Obviously we'd be very inmust .be considered the
terested," he says. "There's
favorite for the host role in the
nothing within our contractual
Cotton Bowl. "I don't see
agreement to prevent it."
Texas getting beat between
And precedent exists since now and Nov. 15," says
Big Eight rivals Oklahoma Holmes.
and Nebraska not only played
-If Alabama and Texas make
in the Orange Bowl two years it through Nov. 15 without a
ago, but also met during the blemish - and Alabama
regular season.
meets Notre Dame -that day;
However, Holmes considers don't forget-look for the Cotan Alabama-Georgia meeting ton Bowl to secure a match
"an extreme longshot" between the nation's No. 1-2

"There's a world of difference
between 6-0, which Georgia is
now, and 3-3, which they were
last year. The two biggest differences are that Georgia has
an offense and can play defense."
Last year, Georgia won its
first five Southeastern Conference games while losing its
first four nonleague contests.
All the Bulldogs had to do to
represent the SEC in New
Orleans was beat Auburn, a
possibility that frightened the
Sugar Bowl half out of its wits.
Fortunately,
Auburn
prevailed:

Once again, Georgia can
"I sure like our situation make it to New Orleans by
better than last year," says winning its remaining conMickey Holmes, executive ference games against Kendirector of the. Sugar Bowl. tucky, Florida and Auburn, no

"Her name was Viola Schmidt. The first ball I ever had,
she threw it with me.She died
on my birthday - last September 27 in Dayton Ohio."

thirdleading scorer, finished
with 13 points and 17 rebounds.
His 11 rebounds in the third
period tied -a- Suns record.
Adams added -17 points while
guard Johnny High had 12.
. Knicks 105, Bulls 97
Ray Williams scored 27'
points to pace New York past
Chicago. The sharpshooting
New York guard and forward
Sly Williams shared 18 of the
Knicks' 28 first-quarter points
and Williams added 10 more in
the third quarter.
Warriors 116, Kings 111
Guards John Lucas and
Lloyd Free combined for 48
points to power -Golden State
past Kansas City. Free, acquired by the Warriors in an
offseason tilde with San
Diego, scored a gamehigh 28
points'and I.ucas added 20.

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
ME11301.1101,:, Australia
AP
South Afro-an Julien. Kriek crushed
Australia's John Alexander, 6-0, 6-1 in
the opening round of the 9125,000 Hata,
Indoor
lumipon.ships
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Tuesday-N-40mm
Ness York 105, Chicago 97
Indiana 121. Atlanta 116
Mdvratikee 115. Cleveland 95 • San :Antonio I'M, Sp Gov° 120
Golden State 116, Kama% LIty 1-11
Houston 119, Denver 117
Portland UT. I. Angeles 103
Phrenx Ill, lkillas 99
Wednesday's Games
Boston at New Jersey
Cleveland at Washington
Philadelphia at Detroit
Miwaukee at Indiana
IXilla.s at Seattle
ThUrsday's Games
NY vs lidenn at Hartford, Comy
(acklisi State at San Aiitituo
Kansas City at Huudon

hi other inatches, Rod Frawley of
Australia, defeated RIC* Meyer 7-6, 5-7,
6-0, eighth-seedod Paul McNamee of
Australia, stopped Chris Delaney ul
Australia, 6-4, 6-1 and TIM Gellickatin
beat Puerto Rico's Francisco Goinaler
44,64.6-0
VIENNA AP I
South Afro an Hay
Moore upset filth-seeded Stan Smith 3-6,
7-5,6-3 in the second round of the $100,000
Grand Prix tennis tournament.
In other matches, top-seeded Brian
Gottfried beat Jose Lopez-Mieeso of

Transactions
By The Aeaueutted Press
BASEBALL
National League
Cill' At 2* 4 USN-Named les. Moss,
liarry Peanuts' Lowrey . Jack Hiatt, to
the coaching staff Announced that HillyWilliams, Cookie Rojas and Gene Clines
will he retained ON the wad...stall.
Japanese League
TOKYO YOMIU111
AN1'S -Shigeo
Nagashima. manager,resigned
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Assoriatidli
DENVER
NUGGETS- Vetivated
Ray, forwanI Waived Jawann
Oldham, i,',,ter.
National Foothilllzadue
NEW YORK JETS-Placed Jerry
Bottles.' cornerback, on the injured
reserve list Signed Saladm Martin. curnerback
SAN FRANCISCO 49ER.S -Signed
Gerard Williams. defensive back. and
Ricky Patton. running hack Waived
George Visger, defensive lineman, and
Terry Anderson. running back.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS Sent Tim
Bothwell, iikenseman, to New Haven uf
the American Hockey League
COLLEGE
NORTHEAST
LOUISIANA Announced that John David t'row. athletic
directorhead football, resigned as
athletic director inunediately and will
resign as football coach after this
season Thomas Eddelfnan, assistant
athletic director,resigned
•
US MERCHANT MARINE AC'ADE•
MY -,-Pired Pete Carmichael, head football coach, effective at the end of the

Spain, 6-1, 7-6: Eric Frt..= upset, Nu
01111 Dibley of Austridia, SS, SG.
.
l'ter.hualt.vak t a's Stanislav Mir n r
dr-lean-A 12th-seetkol Bernie Milton of
South Afro a, 14, 6-2, 6-2 and ••fi.4114A
No 8 seed from
the
Crectioslocakia. whipped John Hat -'. 64,74
In first-round matches, seventhseeded Bob bill ousted t'er Hjertgin
Sweden, 24, 6-1, 6-4: No 6 seed, ft.
Guenthardt of Switzerland. duo
Italian Paolo Bertolucci 6-3, 6-1, 7
No 4 wet] Corrado Baractutti of
brat Cie.-hJiri Prw-tia.
411(11
t/N. Englan.1 Al'i - Br It,ai,i-'Ama,m- 11.kti.s downed K III i Sands 6.
3,6-4 in tts opening hound u1 the St'AIMIIItailialsu tennis ti.urnainefil
anothei first-round Hi:ell:h. Betsy
Naiu•Iser defeated l'anti '1.-. guarder]6-4,
4, Ann.-Smith outlestiol I tut, h vete,an
licit. mos.. C-6,6-7.';4. iterleire
;
iniTted•Rettatn.s Vtrntren Wedr.
4•/SCALA F.UMPL'It. Ma10)sla
She, ssi.i.1 St....ft upset
6-2 and Inv \ii•
', 1armer,,
rill. i/U111.111W,L1..
dlolik
I. 1,011
st•IllIfIncli, Of kill internal!.
4 s-21.
tenni- tournatnent
(211.1
,
Lee Trevino
YENICF: Italy
a 3.unikir.par 61,40.1 led the tinned
SLitc.-31u a 9-stroke Lrliallpil Woe( Eat
tiot.
in III.- yerullil edits. of I)ir
1rophs
'Ire,inn and fellow Anierican 1,. •
liciriner•tota led 206strokes in the two-..,
cuilipetition The European train oi
Severiano kiallesterlis of Spain an t
. tallied 217
RalduviI14,

Series Wrapup
oiled Press
By The
Best of Seven
Game One
Philadelphia 7, Kansas City
Game Two
Philadelphia 6, Kansas City 4
Game Three
Kall.biLl City 4. Pluladelphia 3
Game Four
Kansas City 5.Philadelphia 3
Game Five
Philadelphia 4. Kansas City
Tuesday
Gam. six
Philadelphia, 4 Is 71.sas City 1
Philadelphia wins series 4-2

teams. But that could all blow
up on Nov. 22, -when Texas
travels to Waco to meet
Baylor, which currently spor-

ts a 6-0 record and is ranlied
No. 11.
The official in-fighting will
begin in earnest week from

Saturday under a new N(.1AA 15.- They can do just about
regulation that perrMts
,bowl everything except issue a forcommittees to talk to prospec- mal invitation. "The courtesy
tive invitees between Nov. 1; visits are over," says Holmes.

0001/If

Philadelphia Goes Nuts Over First Series

Title Cures Town's Heartbreak
By CHRIS ROBERTS
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Phillies,
baseball's "Cardiac Kids,"
won the World Series Tuesday
night and this town - at last
cured of playoff heartbreak went nuts.
Pumped up with victory
punch (Ah, 1980 was a good
year after -all! L-the-tItIzenry
poured out of bars and houses
to dance and kiss in the streets
under a harvest moon.
Today, a parade will be
held, and the fans, supported
by a few winks, will again
toast a team that strained
them, then drained them, but
in the end gave them perhaps
the biggest thrill of their lives.
"I burst into tears at the last
out,"
said
Melanie

Wisniewski, 24, who was in the
stands when Phillies' reliever
Tug McGraw threw the final
pitch Tuesday night. "It's
been a lifetime waiting for
this."
Bartenders in batting
helmets broke open champagne. A woman ran down the
street kissing every helmeted
policeman she could catch. A
man ran down the street in a
Phillies' cap. And nothing
else.
At the McAuley Convent in
nearby Bala-Cynwyd, 32
retired nuns hugged each
other as McGraw, a magpie
Irishman, salted away the
first world championship in
the 98-year htory of the
Phillies'franchise.
"We've prayed our heads
off," said Sister Joan Marie,

78."The Phillies are beautiful. time and days off, reported
After they won the playoffs I some fist fights and scuffles.
went over in front of the TV but few arrests. One officer
and made the sign of the cross. estimated 4,000 fans had
That Pete Rose is somebody." mustered at one intersection
Another nun (she was 83 and at the height of the celebrawouldn't give her name) tion.
recalled that baek in 1916, on
In Doylestown, volunteer
the day before she entered the firemen rang the company's
convent, her brother took her old fire bell to celebrate the
to see Phillies' immortal win. It last sounded to mark
GroveF-Cleveland • Alexander
tam War.
offhe-Viiti
pitch.
At the Fairmont Hotel on
"I remember the Phillies Philadelphia's Broad Street,
from way back, in the early Edward Ehlers, 55, of Harr1900s when they didn't win a ington Park, N.J.,joined the
game," she said. "I'm glad I revelers.
lived this long to see them
"I am here for a water conwin."
vention," he said. "This is a
Downtown, they whooped tremendous show you put on
and hollered, belly-to-belly, in for us. Last year in Boston we
the overflowing streets, their had the Pope, this year the
ectasy cemented by 25 men in World Series."
red and white uniforms who
Gwin Cumo, 48, emerged
proved to the world on a frosty wearing a Phillies -t-shirt over
October night that they are the her dress and carrying a
best in baseball.
drink.
As the night wore on, police,
"I think it is sensational,"
their numbers bolstered by she said. "I'm only sorry it
the cancellation of all vacation wasn't the Yankees."
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Coffee & Doughnuts All This Week

HATCHER AUTO
SALES INC.
515 s 12th
Murray
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CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. Several members of.the Murray Marathoners participated
in the Queen City Five and Ten
Kilometer Roadraces this past
Sunday.
In the Open 20-30 division at
10 kilometers, Bill Daniels
finished eighth among 150
starters in a time of 36:08. In
the same group, Dan Thompson finished in 40:30.
Dick Paterson was the best
finisher in the 30-39 age group
while Phil McKnelly completed the distance in 41:37.
In the 40-49 age group, Dr.
Iton Wuest took second in
37;56 while his brother Karl
Wuest was third at 40:58.
The over-50 division was

won by Dr. Adam Lanning ins
time of 42:26.
The overall winner was
former Ohio Valley Conference 10 kilometer champion Chris Bedard in a time of
32:06.
At 5,000 meters, Scott Nix
took first in the boys 11-12 division with a time of 19:32
Stephanie Wuest took third i fl
th girls 11-12 group in the time
of 22:52.
The Murray Marathoners
and TVA-Rec are cosponsoring the fourth annual
13.1-Half-marathon Auld 10kilometjr run Saturday, October 25 at Empire Point. The
race will begin at 8:30 a.m. A
one-mile fun run will also be
offered.
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Power StreakDrive it with
confidence
• Plenty 01 road-grippthg
edges for an-around traction
• The performance dependability of bias-ply construction

OUR AUTO SERVICE FAMILY INCLUDES.
Tune up • Alignment • Lune 0 Oii • Shakes

CHARGE IT!
APPLY TODAY FOR
YOUR GOODYEAR
CAR CARD
. 411=411.1/
1.1

Goodyear
Revolving
Charge ACCOunt

Uw (fly 01 these 7 nit,.'w.Y. to
Pr.,, •
Own Custom., Credit Pl.
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needed
CheVellPs

Inspect all four tires • Set caster
camber and toe to proper alignment
• Inspect suspension and steering
systems • Most U S cars including
front wheel drive Many imports and
light trucks

'•

THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WC DO PROFESSIONAL VVORK • Al DO ONLY THE Wk... •tyLi
AUTHORIZE • WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR
OUR AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY NATIONWiDe
LIMITED WARRANTY All Good
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Marathoners Place
In Queen City Race

ion

.ested
Nre

up into 25 pieces and spread it
around.
.
•
"This is not a one-inan team
or a two-man team. At least
six or seven guys could have
been voted MVP justifiably. I
am honored it happened to
me.
Schmidt said one of his big
disappointments was that his
grandmother did not live to
see him in his finest hour.

Bowl Picture, Especially Georgia's Hope For4 Sugar, Muddied Again
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Portland Not Included In [Akers' Championship World
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Prices Good
Thru Oct. 26

ti.ont 753-6615
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Prices Good Thru Oct. 26
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Metamucil
Girl's
Ladies

Jeans

Slacks

a natural vegetable
powder for treatment
of constipation
regular, or orange flavor

By Wrangler Kids

By Long Time friend
A Division of
Wrangler
Reg. $14.99

$719
Reg. $8.99 Sale

14 oz Sale

Slim .lims
Candies

$799
Reg. 59.99 Sale

Sale

$10

$Q79
Reg. 10 99 Sale Air
For Core Of The Skin

Stretch Gabardine Pant

Close Out
Sale

10 Oz Sale

Gillette

By Gerber

One & Two Piece
Reg. $4.99

Silkience
Shampoo

Right
Guard
Deodorant

Reg. $5.99

Self-Adjusting
Shampoo
Regular, Extra Body
7 Oz.

$299
Sale

110

$1 08

Sale $479

5 Styles

Sole

Our Lowest Price
Economy Work
Shoe & Boot

Vicks
Formula
44-D
Decongestant

Formula

6 Shoe

1 1.99

8" Boot

1 3•99

Sale $

Shirts-Reg S9.99-10.99
Sale $1088 Sizes Sbo 4X

Sole $868

Kitchen Mates
By Riegel

Dish :Towels
& Cloths

Loving Care
Color Lotion

Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Sale

Reg. 89' Sale 694

Pot Holders
Oven Mitts

POLIDENT

60 Tablets

Sizes 32 to 50

Reg. 61.19 Sale

Sale

Polident

Clairol

Pees Reg. S11.99-12.99

By 5 -Brother

$1 79

1

3 Or Sok>

Mon Made Uppers
t Oil Resistant Soles Reg. SI 6.99-SI8.99

Matching Work Shirts
and Work Pants

Invisible Hair Net
Regular, Unscented,
Ultra Hold, Soft Hold
8 Oz. Non-Aerosol

Cough
Mixture

Sale $

Several Colors To Choose From

Clairol
Final Net

954
$1'1

$1 29

Comtrex

Reg. $1.39 Sale

$ 1 59
Reg. $1.99 Sale
i

MultiSymptom
Cold Reliever
24 Tablets — 16 copsuies
Sale Your Choice

Wrangler Big Ben Work Outerwear
Blanket Lined Denim Coats
Blanket Lined Brown Canvas Coats

8-Quart Bags

59

Sale

Reg. $19.99 21.99

Sherpa Lined Denim Vests

Sale $1488

Fleece Lined Denim
Jacket
Reg. 523.99

Blanket Lined
Denim Jackets
Reg. 517.99-519.99

Pack of 5

1388

Sale

Sale

V

Mens

Mens

Sweatshirts
and Sweatpants

Duckhead
Painters Pants

By Wrangler
Reg. 56 99

Reg. $129914.99

Reduced to Only

$988

$788
Br

Men's Uniroyal Rubber
Boots
Youth Sale Price $988

Boy Sale Price $ 11 98
Seve..S.01 *.Pair

Men's Sole Price $1398
Water•roof - Insulated For Warmth

Mirro

Electric
Corn
Popper

in
Off White-Denim
and Pre-Washed
Denim

Hooded Styles
Reg. $10.99

Sale

2For
434

$

$1A88
Sale

Pecan
Pies

Gillette
Tract II
Cartridges

4 Qt. Fresh, Hot Corn
In Minutes, No
Shaking or Stiring
Harvest No,M-9235-4

Sale Priced

Save 4.11
100"e waterproof
extra worm lining of acrylic
L polyester blendpile

$777
Sale

16 Oz. Bag
No 052'21

so,574

,ff

Brach's
Peanut
Butter
Kisses

Women's Slush Boots
$788

Charms
Junior
Blow Pops

90 Pieces
No. 852

Swell
Bubble
Gum

.

Sale

77 •
BEST COPY AVA1

•
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Uncle Jeff's has the
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SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT.

1/2
Price

•
•:
lIl

All

Shoe Specials

Tackle
Boxes

Athletic Shoes by:
Adidas - Action
Pony - Riddell
Autry - Wilson

Plano
Rebel
Umco

Mallard
Decoys
M4-E Reg. $26.99 Doz.

We are still restocking and
rearranging our sporting
goods dept. .011 tackle
boxes are going on sale at
/
1
2 price.

611

2•

10
0

Special
Selected Group Of Name Brand
Hunting Clothes

'9

Hunting
Clothes

:72-0

Special

i61;

0900

Dozen

Hummingbird

Sixty
Polar 'LTD
Depth
Compound Bow
Finder
Six Adjustable Peak Weight Settings

Indestructo Model 300
Reg. 9.99

4
99
Special$

We are still restocking
and rearranging our
sporting goods dept. All
hunting clothes are
going at ' 2 price.

6-in-1 positive weight adjustments allow you to adjust the peak
weight of Polar LTD aver a range of 25 lbs. Quick change
weights for target, field,. or-hunting. Simplified idler suspension
system less mass for faster arrow speed. Drilled and tapped
for Berger Button, bow quiver and a variety of sights. Excellent
cable clearance, allows you to shoot full sized fletch for proper
arrow flight. Let-off 50% . 44 in. long axle to axle, 48 in. long
over all. Adjustable 40 to 65 lb. Draw Wt; 30 in. Draw Length.
Available in right or left hand model.

60 Ft. High Speed Model

.

$
Special

00

94

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
20 Tine

Fiberglass

Leaf
Rake

Pipe
Wrap

Reg $2 59

Sale$1

99

8 Lb. Splitting Maul
6 Lb. Reg. 14.97 Sale

$1200

6"x24"
Stove
Pipe

Tarpaulins

$1 67

From 9'x1 - 18'x24'
At Low

.0

6" Elbows
3 Speed
Heavy Duty

3-x25'

$3O0 •
•
Reg. $15.97 Sale

3 Stack
4,000 Watt
220 Volt

$2
37

Franklin
Type

Wood
Burning
Stove

Burns Wood, Coal or Gas
Complete With Grate

$139"
20 Gal. Metal

Trash Can
Bench Model ' 3 HP
Reg. 126.97

iT COPY AVAILABLE

Duct
Tape
Small Roll 2 s,()
$1

With Thermostat

$637
%.-.4k.s •
It1

17

Large Roll 2 x180

$457
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Volunteer Fireman Files Lawsuit

Many causes for backache
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
lower backache, especially
after doing housework. My
doctor says it is from the muscles affecting the position of
the spinal column. After a
hard work. period I tend to
stoop forward and have difficulty maintaining erect,
posture. I'm 47 years old,
female, height 5-feet-4 and
weigh 132 pounds. I'd like to
go down to 125 I walk a mile
- or more in good weather. I
enjoy gardening with shoveling and can lift 40 pounds and
have a very comfortable shoe
fit. I also do exercises from
my high school gym class to
stretch and work out. Despite
my exercise. I still have back
pant I have, two glasses of milk
or less a day and eat a good
ilia of chicken and fresh fish,
vegetables and fruit Would
isometrics help me?'
DEAR READER • --- I
always stress .to people with
back problems that it can be,
due to more than muscular
weakness. There are many
causes for backaches and
that's why I don't like for people to begin an exercise program for a back complaint
until after they have seen
their doctor.
. It's true that most people's
backaches are caused by
weak trunk muscles. The
Health Letter number 13-10,
Bachache and What to Do
about It, ,which I'm sending
you,, discusses the may different causes- of back pain
-including ruptured discs. It
describes various exercises
that are important in
strengthening the trunk to

avoid recurrent back probterns for those caused by weak
muscles Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Weak abdominal muscles
are often a major factor in
causing backache. Walking
will not use your abdominal
muscles and neither will most
gardening work or housework
that you describe. About the
only way a person can use
their abdominal muscles is
during activities such as situps and leg lifts. The sit-ups
primarily work the upper part
of the abdomen and leg lifts of
various varieties work the
lower part of the abdomen.
Now, straight leg lifts can
be rather strenuous for someone who has a back complaint.
For that reason, at least at the
beginning until the abdominal
muscle strength is improved,
it's wise to do modified feg
lifts, bending the knees and
not extending the legs to the
full amount. This is discussed
in The Health Letter which
I'm sending you. Exercises
that are done wrong can cause
more harm than any good
they might do.
If your physician agrees.
you should start using exercises to strengthen your abdominal muscles and the other
exercises discussed in The
Health totter.
You'll also Want to pay
attention to your sitting
posture. Bad chairs and poor
furniture are often underlying
causes for chronic back

UNDERSTANDING
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education. and Welfare
money troubles, worry about job
Support for the Problem
or business, sometimes matters
Drinker
that may seem trivial, all can
confine an individual's life situaTreatment for problem drinktion and may contribute to his or
ing attempts to discover the
her drinking problem.
relationship of the person's
Moral support in starting and
drinking problem to his or her
staying
with treatment, reassurreal needs—an understanding of
ances from employer or business
what he or she would really strive
associates, willing participation
for if not handicapped by the
by spouse or children in group
problem. One goal is to build up
therapy sessions—are examples
the person's capacity for control,
of
realistic support.
which becomes_possible in
The long-range goal is healthy
acts of sobriety,
Those with drinking'pto6ierni . living for the alcoholic person
Ind his or her family—physical
have the same needs as all other
health, social health, emotional
people—food, clothing, shelter,
health—an objective that all
health care, job, social contact
share. Such a happy ending is not
and acceptance and, particularly,
the need_ for__ self-confidence and. .necessarily reached with the
achievement of sobriety. Many
feelingsof self-worth and dignity. •
recovered persons will silenced in
This is where "support" comes in.
living a good life without a
What seems to be needed,
recurrence of any personal, somostly, is a warm, human concial, or economic disaster due to
cern. The kinds of support given
drinking Others may have setdepends, of course, on finding
backs and will continue to need
out from the alcoholic person
himself what he feels he needs.
comnassionate support.
strained personal relationships,
N1AAA 0880

RACER FOOTBALL

complaints. So are postural
problems.
I don't think isometrics will
help a great deal, although
you can lie flat on the floor
and voluntarily contract and
relax
your abdominal

muscles This will help to
strengthen them to some
degree without putting any
strain on your back Almost
anyone can do these without
running the risk of damaging
an already injured back

Heat & Power Co. in a suit
filed Tuesday in Kenton Orcud Court by attorney Wayne
Bridges.

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) --A volunteer firemen has filed
the first lawsuit stemming
froothe Oct. 9 blast at Simon
Ken on High School which left
one person dead and 37 others
injured.

Roland, a member of the
Piner-Fiskburg Volunteer
Fire Department, said in his
suit that he was among
firefighters responding to the
boiler room blast. While
spraying water on the front of
the building, he was injuredin
a second explosion, he said.

Meanwhile, Kenton County
School Superintendent Bert
Bennett said the Independence school will not be
re-opened for its 1,125 students
before January.

The fireman alleged that the
Gene Roland, 34, of
Burlington, requested 8500,000 utility was liable because it
in damages from Union Light, connected the school to a gas

A spokesman for the utlity
said the company's attorney
had received a copy of the
suit, but would not comment.
Although suits for injuries
by firemen are uncommon,
Roland named a third party as
defendant, not his employer —
the volunteer fire department,
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By Abigail Van Buren

'Little Guest' Causes
Big Resentment

jier
RK

DEAR ABBY: The first day of school, Amy, my 8-year-old,
brought a Classmate home &Gni' school. (I'll call her Beth.)
Beth asked if she could stay here until her mother got home
from work at 6 p.m. She said her mother had told her to
either play outside or go.to a friend's house, as their house
would be locked.
I said it would be all right, then I fixed snacks for Amy
and her little guest.
Well, the "little guest" has been coming to my house after
school with my child every day, and she stays here until
she hears her mother's horn outside at 6 p.m. •
I wonder what would happen if I had to take Amy
somewhere after school and couldn't take Beth? Or if the
girls had a fuss, as children sometimes do?
I resent being saddled with the responsibility of looking
after someone else,e child — especially without having been
asked.
What should I do? I have never even met the woman.
IMPOSED UPON
DEAR IMPOSED: Introduce yourself. Tell her you
don't mind having Beth occasionally, or even frequently, but she shouldn't assume that you will look
after her child until 6 p.m. daily, so she had better
make some other arrangements.

"low Overhead Means low Prices'

0111
Hyde Park

Towels
C"

SATURDAY. OCT. 25
130 P.M.
STEWART STADIUM, MURRAY, KY

Oslr-Rfl
minas)!

Save 6sIc

,

5I

.,,

Big Rolls

.
there.
Don't advise me to tell him howl feel. 1 have, and it hasn't
done any good. He says he is just being "friendly." He is a
very good-looking man, and I have noticed some of. the
waitresses take his friendliness to be encooragement of a
sort.
What makes him do this? He says it is harmless. Plealle
'reply. I want to show him your answer.
HURT
DEAR HURT: A gentleman does not engage a
a
more
than
conversation
any
in
friendly
waitress
lady would do the same with a waiter. Your husband's actions arnnot "harmless" if they hurt you,
and you may quote me.

•• •
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
simple,
"do-your-own-thing"
church wedding or a
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus s
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

6o1

LIMIT 1

, •••
DEAR ABBY: Am I unreasonable to ask my husband to
please refrain from intentionally striking up long, friendly
conversations with waitresses? I don't mean brief remarks
waitresses
on the weather dr food. He actually encourages
(especially the young pretty ones) to stay and visit with Us
while we are. eating. This spoils the whole meal for me. It
makes me feel as though I am a "dum dum" and my
husband needs someone to talk to while I'm sitting right

« «,
•
DEAR ABBY: My husband (I'll call him Lou), has this
thing about age. I don't think he can face the fact that he's
He'll be 48 his next birthday.)
getting older...44
Lately when e are in the company of new acquaintances.
Lou will ask," ow old are you?" If they're reluctant to tell,
he keeps after them until they do. Then regardless of
whether they look their age or not, he'll say, "Is that all?
You look much older."
If someone happens to forget something, Lou will .say,
"That's a sign of old age, you know. Ha ha!" And if someone
in the company happens to be getting bald, gray or fat, Lou
comments on it. Such remarks are embarrassing and no one
enjoys hearing them.
, I've told him privately not to bring up age, weight or
things like that, but he does anyway.
Please say something in your column abobt such tactlessness, and if you have any ideas on how to get through to
him, I'd sure appreciate them.
LOU'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Too bad there's no such thing as a
"tact transfusion." Lou could use one. Good judgment, discretion and sensitivity are not easily taught
— but try anyway. He may improve when he loses
some valued friends because of his tactlessness.

Sel
Stor
0
Stainle

SUPER MARKET

WITH $10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8
DRINKS ON SPECIAL

.

i

FRESH PRODUCE

39c
4/100

Fresh Crisp

Lettuce

hood

Ruby Red

Cp‘Fruit
Fla. New Crop

Tangerines

Dozen

89c

Sun Swee

Pru
'i Ask

FROZEN FOODS

'

40 oz. Savo

'‘ Libby's V

Limeade.. ,... 2,159c

Frosty Acres-

i Sau
Six. Savo 1

Fro:y Acres Baby

Limas

20 oz.

Inc
bag M M

1

Nabisco I

Cra
S..
20' 12

Garden Delight French

Fries

2 lb. bag

59

Bryers

YO1

4P100

Fresh Crisp 1 Lb. Bag

Carrots

« ••
CONFIDENTIAL TO LEE: Better to marry a man
you can live with than to marry the first man you
can't live without.

MURRAY STATE
VERSUS
AKRON

Bridges said.
Meanwhile, Simon Kenton
students have begun afternoon
shift sessions at Scott High
School in nearby Taylor Mill.
The state Department of
Education has made $250,000
available to the school district
to pay for repairs until insurance claims are determined, Bennett said. The infunds
are
terest-free
repayable in up to 10 years.
A damage estimate will not
be available until all debris is
cleared from the school, Bennett said.

transmission line instead of a
service line. He claimed the
utility also increased the
pressure, resulting in a fire
and explosion, and failed to
provide easily accessible
cutoff valves.

Frosty Acres!Reed

10 59

S'bemes

8 ch. Savo 2

oz.

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS
/4 Sliced Into Chops

Pork Loin
Center Cut Chops Lb.

•

11

jam FRVS11

x.
.
V

I

,

4

,, ,
,.,
, ,4,

Lb.

$169

1

GRAVES COUNTY DAY

SPECIAL ATTRACTION
-THE PEANUT MAN"

Field's Whole Hog

Fields

Pork Sausage
$ 49

Chili Stick
$109

1

ih-•

Roger Owens. • The Peariut Man . will be at
Saturdays game. entertaining the fans as he
sells peanuts and throws the bags to the fans in
a variety of ways Owens has gained national
fame for his antics, which originated when he
OriPhlitily t& The— Los Angeles Dodgers

A great idea for your neighborhood
trick or treaters. 10 coupons
per book,redeemable fora free
children's schooner retail value $1.00
Offer good only with
adult meal purchase.
One coupon per child. Children
12 and under.
Expires November 30th.,
Now available at Captain D's

Field's Fully Cooked Boneless Fast Cut

Hums

I lb. pkg

9

...
,•

Bunny Ciu

Roll
Lb.

Field's Worthmore
Sliced

Igacon 99
12 Ox. Pkg.

Twil
Saw

Sausage
$ 79

lb.

lb

HALLOWEEN
"Book ofTreats"

Field's Smoked

Pkg. Savo

Metzger

Braunschweiger

Dishwas

79c

All

Chunk Lb.
4 lb. 101.

CALL 7824184 FOR :TICKETS

;

—"7"- t •

BEST COPY AVM!
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Report Says Toll Road Is Not Feasible

suit

EVANSVILLE:, Ind.(AP) —
A recent report concluding
that a new Indiana toll road
through Fvansville or Owensboro, Ky., wouldn't be
feasible appeared to have put
an end to talk of the proposed
highway.
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But supporters said this
week that the highway plan
isn't dead,it's merely sleeping
— until after the Nov. 4 election.
"We're going to continue,"
said Jasper industrialist
Wayne Place, a 'major
proponent of the road. "It's

now a matter of legislative aclion. But we don't want to
muddy up the waters now."
Once the election is over, the
vansville Chamber of Commerce and Santa Claus Land
developer William Koch will
try to muster support from
area lawmakers,Place said.
Opposition to the proposal
has come primarily from the
Taxpayers Alliance of Southwestern Indiana, whose members claim as much as 8,000
acres of prime farmland
would be destroyed if the road
were built.
The recetly released

feasibility study pointed to
another economic concern.
The report, ordered by the
1979 General Assembly, concluded that "not enough
revenue would be generated
by any of the segments to
meet
maintenance
and
operating expenses, let alone
have any revenues left over to
retire a bond issue."
Place said legislative action
may be necessary to get the
toll road approved, since Indiana has a "no debt" law that
requires new roads to be selfsustaining.
One proposal calls for the

toll road to link Owensboro,
Ky., or Evansville with
Lafayette. Another would connect Lawrenceburg with Fort
Wayne.
The preliminary study,
prepared by Reid, Quebe,
Allison, Wilcox & Associates
of Indianapolis, said traffic in
the segments that include
southwestern Indiana has increased only Ito 4 percent since 1966.
But Place argues that the
report did not take future
potential use into account.
He said the road could help

send a steady stream of
tourists to Abraham Lincoln's
boyhood home, Santa Claus
Land and other southern Indiana attractions.
Dave Adkisson of the Owensboro-Daviess County Chamber of Commerce said the synthetic fuels plants proposed
for western Kentucky also
could boost the need for the
toll road.
The chamber has endorsed
the proposal. But other than
that, Adkisson said the group
is taking a low-key approach
to the issue. "We're just watching the situation," he said.

Parker's Home Owned
And Operated

See Our In
Store Display
Of Ecko
Stainless Flatware

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frdues Drake
FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 23, 1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
)Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Others are liable to be
insistent. Finances may be
source of tension. A co-worker
proves loyal and helpful.
TAURUS
)Apr. 20 to May 20)
- You'd like to escape now,
but there's just too much to

SALE PRICES GOOD
WED. OCT. 22nd
THRU TUES. OCT. 28TH

attend to. Evening accents
close relationships. Watch
health.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Minor upsets concerning
friendships and plans may
continue throughout the day.
Later, you're in the mood for
privacy. Sidestep clandestine
meetings.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
Watch carelessness.
Rapport
with
relatives
indicated, but some upheavals
possible in the , area of
friendships. Watch health.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124RCA
Watch judgment re career
decisions. Do nothing to
jeopardize your position. A
chance for minor financial
gain comes late.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Live and let live. It's a
matter of principle for you,
but a serious disagreement
could occur. Indecisiveness
possible
concerning
investments.

SAGITTARIUS
naf9" (Nov.
22 to Dec. 21)

11P%

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

LIBRA

(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
A close ally may be upset
about something. The accent
is on savings accounts, tax
mattes% and insurance. Don't
rush decisions.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) "Vett
You'll need to keep your
head on the job and with close

Osage Yellow Cling

Peaches
69c

Gold Medal

La. 29 oz. Save

10'

ties. A difficult day's work
could make you ill-tempered.
Cool it.

The affairs of children and
loved ones keep you busy.
Your health needs watching.
Do a good job with work
assignments.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Others may seem difficult to
get along with. In romance,
you reach a turning point.
Don't mix business with
pleasure in the evening.
AQUARIUS
•
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) •••••••••,,
The day brings the liklihood
of misunderstandings. Be
careful in speech. Weigh the
pros and cons before making a
domestic decision.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Watch expenses. You'll
come to a decision on ,p
proposed trip. It will be hard
to know where others stand.

via

XCT,

YOU BORN TODAY do well
in jobs where personality and
social contacts are a factor.
You're adventurous but do
best when you develop social
consciousness and a sense of
responsibility. You may have
a gift for languages and would
make a good translator
You're a progressive thinker
who nevertheless has a
tradition
respect
for

REII-R181N0
urivaiw'run

THE ACES'IRA G CORN. JR
Michmaid Red Sour

Pie Cherries
79c

"We do not remember
days,
we , remember
moments."-- Cesar Pavese

303 Can Sav• 18'

) Sun Sweet

Prune
Juice
I

Parker's Mkt.

Libby's Vienna

Mew The No Corry A loll tin• 01

Sausage 3 c$129
501.Save 18

Nabisco Ritz

59c

iger

SALAD
rkzeissair

Philadelphia

Cream
Cheese s...16 79c
5,.18
Potted
$
do
Meat 4
Libby's

GENERIC
PRODUCTS
Qr.. boort atity,ortn [mans ond

or•

.no The, or. o standard prod* of,
00d

not the lo”,.•r

cans

,

Crackers 89c
Saes 20 1 2 sz

bag 59c.

VS.
OUR NEW UM Of

GENERIC
PRODUCTS

POR PROVER

•

b, 99c

NATIONAL BRANDS

FRILLS FOODS
DO
sntnnGs
909

40 as. Save 30'

2,159c

YOU DO HAVE A CHOKE
AT STORE SAME)

TRY OUR JUST AS GOOD

Yap m rn•nd Mley Or•

JUST AS GOOD

400

at 'Ng ca.poroble rational broods ,ast
ond whol•sonle - ..roon ttious. th, may

notro.o.as

'Compare I Soo For Soon.,"
01.11.1S
•L•011.••

PRODUCT

loo• b..* O. costS eons,. Rm.,* down by ,••St'n9
"MTP
:
"
Wrn
"7:7ayt:n
'
:
'
.
ornOC:nall:=It=i1"
q,,..,,,.. .h.,
so wr• con to" ad
or•
Itor,ns and pots th. scr.nos oe
yoa
onto..

Bryers

Yogurt2/79c

M

prk.• Wonows

It
•er •
5,
te

Wisk 20' Off

32 oz. Save 28'

49

Detergent

'ow

Save 40'

GENERIC PRODUCTS SHOULD BE YOUR CHOICE!

Derby Beef

ie. Save 25'

so
w
so
te

y o

EiRe

Alpo

Dog Food

79

$1
Sib.leg

Tamales
Charles

PARKAY

Say• 20' 6
9C

Potato
Chips
Twin Pk.
Save 30'

Martha White
Flapstax

Pancake
Mix s
41 1
(Waffle Also)

Save 16' 51

ex.

Kraft Parkay

Margarine \\
Yellow
Quarters

West gave declarer a
moment to remember by his
defense of today's startling
game. West was John Royce
of Austin and his deceptive
gem took place at the highly
successful Austin Regional
Tournament this past
summer.
North's opening was a
specialized bid which
described a hand with
precisely four spades and
five hearts and 11-15 points
(Flannery Convention), a
pattern difficult to describe.
using standard methods.
South placed , the contract
inunediatelY, counting on
the double suit fit and his
singleton to give him a good
shot.
Royce (West) led the diamond king and, when a singleton appeared in dummy.
Royce shifted to his singleton spade. East won the ace.
returned - a spade and West
ruffed with his jack! West
exited with a club, won in
dummy and it was time for
declarer to study his
options.
Had Royce ruffed with his
low heart, declarer would
have had two ways to play
the trump suit. He could
either play the ace in hopes
of dropping a singleton king
or he could run dummy's
-queen—tri—ari----atterrypt to
smother a singleton jack.
Since the latter is the
more dramatic play,
undoubtedly that's the one
declarer would have chosen.
But how about Royce's
ruff with the jack? Now
declarer had a different
problem. He knew that West'
had a singleton spade and
that made it extremely
unlikely that he also held a
singleton heart.

is
,

79c

Pkg. See.

Old Spice Stick

Deodorant
Johnson's

Baby Oil

• All
. 4 Lb. 1 Oz. Bes Save 39'

T COPY AVAILABLE

•

$219

EAST
•A 8 4 3
•K
•6 3
4 Q J 6 32

SOUTH
•QJ6S
•A962
11QJ95
48

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer- North. The bidding:
North
2•

East
Pass

lead

Opening
king

West
All pays

.South
4•

Diamond

So declarer played West
for the K-J of hearts doubleton, banged down his heart
ace instead of finessing, and
lost his game when East
tiook the setting trick

Bid with corn
•

South holds

10-22-B

•A 8 4 3
•K7
•6 3
•QJ632
North
111
,
20

South

24_

ANSWER: Two hearts \
preference between partner s
two suits The lack of intermediates and general strength
make two no trump a poor
second choice
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 79225
with self addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

DIAMOND
CLUSTERS
.3 L1/0)
a to OFF

79
Save 61' 2.5 Ox Reg S240

Dishwasher 25' Off

A

75th"

41410111
111BlifF

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'

Rolls

WEST
•9
•.1 4
•5K8742
4 0977 4

INICNIELSO.
MAAS
JEWIVAIS

2 Lb.

Large
Eggs

•Q 10 8 5 3
•10
•A KS

04SALE NN!
All Men's and Ladies'

Save 18'

Bunny Cinnamon

I 0-22-A

NORTH

•K 1072

)ik A.'

40n leg Si 85 Saves 494 . .

Ui

$136

Every Style and
Every Price Slashed
This Month Only!
Also Available In Mayfield
et MICHELSON'S
Layaway Now For Christmas
or Chaim It.

FREE
Buy or Layaway •
any Ii"109
Diamond of
$200 or rotor..
A SSD
tialael
40 STAR pommy

Ale

MICHELSON'S
\\;.• irefyict,i

Bel A.
, RRODOmg
Memo, 11,
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Bryan Tolley Dies
This Morning At
The Local Hospital

Funeral Services
Held Here Today
For Lum M. Todd

Hostage Fate Is Topic
Of Rumors, Charges

Melvin Tucktr Is
Dead At Age Of 90;
Funeral Thursday

Melvin Tucker of Benton
Funeral services for Luni
Bryan Tolley of 1326 West M. Todd of 205 Ash street, Royte 5, Fairdealing cummui• y,died Monday at 7:30
Main Street, Murray, died to- Murray, were held today at'
day at 10:50 a.m. at the 10:30 a.m. at the chapel of the a.m, at the Veterans Hospital
Murray-Calloway Count) Max Churchill Funeral Home in Louisville. He was 90 years
Hospital. He was 83 years of with the Rev. Dr. Jerrell of age.
The deceased, a retired
age.
White officiating and Mrs. merchant; was a veteran of
Mr. Tolley. a retired mer- Oneida White as organist and World War I. Born March 18,
chant, was preceded in death soloist.
1890, he was the sem of the late
by his wife. Mrs. Anna Mahle
Pallbearers were Kenneth Joseph Tucker and Ella
Webdell Tolley. on Dec. 19, Todd, Danny Todd, Frank Southerland Tucker.
1978. He was a member of the Pogue. Bobby Cole, Allen
Mr. Tucker is survived by
First UnitedMethodisti
Cole, and James L. Johnson. one son, Harry Tucker, and
Church and the•Murray
. Burial was in the Murray City one grandson, John Tucker,
Club.
Louisville, and one sister,
Mr. Todd, 91, died Monday Mr's. Audrey Drew, Paducah.
He is survived by two sons,
The funeral will be held
Harold (Bud) Toiler, Bel Air. at 11:45 a.m. at the Marshall
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
Md., and Dr. Charles Tolley, CO-unty Hospital, Benton.
the Filbeck and.
Murray; two sisters. Mrs.
He is surVived by one sister, chapel of
Ruth.- Robinson. Camden: Mrs. Bill. Mahan, Murray Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
Tenn.,and Mrs. Ruby Harrell, Route.8. one brother, Rennie *with the Rev. Aubert Rose of-Jasper,- -Texas:--nine- • grand - TOM', Murray, and ,evere _ficiating..Burial.will.follow in
the Maplewood Cemetery at
children. •
nieces and nephews.
Mayfield.
One brother, Raymond
Friends may call at the
in
preceded
WM
Tolley. also
funeral home after 4 p.m. todeath.
day Wednsay).i
The J. H. Churchill-Funeral
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
csr today furnished to The Murray
Home will have charge of the a.m
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
funeral and burial - ar- Corp . of Murray.
rangements.
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"triggered many, • many,
telephone
complaints.
and...competitive -action by
other retailers in the
markets," said James
Claycomb, the commission's
executive secretary.
. Two other stores, Melton
Food Marts and Buy-Low
Foods, also were ordered to
appear at the Nov. 3 hearing.
While those two stores were
Chern
.Ser1111;.:0 an,
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not mentioned in the commisI crti .5111rul
14 ylnro IS ,Inindoc
sion's discussion Tuesday,
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The commission decided
Tuesday to delay the hearing
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necessary -figures together by
Nov. 3 might pose an imposition on company officials, said
Deputy Agriculture Commissioner Tom Harris, the panel
chairman.
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In briefing the Milk
Marketing and Antimonopoly.

Stock Market

PRESENTS BOOKS — Theresa F. Succhieri, author of the
Iwo books, "Feasting with Nonna Serafina," and "Keep
Your Old Folks at Home," is pictured as she presents
autographed copies of he!b*Ooks to Margaret Trevathan,
librarian of the Calloway Co. Public Library. She was in
Murray recently visiting friends, Mr. and Mrs. William
Major. The author resides in Philadelphia where she
writes articles for the "Philadelphia Evening Bulletin," the
"Washington Post," and the"New York Times" about her
"culinary adventures" both here and abroad. Both books
deal with the author's personal experiences.
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PTA Open Forum
Set Thursday Night
A jointly sponsored PTA
Open Forum for Murray
School Board Candidates will
be held Thursday, Oct.' 22,
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Murray
Middle School Auditorium.
The fOur candidates -running
for the two seats on the school
board will be present. They
are: Melissa Easley, Keith
Hayes, Red Howe; and Jamie
Washer.
The'moderator will be Dr.
Jim Booth, associate professor of Speech and Theater
at Murray State -University
Format for the foram will consist of: general introduction of
the candidates, opening comments by candidates, questions frOm PTA -representatives, questions from the audience, and a summary statementfrom each candidate.
All persons interested in the
educational direction of the city school should attend and
have-questions-to -ask -of the
candidates, a PTA spokesman
said.
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Murray High School Band are Executive Inn and Executive
4010.
invited to watch the band par- West. '
Sheep 25. untested
ticipate in the Second Annual
Christian County Invitational
Band Contest to be held Saturday, Oct. 25, starting at 3 p.m.
at the Walnut Street Stadium,
Hopkinsville.
The Murray band will coma
pete at 8:48 p.m.
First, second and third
place trophies will be given in
each class, plus first place
drum major, color guard, and
majorette in each class.'Paree
overall trophies will be given
to the best band, best soloist
'79 Chev. Monte Carlo
and highest percussion score.
2 Dr., Block with red interior with bucket
About 27 bands will be performing at this contest, sponseats, PS, PB air, wire wheel covers, AMsored by the Christian County
FM, 8-track stereo. Approx. 21,000.
Band Boosters.

Brown Creates
Advisory Council
On Tourism

$$$
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was that he wouldn't discuss possible
negotiations for the release of the
hostages.
"Now that's a little different than
simply stating to the people that the
hostages have been there as a result of
this administration's policies...President Carter is speaking with the same
inaccuracy that he usually speaks."

Muskie Says He,
Carter Willing
To Go To Iran
By BARRY SCHWEED
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Secretary of
State Edmund S. Muskie says top adMinistration officials, perhaps even
President Carter, would be willing to
_travel to Iran if such a .dramatic
gesture would help free the American
hostages.
Muskie's offer came as Carter, apparently referring to the war between
Iran and Iraq,said without elaborating,
"I do believe the hostages will come
home safely before it's over."
However, renewed administration offers to Iran in return for the hostages'
freedom were branded in Iran on Tuesday as American electioneering.
And Carter, campaigning in Miami,
cautioned that-"I can't predict to you
that the hostages will come back soon.j
don't know yet." Muskie also said the
"slow, painful approach" of quiet
diplomacy is needed to end the
hostages'ordeal.
The 52 Americans will have been held
captive in Iran for one year on -Nov. 4 —
Election Day.
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Harness Racing
Commission Okays
Telephone Betting

been brought back tamore or
less a stable position as a
result of The Kroger Co.," he
added. Kroger officials- told
Claycomb that they intended
the lower prices to last for one
week only and that they could
justify the reductions, he said.
Based on his "best information," Claycomb said, milk
prices at Kroger stores have'•
returned to their pre-Oct. 15
levels and many of Kroger's
competitors also have ali-_
justed their prices upward.
If the commission decides
the lower prices violated the
law, it could revoke or suspend a license to sell dairy
products or levy a fine of up to
$500 a day.
Proposed legislation that
would have repealed the price
restrictions faMd to emerge
from committee during the
1980 General Assembly,after
lobbying by the dairy industry.

Murray High Band
To Participate In
Contest Saturday

IMMEDIATE
$$ TOP CASH $$

WE PAY:
—Up To $100 For large High School Rings'
—Up To $150 For Large College Rings*

Commission on the "milk
war," Claycomb said Kroger
may not have violated a state
law which prohibits a retailer
from selling milk below cost —
the wholesale cost plus a portion of the store's overhead.
But because ofthe questions
generated by the mice cuts,
Kroger was told to appear at
the hearing and to giVe the
commission "their figures to
substantiate their selling price
during this period," Claycomb
said. '
A Kroger advertisement setting milk prices at about 20
cents per gallon cheaper than
usual appeared Oct. 15 and
said the "special" would run
for four days;Claycomb said.
The milk market now "has

By TIM AHERN
Associated Press Writer
There have been a lot of rumors lately that the American hostages in Iran
may soon be released, and the fate of
those 52 Americans is the subject of a
new series of charges and countercharges by President Carter and
Ronald Reagan.
While Carter and his Republican opponent disagreed Tuesday about who
said what about the hostages, their
aides were agreeing OP the date, time
and format for a face-to-face debate
between the two men.
The 90-minute debate will be held
next Tuesday at 9:30 p.m. EDT in
Cleveland. It will be sponsored by the
League of Women Voters, who underwrote the 1976 debates between Carter
and then-President Gerald Ford.
Both the major party candidates
were campaigning in the South today,
Reagan in Louisiana, Mississippi.and
Florida; and Carter in Texas and
Arkansas. Intlapeadent candidate John
Anderson was stumping in Michigan.
Reagan, who had talked little about
the hostages in recent weeks, charged
Tuesday that the hostages "have been
there as a result of this .administration's policies for almost a year now."
- Carter, in Miami, was quick to
answer-,claiming Reagan had broken a
pledge not to talk about_the hostages
during the campaign. "The fate Of the
hostages is too important...to be made a
political football. I will-not make any
statements that would tend to complicate an already grave situation."
Then Reagan answered the answer,
contending it was Carter who thrust the
hostage issue into the campaign, back
during the Democratic primaries. And
besides, Reagan said, what he pledged
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GRADE CARDS
Grade cards were being sent
home with Murray High
students Wednesday according to school officials'.
Reports from Murray Middle
School were also being
delivered,. the school
spokesman said.
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MSU Television Develops
Eight Weekly Programs
Dr. James W.Alammack,
Jr., a IiicokopOrorhistory at
*Frey, State University, has
%NS .
1 installed as president of
,n
the Oral History Association,
1 brganization.
ack's install
occurred during the group's 15th
na
11' 'Colloquium, held
CIJAb entlytiaturatigo, Colo. The
colloquium is a forum for
academic, regional and local
historians, archivists and
librarians who use oral history
interview techniques and are
interested in promoting professionalism in the field.
Hammack, had been chairman of the 14th national colloquitun and vice-president of
41•
the group. He also serves t,he
• ..tA:
organization as an evaluator
of proposals and projects in4 'Pi. '$ '1..
•kii.
volving oral history and sub-.0_
1......1414'.•
• 4 .04 Fria Yi,
mitted from across the coun, ..., .,
try.
to•
Also attending the Durango
BARK RUBBING — Ch.id Bazzell, left, and Jay Poston do
meeting was Dr. Terry
a bark rubbing on their tree during Mrs. Whaley's class.
Strieter, an assistant pro-

7:
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, have been held
ear on Nov. 4 --
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.
'ADOPT A TREE":— Beryl Whaley's third grade students at Carter Elementary School
"adopted a tree" as part of a science unit. Students chose a tree on the school
playground, did bark and leaf rubbings, measured the tree and drew pictures of it.
They will check the trees periodically during the year for changes. In photo, Angelia
Hillard, left, and Jacqulyn Jackson sit underneath their "adopted" tree and complete an
assignment about it.
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lessor of history at Murray
State and who also is involved
in the oral history at Murray
State.
Hammack is director of the
Forrest C. Pogue Oral History
at the university, and Strieter
directs the Jackson Purchase
Oral History Project through
the Pogue Institute.
Among its most current projects is oral history programs
dealing with the Land
Between the Lakes, Kentucky
government and politics, West
Kentucky history and culture
and Ohio Valley writers.

Papers Of MSU
Faculty Members
Named Outstanding
A two-hour seminar on how
to choose,install and use wood
burning systems will be held
at Mayfield High School
Tuesday night,Oct. 28.
Scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m.,
the seminar is being sponsored by Murray State University through the Kentucky
Energy Conservation Plan
and made possible through a
Kentucky Department of
Energy grant. •
To be led by William
Whitaker, an associate
professor in the Department
of Engineering Technology. at
Ott _ university, the seminar
has been designed to provide
homeowners with information
which can be helpful in selecting, installing and using a
wood burning system in the
home.
The program is open to the
public,and no pre-registration
is required.
Topics to be discussed inelude: Desirable features,
features to avoid, efficiency'
ratings and options in wood
stove design; insurance
requirements, clearance
precautions related to radiant
and circulating stoves; flue
pipe specifications, Materials
and installation materials and
chimney condition and size in
installing the wood stove.
Also, heat regulation,
avoiding • .c.resote buildup,
damper adjustment and wood
selection in operating the
- wood stove; and cleaning, inspecting and maintenance in
the use of shell systems.
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MSU Television Develops
Eight Weekly Programs
Eight, 30-ounute, weekly
television programs dealing
with parental relationships
have been developed at
Murray State University for
broadcast through the university station, MSU-TV,Channel
11.
Produced by Dr. Mark
Singer, an assistant professor
and a former Department of
Professional Studies faculty
member, and Dr. Stephen
..Shechtman, an assistant
professor of childhood studies,
the series focuses on concepts
of awareness and techniques
as basic avenues of effective
parenthood.
The programs will be broad-- cast each Tuesday at 6 p.m.,
beginning Oct. 28, and
repeated the following Sunday
at 10 p.m., beginning Nov. 2.
Entitled "Parents and
Children: A Challenge in a
Changing Society," the series,
according to Shechtman, has
been developed around two
basic themes:
— That all parents need to
be aware of what parenting
means with respect to the total
life situation,and
— That
parenting
techniques are skills that continue to grow throughout the
parenting process and need to
be both consistent and
flexible.
The programs feature
Murray families and individuals in video taped interviews. Their content and
the evenings upon which they
will be shown are:
Oct. 28 and Nov. 2 — Reflections of single parent mothers
in making the adjustment to
fill the gap of a father figure,
Nov. 4.and 9 — Reflections
of single parent fathers, a
challenging role for men to
assume.
"
Nov. 11 and 16 — Reflections
of merged or blended families,
dealing with methods used in
talking out differences and
reaching understandings in
the blended family.
Nov. 18 and 13 —.Reflections
of . intact families, understanding the parental role
for better relationships with
children.
Nov. 25 and 30 — Single
mother techniques, dealing
with the use of discipline as a
learning tool and setting limits
with children.
Dec. 2 and 7 — Single father
- techniques, a discussion of differencestn type and degree of
discipline.

.or

Papers Of MSU
Faculty Members
Named Outstanding

1

Papers submitted by five
Murray State University
English faculty members
have been listed among the
most outstanding presented at
the spring meeting of the Kentucky Philological Association
in Frankfort in March.
There were 17 sections in
which papers were presented,
according to Dr. Kenneth Harrell, dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies at the
university.
In addition to the five Murray papers, those selected
from other campuses for the
organization's "Best of Section" spring listings included:
Three from the University of
Louisville; two each from the
University of Kentucky, Northern Kentucky and Eastern
:Kentucky; and one each from
Jefferson Community College,
Thomas More College and
Midway College.
The Murray papers selected
were in the fields of composition and literature, Harrell
said, listing the authors as:
Dr. John Adams, whose
paper on "The Less You Work,
the More They Learn: An Approach to Freshman Composition,"
concerned
the
substitution of individual conferences with students in
place of paper-correcting.
Dr. Michael Cohen, assistant dean, whose paper on
"Milton, Thomson
and
Turner" dealt with the relationship of 17th and 18th century English literature to art.
Mrs. Katharine Cohen, a
part-time member of the
department, whose paper was
entitled,"The Odyssey Theme
in the writings of Loren
Eisley."
Dr. Charles H. Daughaday
with his paper, "Oedipus,
Oswald and Daddy: from
Painful Knowledge to Absurd
Satisfaction-," and
Dr. 91,1bert E. Wylder's
paper on "The Two Faces of
Brett: The Role of the New
Woman in 'The Sun Also
Rises." Wylder is the English
department chairman.

Intact
Dec. 16 and 21
family techniques, or the
establishment of ground rules.
An 8-page Viewer Guide has
been prepared by Singer and
Shechtnian
with
which
viewers can self-evaluate
their own parental relationships as the series progresses.
These, Shechtman said, can
be -obtained at the Early
Childhood Center on North
16th Street or upon request
from his office. He may by
contacted by writing: Dr.
Stephen Sheehtman, Department of Childhood Studies,
Murray -State University,
Murray, KY 42071, or calling
Area Code 5021 762-3826-
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were those of Mrs. Marlene Beach and Ms. Janey Kelso. The rooms were treated with
a popcorn and Coke party.

TOP SALESMEN — Mrs. Judy Darnell's fifth grade class at North Elementary School
was one of the top three sellers in the recent magazine sales. The other top classes
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ppnEs

5 UT kg$149

APPLES 5

LL hg

Cabral* Me Who Or

rhipik

KCV I URRY

GRAPES

$149

79'

VIE NAVE A FINE SELECTION OF PUMPKINS, INDIAN CORN, AND GOURDS.

----\
CHECIOUT

CHECIUT

CHECIOUT
1

[
Grade A Medium (with coupon)

Hyde Park (with coupon)

'•---

Maxwell "QIN (wiHi coupon)

VEGETABLE OIL

EGGS

o

Dozen
°
CUP TINS VALUABLE COUPON
6tt.0111

- COFFEE

99

0 $239

24 Oz.

CUP THIS VAUJABLE COUPON

CIILBCVI
R TWO LMILF COUPON

ipLe,
41
%
Hyde Park

Grade A *dim

r; VEGETABLE

EGGS
,
Nre

OIL

Doyle S
l
r
T x aool.rable to rep Proc.. Limit -at coupon
at BIG JOHNS
Pr,
thr'

24 Oz 99t

Tax •oolicable to rep Pr., Lona one
coupon
,•",/ a, BIG JOHNS Ir.. Son

T4rx

0HN
P,ce
S,,,1_
,
:LInone COPP
BIG JOHNS

r,t. utter milk b
10rerr471;broke

C
HECKOUT

, hornestyle biscuits

CHECUT

om ago0,41

Park

.490
YOGIJRTso5.2.79'

Out Value!

159
Jumbo Roll

49 Oz.

Chip Chock Oat Vika

DOG
FOOD

Check

DETERGENT 47- PAPER TOWELS

il§CUITS

Prekle Form

72 02 4249

1

CHEClUT

Fab

45'

Cheek Cho Vile,

Cheek Oat Waled Dry Ranted

Cheek Or Neel

Meek OW Meisel

FACIAL
TISSUE

PEANUTS

INSTANT
POTATOES%

BATH
TISSUE

01 Jo, $149

tub 391

Pk,

69s

bi $129

IFININEJANC•

CHECOUT

CHECIUT

Ptsin Or .lI Rising

FLOUR
5 LB

rilissburY

Pillsbury

Merit Chocolate Ravored

CAKE MIXES

BAKING CHIPS

79'

Ox.69s

dtesk Owl 9.1.1

CHERRY
PIE
FILUNG no, 41"
Chick Out Nei

FABRIC
SOFTENER ea.994'

Cheek Oat Value!

CAKE
MIX

us& 59'

Cheek 0411 Meisel ON,

CAT FOOD

CHECKOUT

4 LB

9s9

Neon heck

Toklif Jr Fromm

INSTANT
POTATOES % 99$

COCONUT

Pillborf Rohl Ts Strt44

FROSTINGS

Chick Oat

,
49

APPLE
PIE

MILK
26 01

149

WHIP
TOPPING
40o, sis9

WE RESERVE THE MOT TO LIMIT

•

Tee •oplie•ble ,o rep P—,• ltmit one coup
go., I am.l• •• BIG JOHNS frro 0.0

Ell I IGI 1J1011-1INI'S

APPLE
JUICE

169
aL
11""11ssy

(it sly,

014$ Peri Crystal Wt.

99+

Big Johnlx

GRAHAM
"

lirls Pork

SYRUP
7.5%.19s

6 02

14rt Steith's

Cheek Old Reeered

CHOCOLATE
CHIPS
t2 co. 89'

12 Oz

CRACKERS% 0= 99'
S0159

3201

794

!womb 401 (toNli cove*

SPRAY
CLEANER

220189
'

hoes *whir

PIZZA

10

lieeb149

BEST

COPY

AVM
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Could Attract Big-Name Performers

1

Bluegrass Opra House Is Up For Sale

Johnny Cash, Barbara Mandrel], Oak Ridge Boys. They
had all appeared at an outdoor
amusement park just 29 miles
away anti had drawn well. If
the setting for performers
such as these were a spacious,
comfortable indoor theatre,
surely tourists and people
from the area would readily
attend.
This was the dream of L. 0.
Gholson, a former building
contractor who had retired in
the rolling section of west Kentucky known as the "lakeland
country."
The far western part of the
Bluegrass state, known as the
Jackson Purchase, had one of

4724;:I

.:.:;.
—WI

were treated with

THE KENTUCKY BRA CACASS OPRA HOUSE, of wood post and beam construction, is
100 feet wide and 210 feet long and can seat 2,500 country/western music fans in an
80 foot 104 foot auditorium. Its double level stage, 80 feet 30 feet, is connected by
twin spiral staircases. Negotiating its discharge is Helen Spann, Special Commissioner,
Spann Realty Associates,905 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071.

bolos By Renee Boistow

the largest feder.al recreational areas in the Land
Between the Lakes. The
200,000-acre area lay between
the man-made lakes of
Barkley and Kentucky.
The area had grown with
businesses geared to the increasing number of -tourists
and vacationers. There were
the nearby resorts of Kentucky Dam Village at the
north end of the Land Between
the Lakes, Paris _Landing
State Park in the south with
Barkley Lodge and Kenlake
State Park in the middle near
the small community of
Aurora.
Aurora, Ky., is located very

near the center of the country talents in the counand within 300 miles of 12 try/western/bluegrass music
states. Tourists and vaca- profession. He was personally
tioners from Louisville, Cin- acquainted with most of the
cinnati, Indianapolis, big names in the Nashville
Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas Ci- music scene and knew what
ty, Memphis, Little Rock, Bir- would attract these great
mingham,
Nashville, talents to this area.
Charlotte, Des Moines and
So he began to build. Local
other regional metropolitan banks and government agenareas are within a day's drive. cies were delighted to help
Gholson, a native of Mon- because they, too, could see
ticello, KY. wanted to bring to the benefits of such an attracthe hosts and vacationers of tion in the area. He employed
west Kentucky the top names architect Daniel W. Figert,
and talents in country and folk
AIA, and the dream was off
music.
the ground.
He planned to build a theatre
The building, dubbed "The
so large and luxurious that it Bluegrass Opra House," was
would easily attract the top to be an awesome structure.

111°i'

Open 24
Hours-A-Day

easiIy

HE

UT

beam Mirloiglet Sat Nita
To 7 A.14 &why Monti*.

WORLD inifIVALUES•

This Ad Good Oef.22 Throe Oet.211

irimiwamin
to&vff.14-

CHECKOUT
Quarter Pork Loin

CHECI
( UT

CHECIOUT

"PORK :77N.

Frisk Ground Daily (4 LB. Ge

GROUND
BEEF

CHOPS

129

Moe.)

$137
12 Oz

Ittg Joao Slat Trios

some Sister Trion Cooler Cat

BREAKFAST
RIB
CHOPS
is. $169 CHOPS

84 Min kw Totten

CHECKOUT

Big John's Now Market-Made

FREE 4 Oz. Can

naa ska
*ma SI.. Am4 EM Walesa
SIRLOIN TIP
BREAKFAST
HALF
129 STEAK
Ls $239 STEAK
Las2" NAM
'229

Liu FA

PORK
is sis9 ROAST

CHECI
(OUT
PORK
SAUSAGE

IBig John
Now Noilable in
Unseasoned, Mild
And Hot

CHECIOUT

Tinder Whole Ilse-Pak

BOLOGNA

, TIPS

$499

of Biscuits WA Punkin!

LB

FRANKS

Ls

$149

CHECK

r$2

Nei 001-011-A-Seek

Whet Old Fait**

CORN
DOGS 6r.si79

BOLOGNA $149

UT

LB

Big John's Deli!

VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $2.00 "•-•
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF THIS WEEK'S FEATURED 'PEN

Our Reg. Discount Price..
$8 99
Coupon Savings . ..
200
Your Price (with coupon) $6.99

In the pattern of your choice
COUPON GOOD THRU
00.211

CHEcKOUT
FREE CASH

NI JAI" Si.... Nei

CHIU
12•11 Maio

PIMENTO
CHEESE
2114

BAKED
BEANS

Is Your Card Punched?!

811 iii..

it 1139 FRIED No* Pow
CHICKEN*

1599

2 Mae Sauk Pek

is $199

Big Johns Treasure Chest Is Never lass Than

FRIED CHICKEN 2 h 1129
$10042,01:11

NO R.* Ti 0.

BARBECUE

89t smovnew

u.89

Big John's Bakery Treats
erifool
CAKE
E.,$169

I

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO UNIT

Big Johns

CREAMER

a COPY AVAILABLE

Its post and beam construction was to span an area
of 21,000 square feet with 50foot ceilings. This would
enable him to seat 2,500 people
in regal comfort.
The huge foundation for the
building was laid in the front
center of an 18 acre plot just
off Highway 68 near Aurora. It
was positioned to allow for
good drainage to the proposed
sewage plant and to allow for
a parking area that could take
as many as 750 vehicles.
There was ample space in
the plot for future expansion to
include a motel, a mall-type
shopping area and additional
parking.
However, the
highlight of the "dream" was
the main building itself.
Although the seating area
could
seat 3,000 people,
Gholson planned for only 2,500
with comfortable chairs and 3feet aisles. There would be no
stepped-on toes and there
would be no waiting in lines
for concessions, either.
There would be 10 concessions stands, including ones
that could serve people on the
outside of the building. There
would also be 30 exits to allow
people to leave the building
quickly.
The stage would be 80 feet
wide and 30 feet deep and
would have two decks and two
spiral staircases. This configuration would allow for
flexibility of presenting the
two performers and for easy
viewing by the audience.
The middle of the stage was
designed to allow it to be moved. The rear doors of the
building were to be so large
that a large van could be
driven through them. This
would allow any set and sound
system to be easily brought into place.
141
Gholson was also very sensitive to the little things that
attracted the top performers.
He planned to have 10 complete dressing rooms in addition to the two waiting rooms
on either side of the stage. And
on the second floor of the
building there would be two
completely furnished apartments for the performers.
In the front of the building
on the second floor over the
large lobby and ticket area,
there would be a business office, a large room for the control of the lights and sound,
and VIP lounge where visiting
dignitaries would wait for the
performances and perhaps
mingle with the artists after
the performances.
Everything about "this
great hall" was designed to attract large audiences and top
performers.
But
today
Gholson's dream is not complete. The structure lacks insulation, electrical hookups, a
sprinkler system, the top surface of the main floor, the
seats, and some trim and
finishing.
Because of some financial
overextensions, "The
Bluegrass Opra House"
stands in empty splendor
awaiting the investors who
can give it life. Incomplete it
cannot bring in the artists or
audiences to its luxurious accommodations.
The bakers are hopeful that
they might have the opportunity to assist any investor,
who, as they do, can see the
tremendous financial future of
"The Bluegrass Opra House."
The Kentucky Development
Finance Authority and other
state agencies are sympathetic to the situation and
are working with Mr. Gholson
to help him salvage "his
dream."
With the support of additional investors. Gholson feels
that his dream will come true
and benefit not only the investors, but all of the people in
the west Kentucky area as
"The Bluegrass Opra House"
becomes the place to visit.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of he Norm lodger & Timm by
530 p m ,Mondoy-Fridoy or by
330 p m. Saturdays ore urged
to coil 753-1116 between 530 am,
sod 6 p.m., Hadar *mat Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Salmrdays
A circulation deportment em.
ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
p.s. 5aturduyi to guarantee
delivery.
The regular ,business.office
hours of The 14errot Lehr &
la. lo 5 p.m.. Monday
ore
through Friday and I la to moot
Saturdays
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FALL HARVEST PRODUCE
SALE
(BAG EM YOURSELF)

OUTSIDE SIDEWALK Sou F

PRICES GOOD ONLY ON THE OUTSIDE

PRICES GOOD FRI. & SAT. ONLY 9:00-6:00

ICEBERG HEAD

WASHINGTON STATE

LETTUCE

APPLES
RED OR YELLOW

UNTRIMMED

HEAD

1ER
QUALITY RIGHTS RESERVE

39'

49.

RIPE RED

WASHINGTON

TOMATOES

PRICES GOOD THRU

10-8 SUNDAY

BIG SUPER "IS"

5 LB. BONELESS U.S. CHOICE

FAMIL

CHUCK
STEAK
SAVE $3.00

49

SMALL

ROZEI
5 LB. BONELESS SHOULDER CU

FRESH CRISP

RADISHES

CAULIFLOWER

•6 BAI9'
G
CALIFORNIA

PEACHES
t

29

LB. BAG

SWEET
POTATOES

°gin

39Lt
FRESH CRISP

5 LB. END it CENTER MIXED

LARGE
STALK

PORK
CHOPS

PORK
CUTLETS6
JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON

39'

OFF THE REGULAR PRICE

Old Folks Pork
Sausage
One Ceepon Per Perches'
Expires Oct. 28, MO

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

LB.89c
PKG OF 3 APPLES'

1

2

109

ASSORTED
GRINDS

GAL.

149

EAR

29c

20 LB. BULK BOXES OF FROZEN VEGETABLES

MIXED VEGETABLES
LITTLE COB CORN
PACKED 96 EARS TO THE CASE NOT 20 LBS.

BREADED OKRA
BREADED SQUASH
PEAS & CARROTS

BEEF

25
Save
On Reelfoot Franks
Consumer: Coupon good only for
produet(s)'designated. One coupon
per purchase. Use other than this
constitutes fraud.
neater: You are authorized to act as
Reelfoot Packing Co., Inc. agent for
the redemption of this coupon. We
will reimburse you for the value of the coupon plus 7It
provided
that
you have complied with terms of
handling
this offer. Coupons must be presented directly to
Reelfoot Packing Co., Inc. or its representative. Coupons
submitted by third parties will not be honored.
Thik coupon

‘
. ,53.00. costa

Si

SAVE S1.40

5 LB. TENDERIZED

20C

OSCAR

PORK
95 STEAK

SAVE $1.00

LARGE SELECTION OF ...

BABY LIMAS
PURPLE HULL PEAS
•
GREEN PEAS
CUT CORN
GREEN BEANS

5 LB

OF ONE POUND OF PURNELL'S

CELERY

4100

ORNAMENTAL GOURDS
FRESH CARMEL APPLES
HARDIN APPLE CIDER
INDIAN CORN

SAVE $1.00

1.

SAVE $2.00

LB.

BONEL

404e
t

SAVE $2.00

CARROTS

179

SAVE $2.00

FRYER - • FRYER
THIGHS 445 BREAST

FRESH CRISP

131
HI

LB. SPLIT WITH RIB

5 LB

125
12S CT

445

SAVE,$3.50 I

19

TEXAS
NEW CROP

ORANGES
10/a

SAVOY
STEAKS 195

LARGE HEAD

OZ.

•

Oct. 28

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sot.

2

39
1 LB. BAG

ROUX
NO-PHOSPATE

DETERGENT

89
72 OZ.

is non-transferrable.

Sales tax, if any,is to be paid by consumer._
This coupon cannot be reproduced without authoriza.
ñnn.oLRes.lfrn,i PackingC0 Inc.
Invoices showing your purchases of this product within
the period of the effective dates of this offer of sufficient
stock to cover coupon . redemption must be made
available upon request. Failure to do So makes coupons
• 'void at -the-option-ofReelfoot Packing Co.. Inc.
'
Cash Value I /100 cent.
Coupon expires December I. 1980

•
CLOROX 2 CLOROX
DRY BLEACH 2

al, tabror bleach

I u
u•

,
„
11

,ti

MILKY
1 19
40 OZ.

100z,

KLI
DEL MONTE
DECOR
PUMPKIN 16 oz
1
101
WAGNER ORANGE994:
RINK REG.OR LO CAL 5402.

2/99c

HUNGRY JACK
UlTTERMILK COMPLETE 0

PANCAKE

$119
'2LB
IX

WESSON 411
OIL

/4rtil

38 OZ

Imisammitiommam

BEST COPY AVAI
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SUNSHINE
CINNAMON GRAHAM

CRACKE
69

0.)

16 OZ

NORTNSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sundae

FOLGERS
INSTANT

(11

ORTHERN
BEANS

Quality Rights Reserved

Ut"rMEAT SALE

COFFEE

399

Prices Good Thru Oct. 28
100z.

'41

OSCAR MAYER
SLICED 8 OZ.

Sr

FAMILY PACK 3 LB. OR MORE s

BOLOGNA

ROZEN

LUNCH
MEATS

BONELESS BUTTERFLY

FRESH

PORK
CHOPS

PIG
FEET
29
11 PKG.

Save
25
On Reelfoot Bologna
4411,
10/ler I. 014
,
011 good only toF
product(s) designated. One coupon
per purchase.the other thart—this
9 constitutes fraud.
Dealer: You are authorized to act as
Reelfoot Packing Co., Inc. agent for
the redemption of this coupon. We
will reimburse you for the value of the coupon plus 74
handling provided that you have complied with terms of
this offer. Coupons must be presented directly to
Reelfoot Packing Co., Inc. or its representative. Coupons
submitted by third parties will not be honored.
This coupon is non-transferrable.
Sales tax, if any,is to be paid by consumer.
This coupon cannot be reproduced without authorization of Reelfuot.PacIdng Co.,Ins.
Invoices showing your purchases of this product within
the period of the effective dates of this offer of sufficient
stock to cover coupon redemption must be made
available upon request. Failure to do sax makes coupons
void at the option of Reelfoot Packing Co., Inc.
Cash X'alue I/1)0 cent.
Coupon e x pi res I )4.-cernIx.r II, 1980

:onsumer.
luced without authorizae,
es of this product within
of,this offer of sufficient
mpiote must be made
to do So makes coupons
melting Cre,Inc.
980

•

MILKY WAY,3 MUSKETEER, SNICKERS
$
all labroc bleach

19
40 OZ.

SNACK BARS139
looz.
KLEENEX TERI wo%
ROLL
/7c

07 2199c fiNeils 1
1,ANGE99 ArfiiTED

I CAL 54 OZ.
$1 19
2 LB

EIX

IGA OR SUNSHINE

CRACKERS
44.

119'

16 OZ

T COPY AVAILABLE

BREMNER PIE

/49
PKG.

GALA FAMILY

JUMBO
PIES
ASST. FLAVORS 14 OZ.

1

NAPKINS

LIQUID
PLUMR

E'7%

EAGLE CONDENSED
140Z.

LB.

CHEESE
io oz.

LIVER 119!

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

CREAM
CHEESE

99c

TR COLBY OR
MILD CHEDDAR

IGA BROWN & SERVE

SARK 11111

79c

140 CT

sic" MILK

320Z.

DOZEN

70

KRAFT ORANGE OR
UNSWEETENED GRAP

3/$1 JUICE

OT

30Z.

REW 001

REELFOOT

4"2

LARD

r

69
1 CTN.

4 LB. CTN.

69

%°RIT

RC
COLASIC
139
16 OZ.
8 PK.
AMMON

FRIES

PEACHES

$1 59
5 LB

PET RITZ BLACKBERRY

COBBLER

39'

KITCHEN TREAT
FROZEN MEAT

POT
PIES

260Z.

TWICE
AS
FRESH

2' 2 SIZE CAN
LIMIT 4

•

For
PRIDE OF ILL.

99c CORN

OLD
HEARTH

BREAD
20 OZ. ROUND TOP

6

12 OZ

IGA

GREEN PEAS,
MIXED VEGETABLES
CUT CORN
20 OZ.
Z.

!AL

BREAD

79t

STACKS

NATURE'S BEST

NATURE'S BEST CRINKLE
CUT FRENCH

ROMAN MEAL
SANDWICH

RITZ
RACKEIRS
PKG.

PUREX
BLEACH

19

FLAKES
RAGS
DOG FOOD 15.5 OZ. 51$

5920Z.

6 PACK

120Z.

STRIPS

Franks

PKG.

FROZEN
LIMIT 6

ALL VARIETIES

LB.

OSCAR MAYER BREAKFAST

I. OUp011 g004..1 0111‘ lOr
lesignated." One coupon
se. Use other than this
fraud.
are authorized to act as
icking Co., Inc. agent for
cion of this coupon. We
e of the coupon plus 7c
e complied with terms of
presented directly to
representative. Coupon.,
it be honored.

BPCUITS

,A BIG POUND PKG.
SLICED

BAKING
HENS

BEEF OR PORK

TR BUTTERMILK
SWEET MILK

9

SMALLER AMOUNTS $1.49 LB.

65

IGA
ORANGE
JUICE

er-

GROUND
BEEF

SAVE $2.0r.

2 LB.

REG. OR BEEF

2\7

CREAM STYLE GOLDEN

1
315

303 CAN

WHITE CLOUD

BATHROOM
TISSUE
4 ROLL PACK
LIMIT 2
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1. Legal Notice

Notice

1.

27-Notiee

3. Card of Thanks

9-311uation Wanted

18. Sewing Machines 28. Mob'. Home-lints 32. Apts. Forltent

Tidwell Paint has sold out We Two women would like to clean Used Singer sewing machine. For rent Mobile home neat Two bedroom, central vacuum,
NOTICE
all kitchen appliances, washer
appreciate
zig zag, all regular at- lake Call 753-6659
your patronage over houses 753-8687 from 8-5
SHERIFF'S SALE
Effective
imthe past 25 years and would
tachments. sews perfect, fully Nice 12x65 $175 plus deposit and dryer hookup, central heat
PUREX CORPORATION,LTD
mediately to all
like to take this opportunity to 10. Bus. Opportunity
guaranteed, full cash price No pets 3'.2 miles on 641 Ind air Call 753-2437 or 753VS
8146
mobile
thank all of OW many friends
home
$39 50 Call Martha Hopper, South Call 492-8120
MICHAEL MITCHELL,INDIVIDUALLY AND
and customers
Vacant furnished apartment
Are you laid off, or just want to 354-6521
owners that move
MICHAEL MITCHELL d/B/A
One or two adults, 2 bedroom, Call 753-5292 evenings
make some extra cash? Why 19. Farm Equipment
MARIMIK,INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY
into Riviera Courts,
all
electric,
water furnished,
4.1n Memory
not be your own boss with your
34. Houses For Rent
you will be given
own company with all the M-F 150 Diesel tractor, $2500. one mile out of city limits,
By virtue of a default judgement of the Calloway
Highway
For
two
121
(2)
Larry
and
Donna
months rent
. Call
South. $50 Country home. 2 bedroom,
benefits that anyone else can Three 12 plowers, 7' wheel
Circuit Court dated the 24th Day of January, 1980. I
free. UNDER NEW
offer. For more information call disc, cultivator, seed sower, deposit, $95 per month. Phone 4374386
will on the 3rd day of November, 1980, at 10:00 A.M.
753-5405
CARPOOL I need a ride weekTO
after
DAVID
5
pm. collect Don or Debbie Paschall tobacco sticks, fence posts,
at the court house door in Murray, Calloway CounMANAGEMENT COFour or five bedroom furnished
days. before 8 AM to Mayfield
tobacco setter, all in good con- Small 2 bedroom trailer, water
at 901-241-3335
ty, KY expose to public sale to the highest and best
house for four or five college
ME AND LIVE WITH
returning after 3 PM 767- There's a little stir in Heastn
dition
Call
753-4951
or
and
489trash
'pickup
furnished,
4
bidder the following item
girls or boys. Also small furSounds like the brush of angel
,
4473
US. We also have
2624.
miles
on
121
South.
No
pets
1973 Chevrolet pickup,license No. AS8-391
nished apartment for 1 or 2
wings .
'homes for rent.'
Students preferred. 753-8061
college girls. Call 753-5865
Serial..CCX 143A127150
Have yous car, truck or wan Must be something a bit Piano lessons, very reasonable 20. Sports Equipment
753-3280.
rates. Call 753-8964
Said property was levied upon as the property of
Two bedroom trailers. com- days, 753-5108 after 530 pm
• professionally cleaned and unusual,
Brand new Raliegh bicycle. 5 pletely
Michael Mitchell d/B/A Marmik Industrial Supply,
furnished. good con- For rent: 3
12.
waxed before winter. Ex- Now the angel choir sings!
Insurance
months
bedroom house.
old,
3-speed,
$75
Call
Bible Facts Free Store for the perienced 753-2668
dition, from $145. Call 753- Stove,
and I will proceed to sell same to satisfy the lien of
refrigerator furnished.
767-4001
Fantastic
or
1974
rates
on
needy 759-4600
8964.
the Plaintiff, Purex Corporation, L.T.D., and the
What could cause this bit of
753-9240.
newer mobile homes See or 20 Gauge French', 26", imcosts thereon to the highest and best bidder and the
glory
.
WANT AD
call Johnny Williams, your proved cylinder with rib barrel 12x60 Two bedroom trailer, House for rent, Couples only,
selection
depression
As
the
purchaser must pay cash on the date of the sale.
Joyousness
fills
the
air"
furnished, in good condition, absolutely
CLASSIFICATIONS
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
glass, all colors, all patterns,
no pets. Available
Call 435-4115
It's not hard to understand it
near University. Call 489-2118. November
butter molds. Avon bottles,
1st. Call 753-2987
13.
For
Sale
or
Trade
Max E. Morris,Sheriff
because
It's
our
David's
there'
22.
Musical
Coca Colo items, China, old
after 5 pm.
Calloway County
iron pots dog irons, milk
157 Foot Cobra Tunnel hull, Accomplished rhythm guitarist 30. Business Rental
Jesus needed another sunbeam 150 Johnson. Call 436:2918.
tor
Murray,KY
Three room farmhouse. 10
cans. Select now for Christand singer seeking position in
I. Legal Notice
And David raised his tiny hand
mas!
miles. east of Murray.,Call 753Mini
rock band Call after 6 pm,
Z. Notice
14.
Want
To
Buy
"If
you
need
me
I'll
go
Jesus
2480 after 5 pm.
Laverne Freeland
3. Card of Thanks
753-0712.
Warehouse
•er
Will
I
loin
your
Nnbeam
901-642-4565
4. In Memory
200 Amp service pole for
Three bedroom. 2 befit house
band "
Storage Space
S. Lost and Found
mobile home. Phone days 753- Antique piano. $500. Call 753210 Memorial Drive
on corner of 12th and Poplar.
6. Help Wanted
7668. nights 753-2394, or see 3976.
•Let us take your complete
Paris, TN 38242
Call 753-9733 or 753-1962.
For Rent
So today he's with his Jesus
9. Situation Wanted
HAPPY
James Futrell.
Wedding
Bach trumpet, Mercedes II, 1
Story
in
Across from Wal-Mart and
10. Bus Opportunity
Resting on his loving arm
Two
bedroom house. P/7 miles
753-4751I
Photographs. You can get
BIRTHDAY
ford
year
Joe
Mohan
old,
excellent
condition
II. Instructions
Want to buy Baby bed and/or
There he'll be so safe forever
on 641 South, $200 and
napkins and invitations from
with case. Call 753-6278. ,
12. Insurance
ROGERS
LEAN
NA
other
baby
furniture,
in
goof
Free
from
pain
and
care
and
32. Apts. For Rent
us
deposit. 753-4699.
13. For Sale or Trade
condition Call 753-1223 clar For sale • King trombone with
4?
(
i love You,
Pony pulling contest will be harm.
14. Want To Buy
Duplex,
CARTER STUDIO
2
bedrooms,
family
Two bedroom furnished home
7
pm
or
after
436-2112
case
and
mutes.
15. Articles For Sale
$75.
Lynn
Call 759held Saturday night, 6 pm. Ocroom with fireplace, all kitchen near University. $150 per mon16. Home Furnishings
1560.
tober 25th at the Exposition Written by Aunt Rubye Love,
304 Main
753-8208
Want
to
buy:
Used
sunlamp.
appliances. No children or th, $100 deposit Call 75317. Vacuum Cleaners
Center, College Farm Road.
Phone 753-5058 after 6:30 Magnus beginner organ, ex- pets. 759-4509.
18. Sewing Machines
5. Lost and Found
9829. •
cellent condition. $100 firm..
pm
19. Farm Equipment
Tired of baia? Try Bradley GP-2 LOST: A reddish -brown. 4Can be seen at Hodge & Son or For rent Attractive 2 bedroom For rent: Large 3 bedroom
20. Sports Equipment
Articles For Sale
21. Monuments
duplex, all appliances fur- house, 2 baths. dining room,
call 759-4024.
or Bradley Classics, Phone 1- month old male dog wearing 15.
22. Musical
Box springs and mattress.
554-3053.
flea
collar.
Part
Irish
Setter.
New and used Baldwin piano nished. near M.S.U. 753-5791 large beam family room with
23.1 yterminating
Clean, like new, $100. and
24. Miscellaneous
organs, Lonardo Piano Co.. For rent Duplex. 2 bedroom. fireplace, washer and dryer
What we do best is care Last seen Saturday morning in
hookup, built-in electric range,
25. Business Services
vicinity of 14th and Main Refrigerator. $35. couch. $50: across from the Post Office. near University, quiet residenNeedline 753-6333
rocker $5; coffee table, $5. Call Paris,
carport. 753-7276.
AC,Ft' OSS
26. TV-Radio
Wander
TN.
tial area, $195 per month. 153Street.
Answers
to
name
of
Mon s flare
5 Auto style
753-3903.
27. Mobile Horne Sales
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
8096.
For rent 3 bedroom house in
Bogie. Call 753-7650 after 12
5 Juncture
6 Oral pause
28. Mob Home Rents
RAISE
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall New and used pianos and
ITS A
‘v Obstruct
7 River stand
29. Heating-Cooling
noon.
organs, largest selection in the Furnished one bedroom aparrt- country. 492-8225.
'2 Dreadful
8 Post
pipe.
6"x30".
$29.99;
FACT
8"130",
30. Business Rental
A
ment, Zimmrman Apts South 36.
13 Sikworrn
•
9 Sprinkie
.
6. Help WantedFor Rent Or Lease
$29.99. installation kit, 6", purchase area. Buy now and
Free gift wrapping is a
31. Want To Rent
14 Beverage
10 Century plant
16fh Street. 753-6609.
specialty at:
32. Apts For Rent
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin save up to $1000. We accept
15 Need
11 Repast
Earn
$50
per
lay-aways
for
hundered
Christmas.
-17 Soo* note
33. Rooms for Rent
16 Wanted
Hardware, Paris.
Starks
For
securing, stuffing envelopes.
18 Neckpiece
Clayton's - 1 & B Music, Furnished apartment for rent
20 Greek lett&
34. Houses For Rent
753-8298
19 kmd of tide
22 Diphthong
Hardware
Free
35. Farms For Rent
Dresses:
details,
Center, Murray.
Dixieland
pant
Reply:.
suits,
all
nice,
Rent
21 Tag
23 Alg:inquian
36. For Rent Or Lease
12th & Poplar
"Homemakers-S12S". Box some new. Sizes 14, 16, 16'7.
Ground floor, downtown area.
23 Compress
!Wien
23. biteribmating
37. Civestock-Supplies
7531227
Log
94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194. 408 South 8th St.
27 Negative pen- 24 Horse feed
new carpets, paint, and drapes.
38.
Pets-Supplies
25 Nam symbol
splitters
No children. Call 759-1420 or
For
39. Poultry Supplies
.
sale
Alma
5
string
28 Exaluated
banjo;
26 Before
Experienced body man. Apply
ILES
ER
ODD
Half Day Full Day.
753-6429 after 5 pm.
29 irritate
40. Produce
We invite you to attend our in person. Century
30 Works dough
Auto Sales, an Olds Ambassador clarinet;
31 Be mistaken
41. Pliblic Sale
32 Repetition
or Weekly Rates
next
training
group
zig
and
zag
sewing
find
machine:
half
Riveria
Apartments. Two
810 Sycamore
34 Latin con-.
33 Spool
42. Home Loans
name
52 Quarrel
out for yourself why so many
bed with box springs and matiunctior
36 Drink SlOyA}
bedrooms, refrigerator, range, E Call Murray Rental
47 Pronoun
43. Real Estate
56 Eggs
35 Legal metthousands
of
38 Joins
men
and
&Sales Center
(111
tress.
women
phone
LABORATORY
489-2122.
TECHNOLOGIST.
49 Eceays
•
58 Swiss cantor!
disposal.
te. Lots For Sale'
carpet. drapes,
tars
41 Scheduled
50 Lean-to
who never dreamed of being in ASCP reqUired, 3-11 shift.
59 Moray
45. Farms For Sale
753-8301
washer-dryer hookup. and dish37 Compass or
43 Moccasin 7's 51 Volcanic
For
sale
A
Vemere
60 State Abbr
trencher,
1sales work enioy the satisfac- ICAH accredited hospital.
46. Homes For Sale
39 Digraph '
F-onnerly Murray
45 Mans nick washer. 443-3430. Paducah,
emanation
63 Preposition
Kelley's
Termite
100
on
tracks
with
trailer.
Call
47. Motorcycles
40 Worm
tion and reward of being World Progressive. well equipped
Lawn Er Garden
KY.
5234 15 6 7
42 Plunge
• to II I 48. Auto Services
Book representatives There is laboratory. Excellent benefit 753-8072
& Pest Control
44 Grovang out
49.
Used
Cars
12
13
Two bedroom upstairs apart.
14
no obligation of any kind on .program Write or call Per- For sale 14' Aluminum boat
of
Phone 753.3914
50. Used Trucks
ment Private entrance. Carpet 37. livestock-Supplies
46 Chmese aYie
16
your part. For more in- sonnel Department. Com- with 1 year old Sears Pi hp
12
17
51. Campers
48 Side by Pee
and built-ins. No children or ARABIAN HORSES
l hp 24. Miscellaneous
formation,
call
Motors
753-4161
Boats
munity
and
(GHospital.
52.
motor,
$300,
P.O.
19
Box
One
559,
new
20
21
FOR SALE.
50 Laths
pets. Lease and deposit Visitors welcome! South
2).
53. Services Offered
Mayfield KY 42066 502-247- air-compressor, $125.
53 Moham1211Pil
25
on
27
Firewood,
and
hickory,
oak
18"
For
Trade
54.
month.
required.
Call
per
$110
medan Judge
Miscellaneous tires from $15 or
5211.
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100.
3. Card of Thanks
21
29
24". Also custom cut sizes. 753-9208 after 4 pm.
54 Chapeau
30
31 32
55. Feed And Seed
to
$35.
Call
Ree-Mar
753-8780.
Arabians.
753-6126.
-55 Oaten Fv-fir
•
56. Free Column
489-2327.
34
I, want to express my sincere
as
se
39
-3711 forth
57. Wanted
Leather repair, dying, cleaning, Fireplace inserts, automatic Two bedroom apartment. Leather repair and custom
thanks to all of you who
61 Girl snarne
41
.40
42
43
Waitress
44
45
Needed
recently
redecorated, private work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
62 Enthusiastic
and alterations. Also saddle two speed blowers. see through
Farmers! Want to reduce your brought food, sent flowers, car46 47
48
49
Apply in person
64 VVooctv plait
and harness repair. We make glass doors, $499.99. Wallin area and good neighborhood gun cases. billfolds. saddleoverhead? M.F.A. Insurance ds, and calls when my dear
.65 Morn and No
50 51
children,
no pets. Lease and bags 753-9736.
53
leather clothing, chaps, vests, Hardware, Paris.
can save you money, with their loving husband. Raymond
JERRY'S
66 Liget browns
deposit- required. $175 per
56
67 Threshold
57
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
se
farmers
comprehensive Hamlin, passed away. Your kinmonth.
RESTAURANT
Available
November 38. Pets-Supplies
and many other gift items. Call For sale: Ashley wood burning
61
82
package policy. See or call dness will always be ap63
1 Sum up
1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm. Basic .and Advanced
with
blower.
stove
Call
after
8
753-9736
preciated.
Johnny
Williams.
7115,
your
M.F.A.
dog
12th
2 Expire
65
St.
I.
3 Limb
Mary Hamlin
agent. 753-0445.
Three room duplex furnished obedience classes. Breed hanMurray, KT.
Two Tarpaulins, vinyl coated pm, 753-5965.
nylon, 9'x27', new $100 each. Firewood cut to order, $25 a apartment. clost to town, 503 dling, tracking, and protection.
All breeds and ages.
rick, delivered Call 436-2744 Olive. 753-1246.
759-1156.
FIND A PLACE TO STAND
EACH ONE OF 1-(00 WILL
after 5 pm
Local speciality shop needs ex- 16. Home Furnishings
Two bedroom apartment, Professional instructor 436WHERE '.(0l) COULD
TAKE A TURN 1ON1614T
2858.
perienced sales lady for part
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758. Panorama Shores, fireplace
SPOT AN.f igUPER5...
AT GUARD ;VW
time work. Send resume and Commodes. white, A grade,
lakeview, washer and dryer, Perfect early Christmas gift 2
phone number to P.O.. Box $43.99. Wallin Hardware, Wood for sale, $25 a rick partially furnished, $150 per female AKC registered Doberdelivered and stacked. 489- month plus utilities. Mike or
144.
Paris.
man Pincher pups Black and
ifs tv
2436.
Bev O'Brien. 436-2879 or 762- brown, quality bloodline Must
Full
size
bed,
Needed
frame,
full
box
time
checker by
•11401.--a2446.
.
sell Call 489-2317 after 5 pm
local grocery. Only experienced springs, and mattress. $25. 26. TV-Radio
need apply. Please write giving Call 436-2394.
Used 19" color tv., also 25"
age. martial status, previous_ for sale: 30 inch gas range and color t.v. Clayton's 1 & B
experience, t&P.O. Box 32 Y.
dinette set. Will sacrifice. 753- Music, Dixieland Center
-Murray.
No experience necessary. A 1537.
large Kentucky 'corporation is Giant chest freezer for sale, Wanted. Responsible person to
take up small monthly paymenseeking to employ a qualified $200 firm. 753-6659.
ts on color t.v. Warranted.
person in your area to go into
The Dairy Queen will close for the
Cta ytertt 753-75757
our trainircorograttr.- The per=-Chest type --fleeter;
season Sunday, Nov. 2.
son we are seeking must be age freezer and restaurant equip- 27. Mobile Home Sales
21 or over, minimuni, high ment. Call 753-1934 or 153,
Thank you for another good year
1972 Atlantic, 12x60, 2
s/AykrsicY
school graduate and be bon- 1861.
* -;;•
I
bedroom.
bath.
large
extra
8 Johnie McCage.
Geneva
dable
travel.
overnight
No
me ;
For sale Furniture. Can be seen
'.
--.--;-_-=
Salary plus COMERISSIOns. Ex- at 301 South 6th or call 753- living room and kitchen, gas
o AU Una.i*stun,
Queen Sandwiches, Pints,
Dairy
4.5%
9C T 23
Sy....• Inc
heat. extra nice for model.
cellent fringe benefit program. 3953 or 753-9883.
753-9898
435-4349
or
Half Gallon containers
Quarts,
and
feel
qualify,
If
you
you
may
WHERE'S THAT
I ALWAYS WONDERED
send brief resume to P.O. Box Matching red floral couch and 1972 Checkmate, 12x65. 2
LETTER FROM
WHY THE'
available
for
.1." SECTION
your home freezers.
ihair, good condition $250 bedroom,
648. Mayfield, KY 42066.
wEADQuARTER5?
2 bath, $5000. Call
WAS SO LARGE Solrd maple coffee table and
Please
orders
place
before Oct. 30.
Route man for city of Murray two matching end tables, 527-1516.
Send resume to P 0 Box 32 X $150 Call 753-8998 after 430 12x65 Extra nice trailer and
lot. $13,500. Includes porch.
pm
MANAGEMENT
rotary antenna, outbuilding. CIWYSOSISANNAMAAAIMO
Stainless
watePless
cookware
central heat and
POSITION
and cutlery. Heavy home underpinning. air unit, and
759-1854.
National organization is
demonstration kind Lifetime
looking for the right
guarantee. Never used. 1973 Mobile home, 14x65, inperson to train for o top
Originally $600, selling $299. cluding appliances and unita Aavfrirox bymiiiiew
management position.
derpinning and 2 porches with
Will deliver. 1-692-2322.
Excellent
starting
awnings. $8000. 753-8922.
Small chest freezer, front
Degree
salary.
HAVEN'T YOU HEARD'?
14x70 Two year old energy
opening,
approximately
6
cubic
I'VE BEEN ELECTED
required, preferably in
feet, $100 or best offer. Call saver. Three bedrooms, 2
PRESIDENT,
'
business or related
-baths, central heat and air. 6"
759-4689 after 5 pm.
walls. fully insulated. Call 753field. Must be willing to
Vacuum
17.
Cleaners
9898 or 435-4349.
relocate in Kentucky or
Used Kirby vacuum cleaner. Trailer for sale, cheap! 753Tennessee.
Send
like new. all attachments, 4744resume to P.O. Box
$125 Brand new Filter Queen
32W, Murray, Ky
Ott FAMOUS
vacuum cleaner, $395. Call .1976 Viking, 12x70. 2
42071.
latex Flat Wall Paint
bedroom, l'i bath, dining
Martha Hopper. 354-6521.
room, central heat and air.
753-9898 or 435-4349.
Glidden
Are you addicted to drugs and
do not have the will power to
conquer' Are your children addicted to drugs and you do not
know how to handle the
situation' I have a solution and
would like to share it with you
Call Mark and there is no
charge baause I care 7539786

11. Instructions

•

2. Notice

2. Notice
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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NOTICE

111111'
,
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cp
Spred Satin
FkCTORY

I AM OF
THE MORI.
I DO NOT
F/GHT THE
FRIEND
OF MY
PEOPLE.

WELL SAID, MAN OF MORI.
BUT YOU MUST STAND
TRIAL WITH YOUR
FRIENDS,

1980 CITY Of MURRAY PROPERTY
TAXES MUST BE PAID ,BEFORE NOVEMBER 1, 1980 IN ORDER TO AVOID A
10% PENALTY. TAXES MAY BE PAID
BY MAIL OR IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY
CLERK, CITY HALL BUILDING FROM
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M., MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY, OR ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1980, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00
P.M.

* SA___i_E
*
0
.....„-lit
9
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2/1.-MiElcioine Rents
-

Double wide mobile I'me. in
good condition, For more information call 3822330 in
Graves County.

GALLON
Reg

S12 99

Furnished 2 bedroom. 2 bath,
gas mobile home, nice carpet.
with washer and dryer. $175
per month plus $50 deposit
CaII after 5 pitt,--7:9149..‘
For rent 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray No pdts 489
2611

S

Ikt.U

Save
.00

SAHSIAR,
100080
-

1

INDS02680
.
Blac 's
,..„ Decorating Center /33-01143

BEST COPY AVAI
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aril WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom, central vacuum,
all kitchen appliances, washer
and dryer hookup, central heat
and air Call 753-2437 or 753(3146

40 Prodiice

Grove fresh. leps Valley Ruby
red grapefruits. 18 lb bag. $5.
Early small super sweet
oranges 18 lb bag, $5. Jones
Produce. 305 South 12th
Street
Yard sale. Saturday and Su!,
day. October 25th and 26th li
41. Public Safe
til 4. 1309 Poplar Street,
Big yard sale. 503 Vibe St. An- Yd
1 sale! Tape recorder ,
tique picture frames. etc. si er jewelry. gem stones
Something for everyone. Wed- g u s. furniture. clothes, many
nesday. Thursday. and Friday
miscellaneous October 24th.
25th 26th from 10 AM til 5
Big yard sale. 1706 West Olive PM LP Miller to Old ConcordCollection of 48 years! Horse Salem Road 2nd house on tett
collars, haines, brass knobs, after Rattlin bridge Watch
churns and jars, corn shellers, sign-, 753-2952
lots of wars winter clothes in
large sizes, etc Wednesday 43. Real Estate
Thursday, and Friday

34. Houses For Rent
Country home. 2 bedroomr. Call
437-4386.
Four or five bedroom furnished
house for four or five college
girls or boys Also small furnished apartment for 1 or 2
college girls Call 753-5865
days, 753-5108 after 5 30 pm

Three bedroom, 2 befit house
on corner of 12th and Poplar.
Call 753-9733 or 753-1962.
Two bedroom. house, 1"2 miles
on 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699.
Two bedroom furnished home _
near University. $150 per month, $100 deposit. Call 753,
. •
9829.
For rent Large 3 bedroom house, 2 baths, dining room.
large beam family room with
fireplace, washer and dryer
hookup, built-in electric range,
carport. 753-7276.

36. For Rent Or Lease

Carport sale, Friclay and Sat.,'
day, 9-5. Clothes. tireplat ,
grates, other useful item
1302 Vine. .
Garage sale at 19th and College
Farm Road-on Thursday Friday'
and Saturday starting at 7 am

;

753-7411
ilil{Li

Only minutes from
Murray is this four
bedroom • -home- 'on
Highway 94 East,
Paneling, carpet and
large rooms. This is a
house you must see inside to appreciate.
Priced where you can
do your own touchingup at only $24,500.00.
Let Wayne make your
appointment todayT
Office, 753-1651 or
ome 5086.

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Audit

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

i P m ot sum 2 P 771

tUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

FR E

38. Pets-Supplies
Basic and Advanced dog
obedience classes Breed handling, tracking, and protection.
All
breeds and
ages.
Professional instructor 4362858.
Perfect early Christmas gift: -2
female AKC registered Doberman Pincher pups Black and
brown, quality bloodline. Must
sell. Call 489-2317 after 5 pm.

NICE

m will close for the
. 2.
mother good year
Cage.
andwiches, Pints,
Gallon containers
r home freezers.
before Oct. 30.
41\.4116.416.41641A alb A

k
k
k

South 12th at Sycamore
Telephone 753 1651
P.O. Boa 381

,

Saturday, October 25th
10:00 a.m. on Stateline
Road in Hazel, Ky.

h

SN ....,......._

Priced slashed! Make an otter
on this under priced
home.. The family is anxious to
move with husband to his new
job location. This home is lust
outside of city limits just 2
'miles, making for town- conveniences but 'no city taxes
The hourse has a traffic pattern
that is very liveable. Insulated
iip to TVA specifications for
economic utility bills. Priced lir
the $30's. Call 753-1492 CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors
ylet us show you this home
today

AUCTION
SALE

House for sale or trade for
house in Muiray. Iwo story
•I want to thank Joe Tinker, my ghost writer home on 2 acres and or 5 acres
in southwest area Call 753Sara O'Hara for the make-up. Sol Winder 5233 after 6 pm.
my gag writer. and Billy Stern for cue cards.'
Priced reduced on 'new 4
bedroom house in Canterbury
tial Estate
43. Real Estate
Extra nice. Financing available
. .."...oss
..."...e...
753-3903
,to.--....c•zeert...covSmall well constructed q
Motorcycles
47.
Looking for a first
house on 94 East,Close
house?
Let
us
show
you
acres.
1'2
on
Black Yamaha 650
lake
1979
to
S
this nice two bedroom
Special like new, $1900 or
Over 600 ft. of_highv.ay
home with garden area
best offer Call 759-4749 after
S frontage. Call today
in back. S17,500 with
4 pm
for an appointment. S
q financing available.
Reduced to $17,500.
175 Can-Am trail bike Call
.
435-4417 after 5 pm
farm
cattle
109 Acre753-9898
on Highway 280. FenEarly Christmas lay-away
ced, cross-fenced,
•
available now for Yamaha 3corral, loading chute,
wheelers Tri-moto Town &
RIM RIAU
yeat-round' water,
& PROM it
Country Yamaha, 753-B08.
eitAttAGIMIN I
with 2 bedroom mobile 1
Hey kids! A used 1979 Honda
L home. Also included
Does Price Count' You bet it 70 three-wheeler, extra nice.
I are 47 head of \ doe 2 bedroom brick on
only $425. Town A Country
Hereford cattle. One of
beautiful acre lot surrounded Yamaha, 753-8078.
the best cattle farms
by mature trees Bright. sunny
S in the country.
kitchen, dining room 'large Used mini-bike, 2 Honda 50!s.
)
Italiet 50'S for $225 and up
4344130
1.77.77 Amen
living roma with wood burning
751.7475
And • best of Town 1. Country Yamaha 753
k fireplace
pientit• lition . 753-5721
(.)
733440
lmos Asher
all.. Priced in the 520's For 8078.
0
%
tatty timeniiiit Aniet'imm•
a
comfort
and value compare 1980 Yamaha YZ 250 dirt bike
1t
3 k,
7519324
tir
4
..
with anything you may have Good condition 492-8930
\ seen .
Offered by Century 21
\
- Murray-Calloway
Loretta Jobs. Realtors - 753- 48. Auto. Services
County Realty
S !49
New batteries. Ford and'
tl
(502)7534146
(1
Chevrolet. 36 month guarantee.
304$ 12th St
q
430--tr
$34.95. exchange New Con/
Murray, Kr 42071
'
I'
cord Grocery. 436-5353.

4.

-r

0

New listing. 4 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive', Home
features Olympic size pool.
central heat and au, fireplace,
burglar alarm system. For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate. 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
0 Geneva Jones 753-6557.
Lot for sale 3 acre lot, large
0 trees. near.Southwest School
753-5233 after 6 pm

37. Livestock-Supplies
ARABIAN NORSE'S FOR SALE.
Visitors welcome! South on
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100.
ReeMar Arabians 753-6126.
Leather -repair and custom
work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
gun cases billfolds. saddlebags. 753-9736.
-

74 Acre farm between
Providence and Concord on
George Shoemaker Road 3
bedroom house, full basement.
pole barn. tobacco barn Jay
Futrell farm.' Call 527.1525.
$85.000.

48.•Homes For Sate

Real Estate
Southslcle Court Square

Floored and ready. Up to 17 a 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile hon.e od-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
CIOSID FROM FR

Formerly Murray
Lawn fir Garden

45. Farms For Sale

JOHN SMITH

Insurance

For
'Rent
Leg
Splitters
Half Day, Full - Day.
or Weekly Rates.
Call Murray Rental
Sales Center
753-8301

Income property Small apartment building, fully rented. excellent income For sale by
owner. Low $20's Call 7538742

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to own
a port of Mother Nature
without being out a lot Si
cosh!! 13 rolling acres on
G
Marshall County line
lust north of hwy BO Road
frontage on lost and West
sides with two building sites
Tobacco bose and born. Only
SI8,500. Need further toes
t2005 Just call We'll help!

Purdom 8 Thurman

Yard sale. Friday and Saturday.
corner of 6th and Chestnut.
Couch, furniture, baby clothes, Do you own your own lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
many other items.
and your family income is
Yard sale. 3 party, 641 North. within the following
adjusted
Wiggins Furniture store. Satur- income limits,
you may qualify
day 8 til 7
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedrooral home Income
Going out of Business due to
limits are Two in. fanuly
dines, Reduced Prices On all
$13.500. Three in' family
items! Concrete, Pottery,
$15,150. Four in family
depression glass, all kinds of
$17.900. With today's inflation
glassware and odd junk. Six
and interest rates up. why not
good showcases for sale
visit our office today and let us
$200.
talk
now...753terms
W1LUES ANTIQUES 1492,
'CENTURY • 21 -Ebieffe"
lust oft 121 on 280, /
1
4 of a
Jobs. Realtors at 1200
wao.
Sycamore

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

7

Three room farmhouse. 10
miles. east of Murray.,Call 7532480 after 5 pm.

For rent 3 bedroom house in
country. 492-8225.

43RiifEte

Safe

Moving
..ie hide-abed couch desk type sewing
washer
machine
Maytag
utility cabinet Call 153-89I(!
ar 753-6903

Vacant furnished apartment
Call 753-5292 evenings.

For rent. 3 bedroom house.
Stove, refrigerator furnished.
753-9240
House for rent. Couples only.
absolutely no pets. Available
November 1st. Call 753-2987
after 5 pm
!

4E151

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

"

STROUT REALTY, INC.
the leed.,7 son,. mOO
MillOnt bur,' one ,11.

Professional Sn,
U' oh Ills F'nendls

(
S1

s• •••

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
•
LACE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

REALTY

•

753-1222
COUNTRY ESTATE
Large brick ranch
home on 8 rolling
acres. Main floor
features 4 bedrooms,'
22,2 baths, living room
with fireplace, dining
area, large modern
kitchen with all conveniences, den and utility, room. Walkout
basement consists of
two 'Tully paneled
apartments. Property
also has hookups for
two mobile homes. Offered in the $60'5.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for full
time real estate
service.
GOOD TO THE
LAST NAIL
This extremely wellbuilt home has quality
throughout. It has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
large kitchen, and all
rooms are beautifully
decorated. Special
features include central heat and air, formal dining room and
ted in an excellent
neighborhood. Priced
in the $50'5. Immediate possession.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for real
service in real estate!

49. Used Cars

1971 Maverick. $150 Call 767- K K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps- removed from
4001
your yard or land cleared of
1974 Torino $475 trade tour stumps We can remove slum
white spoke courier wheels ps up to 24 below the ground
origianal equipment 1803 leaving only sawdust and chips
College Farm Road
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Kemp
50. Used Trucks
Jr 435-4319
1980 Datsun long wheel base
topper automatic $6000 Cell Leather repair, dying, cleaning
and alterations Also saddle
753-2813
and harness repair. We make
1968 Dodge Dump truck also leather clothing,
chaps vests
50 bead of chickens Call 436tack. -belts purses bill-folds
and many other gift items Call
1967 Elcomino body. Call 436- 753-9736.
2439 after 4:30.
Need work on your trees' Topor sale 1972 Dodge
ping pruning shaping. com753-8072.
- "plete removal and more Call
For sale 197.4 Jeep Renegade BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
equipped
fully
C1-5
for off professional tree care 753road. 753-0355.
8536.
19'19 Jeep VVagoneer on.e
owner. low mileage Call 436- •Get a head start on Christ •
mos. Coil tor your op
2427
.6

53. Services Wired
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks.. patios, steps. free'
estimates. Charles Barnett.
753-5476
Custom fiberglass work done
fenders spoilers body work
No job too „small or large Call
753-7681 or stop by 211 South
16th ask for David
•For your home-care personal.
care. housewares and multivitamin and mineral supplement needs. call your local
Amway distributor at 753-0806
after 4 pm
For all your plumbing in
Stallation and repair, all work
guaranteed call 753-8950
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears. 753-2310- for free
estimate for your needs
Have your driveways white
rocked and graded before bad
weather -Free estimates. Clifford Garrison, 753-5429

I Satin

DRY
LE*

0 Our FAMOUS
latex Rat Mall Paint
• F..

r 4,0

es

g Center

MA,

as
GALLON

Reg
$12 99

Save
$4.00
SA77 (SARIS
10 10 80
ENDS
10 M

iss.sus

53.SIMS Offered
mobile
Underpinning and
home service Call 759-1608
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING. Have
your home driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter /538163
PAINTING
interior A, Eztartor

Tustro Ceiling; caulking
and winterizing. Quality
work, 15 years ea
perience. Call Robert
Scroggins, 436-2353.

Will IV& driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or
write Morgan Construction Co..
pointment today
Route 2 Box 409A Paducah,
•
KY 42001. or call day or night
• CARTER STUDIO
1-442-7026
304 Moon
753 81981
Will do plumbing. heating.
Stop' For all your repair needs, painting roofing carpentry
roofing, carpentry plumbing '5327 1' 759 7?,n
and electrical work look no
morel Call 753-9226 or 753
ROOFING
9623 We'll do your lob large or
Coninn•rciat
and
small All work_ done to your
Residential, Shingle
satisfaction
and built-tip roofs.
TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom
References, all witrk
made and repaired Reasonable
guaranteed. 759-4512
rates Free estimates, Call 753or 759-1859.
9736

Thank
You

Heating. Refrigeration. Air Con1974 Cougar XR-7 $1500 or ditioners. appliance repairs
take over payments Call 753 Bob's Refrigeration Service
4083 after 6 pm.
Hazel Kentucky., .498-8370
Murray Ity 753-7829. Robert
1974 Chevrolet Caprice Classic,
(Bobby) Lockhart.
4-door, hardtop, all equipment.
approximately 43.000 miles. Insulation blown -in by Sears.
1970 Chevelle. 2-door.'hardtop. save on these high heating and
power brakes, steering, and air. cooling bills Call Sears. 7532310 for free estimate
Clean, local car. 753-3942,
1974 Cougar, XR-1 $695 ¶53- KARATE CLASSES Open daily Murray Karate Center For ap9710.
,00intment call 753-6317.
1979 Cougar XR-7, Loaded, one
owner car-excellent condition Leave raking Call today 759
4855
Call 753-9880.

To all ,the people who
made our recent Auction
at the Calloway County
Soil Improvement
Association, Inc. a most
outstanding success.
You were most
cooperative.

1976 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder.'2door. clean inside and out.
$1950. 623-8293. Mayfield.

e.

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

NICE HOUSE.
Aluminum and Vinyl
NICE AREA &
needed! Offices
Listings
1976 Ford Van. customized
Siding, Custom Trim
REDUCED PRICE
.Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Chateau small motor. 351 WinAn attractive well- S Everywhere. "Free" Catalog
Work. References.
dsor. good condition. $3100.
s kept
3 bedroom Brick TI
753-0689 Day or
753-1203
STROUT REALTY
and stone home on a
Night.
it. F
For sale: 1979 Buick .Electra
Mit Celtheeveltd. 753.0786
SHELTON - AUCTIONEER
large lot with many
Anytime
Menet Iv
extras.
Limited.
with
loaded
Licinsed Electrician and gas ins
S trees,
ees. Located near \
car. 21.000 actual miles. stallation heating installation
Local
811
Paris
Road
247-1385
lq shopping center but in
Call 753-0839 or 753-5287 and repairs Call 753-7203
a quiet and stable sub- \ Relax and enjoy beautiful
Black's
seen
at
be
Can
country living on 3 acres. This
division. Newly painDecorating Center.
well landscaped home has 4
ted inside and outside
bedrooms
and
cathedral
large
For
sale 1976 Triumph TR-7.
$49,900.
beam ceiling living room. If
good condition. Call 759-1657.
SPIC AND SPAN
this isn't enough room for your
Easy to care for Alum.
import Auto Salvage Two 1979
garden. there is additional tensided 3 Bdrm. home.
Datsun engines. 1400 series.
dable acreage available, Call
From livingroom a
one 1200 series One 1975 2Wendy at Spann Realty
TC Toyota. all low miles and
good view of the lake.
Associates, 753-7724
more. Call-44-2325:Fireplace lit I,R,
tl modern kitchen. Elec.
1973 Mercury Capri. 85,000
Sale held rain or shine!
heat. Basement rec. S
miles. 35 mpg. $675 436Mr. & Mrs. Otis Wilson, owner
h room has new wood
5875.
Gary S Beecham in charge of sale,
stove which heats enREALTY
1973 Pontiac stationwagon. ex
tire house. Attached
cellent condition. Call 753s garage. Located in S L.753-1222
1344. 12 to 3 pm
S Lakeway Shores. Onls q
$32,500.
HOME FOR
SALE OR RENT
753-8080
Economic family living in this wooden con•PRES(RIPTIONS •ERESH FRUIT DRINKS
temporaq home and
•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
1'/-2 acres located in a
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
lovely setting at the
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
edge of Murray. Many
Free Delivery on Presc lions in City Limits
unique
unusual
• Wedding Bands
features including
solid Birch kitchen
•Gold Rings
We are Offering a fine home on Doran Road
'cabinets, 40x12 Red• Class Rings (Any Condition)
with an opportunity to buy on a lease option
wood deck, 40x12 con• Gold 8, Silver Coins !Amman Pre 1464)
type of financing. This lovely home has three
crete patio, fireplace
• Gold Watches
bedroom, living room, dining room large
in living room and
-family room with a fireplace. foyer and a
family room, pella
• Sterling Silver • Dental Gold
, large kitchen. Home has been insulated last
thermopane windows,
Check Your Jewelry Bones
year
to
TVA standards. The carpeting is pracand much, much
For Unwanted Gold RM.s.
tically new Economical gas heat. Priced unmore. Price reduced!
der $60 000 00.
With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Upper $70's. Phone
WE PAY:
Kopperud Realty, 753Our Service Dept. Is Headed By
1222 for full-time real
estate service.
Call 753-0101
EARL LOVETT With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
1111 Sycamore
NOT FAR
or 753-7531
As A Tappan Serviceman.
(*Depending On Weight And Gold Content)
FROM TOWN
Attractive 3 bedroom
Nobody Wants Your Gold & Silver More Than
remodeled home on
We Haim A Complete
the Our 24 Ur. Phones
21,2 acres. Property is
Lino Of Tappan
753-5341
Days
Fenced with stocked
Appliances.
Nights
354-6956
Olympic Plaza Hours 9-9
pond and barn for
753-11S6
horses, and located
225 L.P. Miller St.
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
WE SERVICE ALL TAPPAN PRODUCTS WHETHER
less than 3 miles from
Across Douglass Center
The
town.
price
is
PURCHASED HERE OR NOT!
-I -right too - in the $30's
-1
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty' . for
friendly, courteous
209 S. 3rd
753-5341
Real Estate Service.
Thank You For Your Patience.
ml

Selling hide-a-bed couch, end tables, dining table with
4 chairs, electric range, (2) 220 electric heaters, 3
piece bedroom suite, shadow box, odd beds, old kitchen cabinet, 121 oak rockers, odd choirs;old sewing
machine, childs roll top desk, walnut wardrobe, oak
dresser, oak side board with mirror, oak curve glass
china cabinet, oak platform rocker, oak 3-door ice box
refinished, tin door pie safe refinished, several good
oil lamps, 1 brass Aladden lamp, lots of old dishes,
sucfi as butter dish, preserve stands, water pitcher,
oress glass, some depression glass, bedspreads, quilts
2nd quilt tops, old picture frames, stone crocks, lawn
mower, hand tools, (1) wood shaper in good condition,
(1) stained leaded glass 3x4 ft., old dinner bell, Kentucky long rifle muzzle loader, needs some work,
1973 Chevy Novo, and much more, don't miss it!
'Some good antiques. --

k
k

k

4

k

k

Charles Thompson, Auctioneer
Ph.(901)642-0919

0''['ID

'
she
ton
(:oMPAN)f

%TVS'S'"SYSITSYS1
CASH
FOR
GOLD & SILVER

g

We Need SOO Class Rings

WA

IMMEDIATE
$$ TOP CASH $$

ANNOUNCING

&arm

51 Services Offered

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
Is Now The Factory Authorized

krt

TAPPAN SERVICE CENTER

JOHN C. NEUBAUER,
REALTOR

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP

STEELE-ALIBRITTEN

IT COPY AVAILABLE

-

WILL OPEN THURSDAY
OCT.24 8:30-1:30

-Up To S100 For large High School Rings'
-Up To $150 For large College Rings'

1

Gold 8. Silver Pawn Shop
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FTC Forced To Stop
Efforts On I nusrance

•

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

surance. It is not designed to
provide for the possibility of
economic gain in return for a
risked sum of money. That's
an investment. Nor is it
designed to accumulate
deposits of money building
toward an individual or family
goal so long as the depositor
remains alive to make the
deposits. That's a savings account..."
The Better Business
Bureau's "Guide to Wise Buying" says that no matter
which.type of insurance you
choose, it is important to shop
around. "Compare the cost of
similar policies offered 14 a
number of firms. Premiums
vary substantially," says the
BBB.

The Federal Trade Commission has been forced to stop its
efforts to regulate the sale of
life insurance. But consumers
can regulate their own purchases to get the most for their
premium dollars.
The FTC had proposed that
- state insurance commissions
,require companies to provide
more information about the
cost and rate of return on different types of policies. The
proposal died when congress
passed legislation reaffirming
its policy of leaving insurance
regulation solely up to the
states, and ordering the FTC
to study insurance only if it is
asked to do so by conunittess
of the House or Senate.
The congressional action
followed an FTC staff report
which was sharply critical of
By ELLEN PORATII
the industry. Insurance comAssociated Press Writer
panies challenged the report
and accused the FTC of basing
its study on false assumptions.
MADISON,Wis.( AP)— She
At the center of the con- is Any Woman, and as she
troversy is the argument over walks along a city street —
term
insurance
versus any street — a man makes an
wholelife policies. Each has offensive remark about her
advantages and disadvan- body.
tages.
She has three basic options.
-.Term insurance provides a She can fix her gaze on the
fixed amount of protection for sidewalk aid rush on, pretena fixed period. After the term ding she hasn't heard. She can
expires, you have no more spit out her own obscene
protection unless you get remark or gesture.
another policy. Premiums are
Or she can walk up to the
relatively low when you are
young, but increase as you get man, look him in the eye and
— in a voice loud enough for
•
older.
Whole-life policies provide bystanders to hear — deliver a
, protection for as long as you
live. They also build up cash
values. You can borrow
against them and, if you
decide you no longer want the
insurance, you ean discontinue the policy and take the
accumulated cash. Premiums
The
Murray
State
for whole-life policies general- Republicans Luncheon will be
ly are highef than those for held Friday% Oct. 24 at 7 p.m.
term insurance, but they are at the Colonial House
fixed and do not increase as Smorgasbord with the lunyou get older.
cheon being $10 per student
The FTC described whole- and $15 non-student.
life policies as a combination
No reservations are
of insurance and savings and
necessary, but for more init said the average rate of
formation call Stan Roberts,
return on the savings portion
753-0519 or Pat Taylor, 767of most policies was under 2
6297.
percent a year.
The American Council of
The guest speaker will be
Life Insurance said the FTC Kentucky Republican State
calculations were wrong. It Representative Louie Guensaid the average rate of return thner from the 48th District
was closer to 6 percent. The and his wife, Betty, instead of
council also said that whole- Roger &aback who was forlife policies are NOT savings merly announced to be
or investments.
speaker.
John H. Filer, chairman of
Also speaking at the
the board of Aetna Life &
meeting will be Herb- Hays,
Casualty of Hartford, Conn.,
First District, and Ed Thur(-summed up the council's posimond, Calloway Republican
tion when he testified before
the Senate Commerce Com- chairman.
All proceeds will be
mittee last October. "Wholelife insurance is not partially designated to the local
insurance and partially sav- Republican campaign, a
ings," he said. It is wholly ill- spokesman said.

Windbreaks Save Heat
LEXINGTON — "Kentuckians could save 10 to 25
percent on their heating fuel
bills by planting windbreaks
around their homes," Charles
Foster, a forester with the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service
(SCS says.

LOOKING OVER MATERIALS — Cafeteria workers from the Murray City Schools look
over posters prepared for the in-service day with Dairy and Nutrition Council
representative Bonnie Davenport. The group participated in activities to help demonstrate the kit: "Food, Your Choice." The materials are designed to help cafeteria personnel teach nutrition to students in Murray Schools.

newly developed subdivisions
where the land has been
cleared and the landscape is
bare,
"Researchers at Princeton
University, N.J., recently
built a windbreak model
around a townhouse, substituting triangular wire
"Well-placed trees could screens for trees. Heating fuel
produce additional savings in costs dropped by 20 percent,"
summer," Foster said, "by he said.
cutting down on cooling costs.
Of particular interest to
And these savings can be ob- camper-trailer owners are the
tained in average,imperfectly experiments at Pennsylvania
insulated houses during the State University's Pinchot Insummer as well as the win- stitute. There, windbreaks
tertime."
shaved 9 percent 'off the
Windbreaks, long known to heating bill. Trailers tend to
be a major factor in slowing be less energy efficient than
wind velocity out west, are ap- permanent structures.
"Windbreaks save energy in
plicable here in Kentucky.
This is especially true in winter," Foster said, "by
slowing the speed of winds and
causing a more even
distribution of air around
buildings. This reduces the air
filtration rate — the rate at
women confident body which warm air is replaced
by
movements ( a brisk walk, for cold air."
instance, with head held Up
Air infiltration alone is
and eyes looking ahead, not responsible
for a third of the
down) and facial expressions cost of heating buildings,
ac(observant, not smiling at cording to the Soil Conevery passing man) that will servation Service forester.
not be misinterpreted.
"This means that a 75 percent'
"We smile and smile and reduction
in air infiltration,
smile. When we're nervous," which
is not , uncommon,
we smile. When we're terresults in about a 25 percent
rified, we smile," Ms. Newton savings in heating
expenses."
said. "It's not going to work if
Much less is known about
you're smiling while you tell a
the cost-saving effects of trees
man to leave you alone."
in summer. Good local

varieties of shade trees arc
the Norway maple, sugar
maple, sweetgum and littleleaf linden. When used for
cooling purposes, these trees
should be placed close to the
south side of buildings, maintaining a distance of 20-30 feet
from foundations.
Conversely, conifers —
white pine, Northern white
cedar, Norway spruce — and
other evergreens used in windbreaks should be planted in
one,two or three rows at about
one mature tree length from
the structures. Properly
located, they will deflect northwestern and southwestern
winds during the winter.
"Windbreaks provide the
best protection," Foster said,
"when the plantings include a
row of shrts)s." The shrubbery keeps air from flowing
under the tree leaf barrier.
American cranberry bush,
burning bush, nannybush
viburnum and sikly dogwood
are among the shrubs that are
recommended by the SCS for
windbreak use.
On site assistance is
available from SCS, says
Foster, to help owners locate
and design windbreaks. By
contacting their local district
conservationist, interested
persons can obtain information and advice on selection of tree and shrub species,
site preparation and proper
planting procedures.

Women Learning How To Be More Assertive

'Just Luck' Richeson,Says

41i
s

•••

.

Bill Richeson

•:..

•
"Just luck" is how Billy Richeson of Owensboro
describes what happened to him a few days after he came
to Murray State University.
Richeson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Richeson of 2535 Citation Ave.,is a freshman theatre arts major.
During summer orich,-tion, he heard that "Oliver!"
would be University Theatre's first production this
semester. A few days after school started, he auditioned.
"I saw the movie," Richeson said, "and I remembered
that Artful Dodge was a fun part. But the auditions
weren't for parts. They just gave us what they thought we
would be good at.
They thought he would be good at Artful Dodger.
Artful Dodger is the oldest and most successful member
of a gang of boy thieves. Richeson is bigger than the boys
in the cast but small enough to look like an older member
of the gang.
"He's gotten good at picking pockets," Richeson said,
"and he doesn't get caught. So they Gall him Artful
Dodger. He's the one who fitds Oliver (the main
character)and brings him to Fagin,the gang leader."
"Oliver!" is Richeson's second musical. This past summer, he played Jesus in Theatre Workshop of
Owensboro's production of "Godspell."
Between a I7-hour class load and 15 hours a week in
rehearsql, he hasn't had much time for anything else.
He'll need a little more than "just luck" to get through this
semester, but he laid he'll get used to it and that as an actor he'll probably haye tougher schedules in the future.

not worry that she might offend a man who seems to be
following her by telling him to
keep his distance. Women are
altogether too polite, she said.
"I think one of the greatest
dangers to women are the
rules of etiquette. We're so
polite....It's not terrible to
misjudge a man," she said.
A woman who thinks she's
being followed can cross the
street or step into the gutter,
face him and tell him to back
off.

"Sure, he's going to think
you're a strange lady, but who
cares?" she said. "If he is a
threat, you're facing him."
Ms. Newton's course
teaches women to meet men's
eyes briefly as they walk. This
gives women an air of confidence — but it's often the
toughest part of the course.
Most women, Ms. Newton
said, think that looking at a
man, however briefly, will be
interpreted as a "come-on."
The course also teaches
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Next week look for my
Unadvertised Specials at all
DeikY Drug Stores
throughout Kentucky.
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stock response she learned in
Nanci Newton's street assertiveness workshop:
"I don't like the remark you
made. You are trying to
degrade me.I want you to stop
it."
Men who make remarks
about women's faces or legs or
breasts or hips often defend
their comments as terms of
appreciatim. Many women
regard such remarks — and
stronger, obscene Comments
— as public harassment, and
the course Ms. Newton is
devising at the Dane County
Project on Rape is designed to
deal with it.
Response to her first
workshop in October 1979 surprised her. Almost 40 women
attended and scores inquired
about future sessions.
One year and six workshops
later, she is expanding the
twohour workshops to a
fullfledged course of three to
six weeks' duration which she
will inaugurate next spring.
She is also devising a curriculum so others can teach
the techniques.
"For too long, women have
had to walk on streets as if
they were walking through
enemy territory. It's like a
war zone,"she said, _ "For a woman to be assertive, she has to believe
(harassment) has got to stop.
It's away of fighting back in a
way that's non-violent and
( makes) you feel good about
yourself."
She said she believes street
harassment will drop
dramatically if women respond assertively and men can
no longer count on women
reacting passively.
Ms. Newton first learned
about street assertiveness a
year ago at an Ohio workshop
led by a group called Columbus Women Against Rape and
sponsored by the National
Coalition Against Sexual
Assault.
It isn't easy to learn. Women
aren't used to being assertive.
Especially on public. streets,
toward strange men.
A woman harassed in public
has a choice of three
responses, she said: aggressive,timid or assertive.
An aggressive response =name-calling or an obscene
gesture — could backfire, turning an insult into violence.
But a timid response — hurrying away in embarrassment —
may be as bad. Either anger
or embarrassment can show a
man he has hit his mark.
"A lot of people say, 'Why
say anything? Why not just
hurry on, do what you've
always done?' That doesn't
necessarily protect you," Ms.
Newton said. "You're giving
'victim signals.' You've just
given him a lot of signals you
may be easy prey. There are a
lot of rapists who walk around
looking for a victim, testing
out a victim."
Street assertiveness includes gauging potential
violence in a situation and
walking away if necessary,
she said. But basically,she added, an assertive response
delivered in a strong voice and
backed up with a confident
stance shows the woman is
willing to defend her territory
and makes the man publicly
accountable for his actions.
"You've embarrassed him.
I've been in situations where
nearby people applauded,"
she said.
Women reinforce what they
learn in class on "practice
walks" around the city. They
also memorize a list of "stock
answers that just leap to your
mind" when they are needed,
she said.
The street assertiveness instruction also encourages a
woman to trust to instinct and
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